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PREFACE 

"What are you doing here?" This was one of tbe first phrase uttered to me when 

I arrived in Durban, South Africa, in the summer of 2001. Upon being a ked this 

question, I was a bit stunned, maybe even crushed. For months, I had been 100Jcing 

forward to working with the Graduate Programme in Cultural and Media Studies at the 

University of Natal -- one of the most prestigious media re earch centers in Africa and, 

for that matter, the world. I tbought my research project wa important. Having read 

much of the early works of American scholars of development commumcati.on (see 

Lerner, 1967 and Rogers. 1976, for example), I was familiar with the notion that mass 

communication played an important role in national development and democracy 

initiatives. Thus, I wanted to look at how one of the world's newest democracies was 

instituting a community radio sector. With media concentration ac elerating and the view 

of media as a public. ervice deteriorating in my own country, South Africa seemed to be 

an oasis to me. I wanted to be one of the few American graduate 'tudents who had 

studied the development of what I thought to be democratic, locally controlled media 

institutions in South Africa. But the questioning of my motives made me look, at lea t 

temporarily, at what I was really doing halfway across the world, thousands of mile from 

the place I called home. Why hould an American care about South Africa, e pecially 

when the predominant view of my country among many South African scholar wa 

negative? 
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In hind ight, l now th validity of that qu tion. It mad me think critically 

about my role a are earcher and harpened my acumen. Myad i or and orne of my 

colleagues didn't trust m immediately -- and for good rea on. Many American cholar 

who have written about African media have looked through a di tant len . The v nerable 

'ivory tower' perception of academia notwith tanding, orne work, at lea tin th view 

of some of my colleague, have tried to place the continent' media dev lopment within a 

framework that doe n't capture the complexity of the local .ituations -- e pecially in 

terms of history, identity and truggles for repre entation -- that have characterized many 

studies focused on African broadca ring. Indeed, for more than one rea on, my bo thad 

a legitimate concern about my de ire to probe media development in their country. After 

several months, however. I knew that people had begun to tru t me. 

My saving grace, so to peak, was my strong intere t in the development of 

institutions that were establi hed, partially in theory and partiaUy in practice, with 

democracy and human rights in mind. Community radio in South Africa fascinated me 

then and continues to fascinal.! m now for veral important r sons. Fir t, my int r . tin 

broadcasting a a facilitator of the public phere, that oft-critiqued, ab tract realm of 

public concern and communication, motivated me to explor radio tation that w re 

mandated by national law to independently serve their audience with relevant, local 

information, provide a forum for the articulation of matter of public concern and 

encourage economic, social and political empowerment on the community level. The 

vision put forth by broadcasting policymaker ,NGO and other takeholder in South 

Africa conceptualized these station as part of a broader national project of re

constructing the nation's media land cape after years of information control by the 
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apartheid regime. It all ounded wonderful to me. But, a a young scholar,l al 0 wanted 

to know more about how thi overarching view of broadcasting as a tool. of democracy 

and development was emerging on the ground. Wer these tations really facilitating and 

maintaining their local and national public pbere and, more importantly, did they really 

see this function as their raison d'etre? My natural kepticism about uch broad claim, at 

least in my view, gave me a serious reason to 'be there." 

That skepticism, however, did not come from doubt about South AfTica. In fact, 

it came from my own country. In an era of unprecedented moves toward deregulation in 

the U.S. telecommunications and broadca ting sector, it i quite ea y for an American 

studying communications to be a bit skeptical. Recent propo al to the Federal 

Communications Commission have focused on letting the markets regulate both 

industries. This philosophy, which seems at least to partially guide the 1996 

Telecommunications Act, has had its con equences. In radio, for example, large 

corporations such as Clear Channel Inc., have assimilated thousan.ds of radio stations-

more than 20 percent of U.S. radio stations as of 2002 -- with a singular motiY of profit 

making. If one needed any evidence, the recent word' of Clear Chann I Communications 

CEO Lowry Mays more than satisfies the burden of proof: "We're oot in the bu ine s of 

providing news and information. We're not in the bu ine s of providing well-re earched 

music. We're simply in the business of elling our cu tomer product. "I Clear Channel, 

of course, owns the largest number of radio station in the United States. If there were 

ever a time for an American scholar to be concerned with the future of radio as a tool of 

democracy and public service, it is now. 
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Indeed, an important concern of thi rudy i the role of media in a democratic 

society. Admittedly thi i at 0 a broad con ern. What ind ed, is the rol of media in a 

democratic ociery? For mo 1:, democracy impJi popular participation in public affairs 

and freedom to determine and di cu th matter of pubHc intere t. Media' rol in a 

democratic society, tben, would eem to be one of agency and facilitation for the 

articulation of public concern. However, it i important to remember: what parts of tbe 

public are mass media intended to serve? As HameLink (1992) and Alt chull (1995) bave 

observed, the situation of rna media within a etting of commercial relations, regardle 

of whether or not they claim "independence" from out ide influence, challenge tbe 

notion that such media are able to erve the needs of all citizens in a democracy, whether 

on a local or global level. If certain 'publics' are served and others are not, are rna 

media really acting as agents of democracy? At what level are the e public be t erved?2 

What role does public policy play in helping - or hindering - rna s communicator to 

foster a "public sphere,,3 in which citizens of a particular polity freely and openly di cu 

matter of public concern? T,his tudyattempt to examine orne of the e i ue -- and 

one of them in-depth -- within the context of community radio as it has b n applied in a 

particular region of a newly democratic society. 

As part of the mass communication infrastructure of a democratic ociety, 

community radio has been widely recognized as having an important role to play. The 

World Association of Community Broadcasters (2002), the world' large t non

governmental organization dedi.cated to the development of community radio, says the 

medium serve "as the voice for the voiceless, the mouthpiece of oppressed people... and 

generally as a tool for development." In the case of the RepUblic of South Africa, the 
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"voicele ," for many y ar ,con tituted the va t majority of th national population. 

Under apartheid -- Literally, apartne in th Afrikaan language -- broadca,ting wa a 

tool of tate propaganda and oppre' ion. However, the ituation of broadcasting in South 

Afdca has changed in recent year, as new con titutional guarantee of freedom of 

expre sion and nearly 100 commercial and community tation now erve a a 

complement to a reformed public ervice broadca t r. Indeed, the variety of outlet for 

independently produced new, information and opinion ha never b en greater in the 

history of South African broadcasting. However, the concern' and contlicts among the e 

sectors, not to mention their respective truggle for financial olvencyand ecurity, have 

made the imperatives of democratic communication difficult to achieve. 

The opening chapter of thi study provides a cur ory introduction to community 

radio in South Africa, it importance to that nation's attempt at building a wide pread, 

democratic mass media infrastructure and the hi torical context within which community 

radio developed. [n this chapter, the reader will be introduced to some of the basic South 

African media policy debate ofthe la t century a th y relate to th d veloproem of 

community radio and how the e debate have tran formed, and continu to tran form, 

South Africa's media landscape. 

Chapter Two reviews the extant literature on South Africa community radio. The 

theoretical approaches applied in each tudy are pre ented in a way that lead to, and 

introduces, the theoretical framework that guides the question asked in thi tudy. The 

notion of the public sphere, as conceptualized by Jiirgen Habermas and developed by 

other theorists, is then introduced and critiqued from the per pective of recent scholarly 

work. The theory, and its application to community radio, is then examined in li.ght of the 
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policy directive en brin din South Africa' broadca ting legislation, namely the 

Independent Broadca ling Act of 1993, the rnd pendent Communication Authority of 

South Africa Act of 2000 and the Media Development and Div r ity Agen y Act, which 

is circulating in a draft form at the time of thi writing. 

The theoretical framework and rationale outlined in Chapt r Two inform the 

methodological choices pre ented in Chapter Three. In thi chapter, the appropriatene s 

of the case study methodology is pre ented and ju tifled within the context of rna 

communication research and other general ociological application. Specifically, the u e 

of the case study is explained with regard to it usefulne s in under tanding and 

evaluating particular cases rather than seeking broad generalizations. Becau e of the type 

and scope of this study, the case study is used with the intent of a vo.iding weeping 

conclusions in an area of inquiry that is not yet well~developed. Because of the lack of 

literature or understanding of how South African community radio work, it is argued, 

the case study is presented as a useful tool to begin the proces of identifying i sue and 

problem that could be examined in future research. 

Ca e studie of two South African community radio tation follow in Chapter 

Four and Five. Radio Khwezi, a community radio tation with ti to the Lutheran 

Church, is featured first. A rural tation ituation near the village of Kranskop in 

Kwazulu-Natal, Radio Khwezi erves a unique public phere that is haped by a 

communiry of faith that is also a community of citizen. Radio Phoenix, which i featured 

in Chapter Five, was a peri-urban station that served the mostly Indian uburbs of 

Durban, KwaZulu-Natal. A community of interest tation that featured cultural 

programming, music, news and sports, Radio Phoenix went off the air in late 200 I.. The 
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ca e of Radio Phoeuix a it will be argued in the bodyoftheth i ,rai e anumberof 

i sues concerning the main que tion of thi study. A compari on of both ca e , in fact, 

raise ome urgent i sues in need of further attention. 

In Chapter Six., the'e i ue will be summarized and di cu ed in detail. Th input 

of media policymakers and activist is particularly important in thi chapter, a it add 

texture to the i ues raised in the case tudie . Mo t importantly, the i ues point to new 

areas of research that might be investigated by other scholars. Finally, a set of 

preliminary conclusions related to tbe research question i presented. The notion of the 

public sphere is found to be important, but the way tbi notion wa conceived by each 

station -- and the relation of these conceptions to the ideals of community broadcasting 

policy -- is found to be quite different. Sweeping generalization are not ought here. 

Rather, the particular of both cases are analyzed in a way that allow new i sue to 

emerge for future re earch. 

Endnotes 

I Chen, c.y. (2003 February 18). "The bad boys of radio .• Forl.llne, 147(4).
 

" See Jakubowicz (1994) for a discussion .
 

.j This term is used in the context of Habermas' (1999) conception of the "public sphere" and will be
 
applied as such in the second chapter. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During the last ten years of sociopolitical development in th R public of South 

Africa, a more open environment for tbe creation and maintenance of both main tream 

and alternative media outlets has emerged. Radio broadca ting is one of the most 

significant aspects of the developing infrastructure of dernocrati.c media institutions in 

South Africa. Recent market research figures show that nearly all South African 

households own and use a radio as opposed to a television, which not even two-third of 

South Africa's population of more than 46 million people possess,! according to'the 

South African Advertising Research Foundation (as cited in Barnett, I999a). The context 

for this state of affairs involves socioeconomic factors', such as poverty and illiteracy, and 

health concerns, such as HIV-AIDS, which are endemic not only in South Africa but in 

the Afdcan continent a' a whole. Studies by the United Nations Educational, S ientific 

and Cultural Organjzation (Maherzi, 1994; Majozi, 2(00), the World Bank (Siemering, 

1997), and some scholars (Ansah, 1992; Boafo, 1992,2000) have confirmed that radio is 

a vital tool for democracy and development in South AfTica and, indeed, in mo t other 

African nations. 

While it is true that a radio receiver is the only electronic media resource that is 

owned by, and readily available to, most South African, the institution of radio 

broadcasting, when viewed within a historical context, was not always quite so useful as 

an information and development too) for the majority of South Africa's population. 

Despite the medium's longstanding pervasivene s, radio was for a long time a tooJ of 



state propaganda and oppre ion. Fromju t befor the World War II era until 1994 

when new broadca ling legi lation went into effect South African had no opportunity to 

seek a plurality of information and opinion ource on the nation' airwave. Becau e of 

an undemocrati.c and xenophobic regime, repre sive policies and overt marripulation, the 

realization of radio's potential a a developm nt tool wa arre ted for mo t of the 20th 

century. 

State-controlled broadcasting and the apartheid state: An impetus for a radio revolution 

For nearly five decades, government control of radio broadcasting through the 

South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) was a stifling force that prevented tbe 

open articulation of social and political concerns on South Africa's airwave. The 

nefarious policies of racial egregation and eparate development known a apartheid 

(literally "apartness" in the Afrikaans language) -- a term now infamou in the lexicon of 

world history and often mi 'used in the popular media -- provided the backdrop for a 

state-owned and operated mass communication ystem that indulged th agenda of th 

powerful few, largely ignored the realities of the rna e., and manipulated everyone. A 

framework of policies that reflected the apartheid agenda and a trict enforcement of 

these policies combined to create an environment wher the free expres ion of ideas wa 

discouraged and often punished (Louw, 1993; Mpofu, Manhando and Tomaselli, 1996; 

Tomaselli, Tomaselli, and Louw, 1989). 

Prior to South Africa's first democratic elections in 1994, the notion of open and 

democratic radio broadcasting was meaningless in the context of the apartheid state. As 

Tomaselli and Toma elli (1989) note, the ruling National Party's mass communication 
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policies aw "communication ... a a one-way proce s which allow for specified group 

to be taught certain thing, rather than giving people the opportunity to expres their own 

views and values" (p. 85). The separation of etbnic group, a en hrined by apartheid 

policies, was also reflected in radio broadcasting. For many year the SABC's radio 

services not only had separate channel and language service for Engli band Afrikaan 

speakers, but also an entirely separate array of African-language tations tbat were 

controlled by white managers. Broadcasting policie only became more strict and 

repressive after 1976, when television was introduced in South Africa. During that Y~lr. 

the student uprising against police in the township of Soweto, near Johannesburg, 

demonstrated the power of television as a medium. After seeing its potential to spread the 

harrowing images of rioting students armed with sticks and stones battling, and in some 

cases losing their lives to, fully armed police and military personnel, the government 

passed strict new laws governing the content of alJ electronic media.2 In the 1980s, more 

laws were passed to prevent journalists from reporting on organizations and people that 

were banned by the apartheid government. In the late 1980 , foreign television journah ts 

were banned from the country entirely. The e restrictive mandates would la t through the 

State of Emergency years of the mid- to late-1980s until formal negotiations concerning 

broadcasting reform were undertaken in the twilight years of the apartheid state -- the 

earl y 1990s. 

With the end of the apartheid era in 1994, the pai nful and complex reform of the 

SABC -- the mouthpiece of the apartheid regime -- was already underway. Both the 

television and radio services were overhauled in terms of staff and policy,3 and the lifting 

of oppressive press and broadcasting laws created a new environment of optimism around 
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South African radio broadcasting. To be ure, the tran ition from apartheid to democracy 

was not a imple affair. Perva ive in qualitie among ocioeconomic groups in term of 

income and standards of living, intra-tribal and other ethnic contlict lack of employment 

and a persi tent sense of di enfranchi ement continued to cau e concern and even unre t 

in many areas (see Kitchen and Kitchen, 1992; Magubane, 1990; Murray, 1994). Part of 

the proposed solution to these problems, at lea t from the standpoint of rna 

communi.cation policy, was the licensing of a number of community radio tations that 

would fill in the gaps where public service and commercial radio either did not penetrate 

or had little resonance with the needs of local populations. As a former Univer ityof 

Witwatersrand mass communication professor and prominent community radio trainer 

put<; it, "Groups that had been marginalized during the apartheid era, OJ operating 

clandestinely, [could] now take advantage of the direct, participatory communication 

with the community" (van Zyl, 2001 a, p. J8). 

The significance ofcommunity radio in South Africa 

In the post-apartheid years, the medium of radio i considered to be a particularly 

,important tool not only for news, information and nrertainm nt, bur al 0 for 

development and commerce. The sheer number of people who use the medium on a daily 

basis perhaps best confirms radio's usefulness and importance in South Africa. 

According to the South African Advertising Research Foundation's 2001-2002 Radio 

Audience Measurement Survey (RAMS), approximately three-fourth of South Africa's 

population listens to radio each day of the week. In almost any given week, a third of 

those listeners tune in to a community radio station (SAARF, 2002). 
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Community radio is a relatively new, yet vital additi.on to South Africa' media 

infra tructure. ALthough some station tarted broadcasting ill gaJlya early a J993 ( ee 

Siemering, 2000), the frr t group of community broadcasters were granted temporary 

licenses in 1995 (Davidson, 1995; IBA, 1996). According to the Centre for Democratic 

Communications -- a South African NGO that as ists a variety of community radio 

stations with training, development and programming assi tance through the South 

African Community Radio Information Network (SACRIN) -- community radio stations 

are some of the most vital component of public communication in area serving the 

periphery of South Africa's urban centers, as well as under-re ourced rural area. Indeed, 

the bulk of South Africa's communications infrastructure is concentrated in the major 

cities, such as Johannesburg (the home of the SABC), Cape Town and Durban. 

Community radio stations do penetrate these areas, but they are mo t pervasive in 

townships, peri-urban areas and rural areas that lack many of the ba ic resources found in 

South Africa's sprawling cities. Indeed, as activist with South Africa' Centre for 

Democratic Communication (2000) have commented, community radi in South Africa 

was essentially part of a large-scale effort to give p ople in under-re ourced area acces' 

to local information about things happening within their communities. More importantly, 

the community radio movement was aimed at allowing people to "have their voice heard 

within their communities" (p. J). 

Since community radio station in South Africa were conceived as an outgrowth 

of public service broadca ting in the mid-1980s (SABC, 2000), their signi.ficance and 

influence have continued to grow. In the words of one NGO, "broadcasting on low 

power, to small areas, community radio did not look as if it would ever be able to capture 



the kind of audience requir d to take a Ii e of national ad rti ing. In spite of thi , they 

have made their mark and some stations are even r garded by bigger commercial tation 

and the SABC as serious competition" (OSFSA, 1998). The road to increa ed ueces, 

however, has not been easy. An excerpt from one ca e study of a popular Cape Town 

community station, Radio Zibonele, paint a portrait of the gra root origin of uch 

stations, as well as their significance as communication tools: 

Radio Zibonele was establi hed in 1993 in Khayelit ha, a homemade 

radio station that was set up under a hospital bed in an old container 

truck. The container truck served a a clinic for the Zibonele 

Community Health Centre. Radio Zibonele provided illegal 

broadcasts, which reached the community of Griffith Mxenge in 

Khayelitsha (i.e., approximately 20,000 people) initially every 

Tuesday morning for a period of about two hour. When Radio 

Zibonele went on the air, it did so with homemade equipment using 

a transmitter, power supply, amplifier, a mixing con ole, and a mall 

ghetto blaster. The total funding to set up the initial radio station wa 

R2,500.00 (about $250.00 USD). Additionally, R 1,500.00 (about 

$150.00 USD)4 was needed to run the station for one year, with only 

one weekJy broadcast (Communication Initiati ve, 1997, p. 30). 

Today, Radio ZiboneJe is a full-fledged, licensed tation employing both full-time taff 

and volunteers. Without help from outside organizations committed to the ideals of 

community radio, however, it would not exist today. NGOs, such as the Open Society 

Foundation for South Africa's Community Radio Support Programme and the National 
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Community Radio Forum, have been in trumental in the development of community 

radio stations like Radio Zibonele. Organizations like the Open Society Foundation have 

employed experts from Africa, the United States, and several. European nations to as ist 

in the development of community radio stations, a well as to conduct re earch that can 

be utilized by station manager and staff. In fact, ca e studie and policy analyses 

prepared by NGOs such as the Open Society Foundation, Freedom of Expre sion 

Institute, the National Community Radio Forum, and the Media Institute of South Africa 

are among the few recent documents to deal comprehensively w.ith the myriad of 

administrative and technical issues facing South Africa's community radio stations. 

Much of the research conducted on South African community radio, while useful 

in practice, focuses more on descriptions of the sector and its technical, management, and 

operational issues. In fact, little has been written from a theoretical vantage point about 

the social and pol.itical issues that are vital to an understanding of the greater function of 

South African community radio stations. One way to conduct more research in this area 

-- and, indeed, the method of choice employed in this particular tudy -- is to examine 

individual stations in their respective environments and how they currently function in 

the context of South Africa's reformed broadca ting system. Barnett (1999a) 

recommends that "critical. attention should be directed towards the structure of 

communication, forms of representation, and modes of participation that particular media 

structures facilitate anci sustain" (p. 298). Thi is a major goal of the present study. 

Before discussing a specific approach, however, it is important at this point to 

gain a clearer picture as to why the community radio sector is important to South Africa. 

Even a cursory look 5 at the history of radio broadcasting in South Africa -- from the 
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beginning of the union of South Africa, through the aparth id era, and up to the adv nt 

of community radio' emergence in tbe 1990s -- i useful in gaining a clearer en e of 

community radio's u efulne as a medium of mass communication, and, therefore, the 

necessity of tudying its development in the po t-apartheid era. Without uch context, it 

is difficult to gain perspective on why the medium emerged a a form of r istance and, 

eventu.ally, reconstruction. 

Radio in South Africa: A briefhistory 

The history of radio in South Africa is particularly telling of the legacy of racial 

politics in the realm of broadcasting. Although radio's early years in South Africa were 

rooted in the exploitation of the medium by commercial broadcasters, thi period was 

relatively short-lived. By 1936, when the Union of South Africa pas ed the Broadcasting 

Act, broadcasting had become a state-owned enterprise. As part of the Act, the South 

African Broadcasting Corporation was formed for the purpo e of broadcasting in Engli h 

and Afrikaans -- the dominant languages of white South African . As Bayman and 

Tomaselli (1989) note, black South African, and indigenous language, were not 

mentioned in the Act. South Africans of Asian de cent were also not accounted for in the 

legislation, making broadcasting a whites-only domain. This development, in particular, 

placed the majority of South Africans at a distinct disadvantage in terms of the benefits 

that were expected from wirele s communications. 

While the issue of racial discrimination is vital to an under tanding of inequitable 

development in South Africa's mass communication infrastructure, it is also important to 

note that the developmental stages of broadcasting in South Africa preceded apartheid. 
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The beginning of radio, in particular, wer mired in a illfferent art of conflict between 

English-speabng and Afrikaan - peaking white. Before the creation of the SABC in 

1936, a pri vatized service subsidjzed by the government provid d programming to white 

South Africans. An American entrepreneur, I.W. Schlesinger, founded th African 

Broadcasting Company in 1927 a a commercial alternative to the previous y tern of 

loca.lized stations owned by not-far-profit organizations. The ABC' programming, 

however, was predominantly in Engli h, which alienated many Afrikaners and led to a 

call by government for cultural preservation. By 1931, an Afrikaans program was 

introduced on the ABC, which led to a push for the development of even more Afrikaans 

programming. The government of Prime Minister Jan Smuts felt this would be best 

accompl ished on a separate Afrikaans service, as the language had not yet met "parity" 

with English programming (see Hayman and Tomaselli, 1989). Thus, the cultural conflict 

was mediated in 1936, when the Broadcasting Act created the SABC and, eventually, 

separate services in English and Afrikaans. Of course, no provisions had yet been made 

for the indigenous languages of black South Africans. 

The apartheid era and "puhlic service" hroadcasting 

1948 was an eventful year for the Union of South Africa and, indeed. would prove 

to be a significant turning point in the history of the South African Broadcasting 

Corporation. In this year, the Afrikaner-led National Party (NP) swept the national 

elections,6 clearing the way for an NP-dominated Parliament and the ri e of the so-called 

'architect' of apartheid, Daniel Fran90is Malan, as prime minister. By the early 1950s, 

almost the entire SABC Board was comprised of powerful National Party insiders known 
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as the Broederbond - a secretive, e]jte group of Afrikaner that were among the fierce t 

defenders of tbe apartheid policie . During thi time, another radio broadcasting cbannel 

was installed for the black population. The government tbought it nece ary to reinforce 

apartheid policies in maintaining control over blacks. For the fir t time, black South 

Africans would have their own radio service in the form of Radio Bantu -- one of the 

longest-running propaganda tools in the history of the modern South African state. 

From 1952 onward, Radio Bantu broadcast o-called educational programs and 

other content designed for black audiences. The service initially reached only a smaU 

audience, but grew over the decade to serve thousands of Ii tener in some of the more 

predominant indigenous language groups, such as Zulu and Xhosa. The catch, of course, 

was that the service was under the complete control of the apartheid regime-appointed, 

white management of the SABC. Broadcasting policies reflected the agenda of the 

apartheid regime in that they specified certain types of programming that were 

"appropriate" for the "Bantu"; these policies were further bolstered by the introduction of 

the Bantu Educational Act in 1955, which effecti vely destroyed any chance that equal 

education between white and black South Africans would be achieved. However, the 

initial lack of control that the apartheid administrators had over black-targeted radio was 

also demonstrated during this time. In fact, some historical accounts allege that 

broadcasters who were members of the then-illegal African National Congress used the 

service to broadcast -- in their nati ve I.anguages -- some of the earliest re istance 

messages in the struggle for liberation (see Tomaselli and Hayman, 1989). 

It was only a matter of time, however, until the SABC would intensify its efforts 

to exercise complete control over Radio Bantu's news, information and editorial content. 
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Indeed, it wa becoming Ie and I likely that a plurality of voice would ever be truly 

represented on SABC broadcast ,a languag wa u ed as yet another propaganda tool. 

White administrator with knowledge of South Africa's predominant African language 

were installed by the apartheid government to monitor compliance along with black who 

carried out the policies of the apartheid regime ( ee Hayman and Toma elli, 1989; van 

Zyl, 200 Ia). By 1960, services in even of the nine indigenous African Languages had 

been introduced. In the following years, the SABC worked diligently to expand it 

linguistic offerings while developing the most advanced system of radio broadca ting on 

the African continent. The multilingual "super FM" service, however, was not nece arily 

empowering. As van Zyl (200] a) characterizes it: 

The aim behind this new super PM service was to give seven of the 

nine indigenous languages their own radio channel. A fust glance thi 

seems a major step forward towards democratising the publi.c 

broadcaster, but in reality, the SABC Board wa simply following the 

principle of "divide and rule." The Controllers of each of the "Bantu 

Language" services (as they were known) were white and their black 

advisers were invariably suitably subservient sell-outs (p. 6). 

The year 1960 was important for other reasons, however, as it also marked a dire 

escalation of rac.ial tensions in the wake of increased effort to implement apartheid 

policies (see Ngubane, 1963). That year, one of South Africa's early opposition parties, 

the Pan-African Congress, organized a protest against apartheid laws outside of a police 

station in the town of Sharpeville. Police fired on the demon trators, killing 69 and 

injuring more than 100. This event also marked a turning point in the implementation and 
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severity of apartheid I.aw , which were enforced with vigor after the o-called 

"Sharpeville Massacre." 

In the 1970s, millions of black were moved to pecial "homelands" e tablisbed 

under the Land Acts, which were corner tones of the apartheid project. Zulu, for 

example, were moved to Zululand near the province of Natal. Many Sotho were moved 

to Qwa-Qwa near Lesotho and Lebowa in what is now Mpumalanga and the Northern 

Province. Xhosas were moved to tbe Transkei and Ciskei on the soutberomo t tip of the 

country_ In addition, under the Group Areas Act, urban and peri-urban areas were 

arranged so that non-whites were isolated from the residential areas of cities. Large tracts 

of land between white res.idential zones and black, Indian or colored townships served a 

literal buffer zones between 'races' (see Lemon, 1991). Under the Pass Laws, black 

were required to carry a passbook with their identity number, photo and occupation. 

Those who were caught in a whites only area after certain times of the day -- or were 

caught in forbidden areas -- were often detained and intimjdated, both physically and 

mentally. Atrocities that were far worse al 0 occurr d, such as the practice of 

'necklacing' -- a torture-and-murder method that involved placing gasoline-filled tjre 

around a victim's neck, lighting it and watching him or her burn to death. Di appearances 

of detainees held by the South African police were not uncommon. 

In the midst of the growing turmoil cau ed by apartheid, broadcasting was 

controlled to an even greater degree than in the Radio Bantu years. For blacks, specific 

language services also targeted to, and centralized in, the homelands were the only 

widespread outlets of mass communication available? Each "homeland" had an 

indigenous radio service that was under the control as the SABC and the same type of 
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propagandized programming' indeed, thi wa the organization that radio would continue 

to have well after the initiation of Radio Bantu ( e Toma Ili and Toma elli, 1.989). All 

told, the manipulation of radio conti nued through the 1960 and 1970 -- when televi ion 

was introduced8 -- until well into the early year of the po t- apartheid era when tbe 

SABC controlled 22 regional and national radio ervices (Tomaselli and Toma eUi, 

2001). The SABC would continue to downsize and spin off its holding to the private 

sector in the mid-1990s, including tbe venerable Radio South Africa.9 However, tbi was 

not the initial desire of broadcasting activist, political partie and other stakeholders who 

initially debated South Africa's planned post-apartheid broadcasting policies. Several 

important conferences on post-apartheid media policy would soon engage in a vigorous 

debate about the roles of public service, commercial and community broadcasters in a 

newly democratic public sphere. The provision for a plurality of voices in South Africa' 

ever-changing atmosphere of ocial and political discourse was indeed a tall order, as the 

ideological di vides among various media policy stakeholder would demon trate. 

New commitments, new IJolicies and a new medium in the post-apartheid era 

The state of emergency declared by then-prime mini ter P.W. Botha in th 

summer of 1986 further solidified South Africa a. an inl' mational pariah. In its attempt 

to suppress and control non-whites, the NP government engaged in even more rigorou 

controls on the press and broadcaster, even going so far as to ban foreign journalists. 

Numerous conflicts between police and the ANC's armed wing, Umkonto we Sizwc, 

continued to rage well into the late 19808. ANC commando also engaged in intra- and 

inter-racial killings of those who were accused of helping the apartheid force. Violence 
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and blood bed in the townsbjp and g neral unre t throughout South Africa continued to 

a point that Botba, who uffered a troke in ]989, resigned from office. Hi ucce or, 

FW. de Klerk, wa elected in 1989. Perhap more tban any Afrikaner Leader that had 

corne before him, de Klerk wa well aware of the imp oding de truction that South 

Africa faced without orne kind of panacea to the ten ions cau ed by apartheid. In a 

speech deHvered to Parliament in April 1. 990, de Klerk called for a tran itional 

government and a new constitution that e poused democratic di pensation among aJi 

racial groups. 

In 1991, de Klerk released Nelson Mandela from prison and legalized parties uch 

as the ANC and the Pan-African Congres . In December of the same year, the 

Conference for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA) -- a constitutional convention that 

also functioned as an exhaustive review of all government policies -- was announced. 

While media policy was a major topic at the CODESA negotiations, another important 

conference held several month before CODESA was announced. At this conference, 

which was held in Europe, the notion of communjty radio broadca ting ntered th realm 

of formal policy discu sions for the fir t time. 

The "Jabulani! Freedom of the Airwave" conference held at Doorn, The 

Netherlands, in t 991, is commonly acknowledged as the imp tus for the development of 

community radio in South Africa (Rama and Louw, 1993). The conference, which was 

organized by exiled African National Congress (ANC) member who operated Radio 

Freedom (the ANC's shortwave radio service based in Tanzania) and a Dutch 

broadcasting organization caned Omroep voor Radio Freedom, focu ed on the tructure 

and function of the South African broadcasting system in the looming post-apartheid era. 
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The delegate mapped out a plan of how broadca ting would be apportioned in terms of 

classification. In their final document, the delegate re ommended a three-part tructure 

of the national broadcasting y tern, including public ervice, commercial and community 

broadcasting. In the conference's final document, the delegates offer d orne of the 

following general recommendation in the text of its final document: 

•	 Broadcasting should be structured in a way that it i open to all ection of South 

African society. 

•	 Broadcasting should have a public duty to help overcome the djvi ions and
 

imbalances caused by apartheid.
 

•	 Broadcasting should encourage the development of a society and culture (hat all 

South Africans can identify with. 

•	 Broadcasting should express the full diversity of-language and culture in the 

country. 

•	 Broadcasting should be democratic in that everyone can participate in it and ee 

the complexity of our society reflected in it. 

•	 Broadcasting should belong to everyone in their capacity notju t a consumer 

but in their capacity as citizens who have a say in their country. 

•	 Since Black people will start off severely di advantaged in broadca ting ,kil.1s 

they will not be able to be competitive in the market place. 

•	 Market forces tend to discriminate against minority groups and promote the
 

interests of the economically powerful (Jabulani, 1991, p. 23).
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These normative ideas, which focus e peciaJly on the political economy of broadca ting, 

feature much of the A C rhetoric that shaped Soutb Africa' early policy di cour e in tbe
 

transition year of the early 1990 .10
 

As the debates over broadcasting policy continued, a number of trade union, 

NOOs and civic organization played a major role in shaping South Africa' inchoate 

broadcasting policy structure. Community ractio was an especially important part of the e 

plans, as it was seen as an empowering tool for communitie that had long been 

oppressed by the machinations of apartheid media. As a medium targeted to pecitic 

geographical communities and communities of intere t, community radio was al 0 

thought to offer the freedom to articulate development and democracy need to a mas 

audience (see Rama and Louw, 1993; Tomaselli, 2001). After the demise of the apartheid 

regime and the call of the transhional government for univer al suffrage and democratic 

elections, the creation of community radio were enshrined in national policy, specifically 

the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act (RSA, 1993), which will be di cussed later. 

Before the elections, however, community radio wa aIr ady trying to find it footing in a 

transitioning society. 

In the final years ofF.W. de Klerk's preidency and the second round of 

CODESA negotiations, community radio first appeared in the We tern Cap. One of the 

earliest and most intluential community radio stations, Bush Radio, began broadcasting 

near Cape Town in 1993. The station started as a cas ette club that distributed 

educational tapes to some of Cape Town's poorest residents. It later petitioned for a 

broadcasting permit for two years prior to its first transmi sion. However, the tation's 

organizers were denied permi sion to broadcast by the apartheid government. De pite 
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government oppo ition, Bush Radio went on the air, albeit for only four hour. According 

to van Tonder (1993), "the fir t 'democratic' radio ration in South Africa bad it 

tran mitter sealed by the authoritie for broadcasting without a license" (p. 58). After 

their experiment in civil disobedience wa quashed, the tation chief organizers were 

charged with "illegal broadcasting, illegal pos e sion of a broadcasting apparatu and 

obstructing the course of justice" (Bush Radio, 2002). The charges were later dropped. 

The Bush Radio controver y served notice that community radio would not be 

ignored. Other pirate stations continued to broadcast in other part of the country. In 

KwaZulu-Natal, for example, Ramo Phoeni.x, which i examined in this study, started a 

a pirate operation run by a local radio enthu iast who tnmsrnitted from his garage. Back 

in the Western Cape, other stations similar to Bush Radio, such a Radio Zibonele, 

broadcast in conditions that were less than hospitable. Training initiative at thi time 

were just beginning in the Western Cape and Gaur ng. Radio France International, 

Deutsche Welle, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and everal agencie of the U.S. 

Department of State e tablished partner hips with community radio tation , while a 

number of governments and NGOs provided additional training and equipment. By 1993, 

Bush Radio had become the first African member of the World Association of 

Community Broadcasters (AMARC) and took the initiative to train other community 

broadcasters that would take their newly learned skill into South Africa' rural areas -

hence, the name "Bush Radio" (Bush Radio, 2002). The newly formed lBA. which will 

be discussed further in the next chapter, also continued its drive to license new station 

Indeed, these developments paralleled a rise in the equitable di tribution of mass 

communication resources across aU of South Africa. 
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The diver ification of owner hip in South African In dia began not long before 

the 1994 electi.on . Commercial interest were among th fir t to playa major role in the 

process, e pecially in tbe publi bing indu try. Black empowerment firm uch as ew 

African Investments Limited (NAIL), led the way in expanding owner hip diver ity in 

the newspaper business, in particular. By 2000, more than one-third of the new paper 

readership in South Africa were reading title tbat bad ignificant (at lea t ten percent) 

ownership by black empowerment firms, according to South Africa' Media 

Development and Diversity Agency (2001). Although some of these venture were not 

immediately profitable and other failed shortly after black jnve tment firms gained a 

stake or assumed majority control of their operations (see Berger, 1998,2002' TomaseJli 

and Tomaselli, 1996), Berger (2002) sugge ts that the e hard Ilip did not necessarily 

dilute the significance of the message that new black owner hip ent in terms of the re

distribution of South African media ownership. Rather, the movement to diver ify 

ownership continued well after 2000, as black empowerment firms continued to engage 

in strategic move designed to acquire and consolidate additional medi.a holding (p. 

156). 

Broadcasters were even greater beneficiaries of the move to diversify owner hip. 

The community radio sector was the first, and greatest, beneficiary of new owner hip 

policies after the first Independent Broadcasting Authority (IDA) Act was passed in 1993. 

By 1996, the IBA had licensed 83 stations throughout South Africa and 65 of those had 

managed to begin broadcasting. In 1995, the majority of these tations were initially 

controlled by predominantly white, and e pecially Afrikaans-speaking, interest. 

However, the number of black, Indian and "coloured" people that managed and operated 
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community radio tation grew quickly in the following year. By tbe end of 1996, more 

than 30 license had been granted to people of color (lBA, 1996). In comparJ on to public 

service tations, the number of licen es granted to community radio tationsi quite 

significant. The SABC, which sold some tations to commercial intere t ,onlyaccounted 

for the creation of eight new broadcasting license. However, the new commercia] 

stations were important in terms of ownership diversity, a previously disadvantaged 

race/class groups -- namely blacks and Indians -- had a significant take in all of them. In 

this study, critical attention will be directed toward a South African province where 

commercial and public service radio are particularly powerful, but where community 

radio is just beginning to take hold: KwaZulu-Natal. 

Community radio in KwaZulu-Natal 

The province of KwaZulu-NataJ is the home of South Africa's largest ethnic 

group, the Zulu, as well as the largest concentration of Zulu language (isiZulu) speakers, 

which number over 6 million in all of South Africa (SOAS, 1999). In addition, the 

province is also home to a significant popUlation of citizens of Indian de cent and many 

of South Africa's white citizens. The promises of a new media climate, new policy 

initiatives and the addition of both commercial and community radio stations in 

KwaZulu-Natal have broadened the base of radio choices for all residents in the province. 

However, this was not always true, especially in the years immediately preceding 

apartheid. 

In the beginning stages of community radio development in South Africa, 

community radio initiatives were not as prominent in KwaZulu-Natal as in other 
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province. Now that the medium of community radio has begun to emerge a an 

important part of the new wave in cultural- and community- pe ific broadca ting in 

KwaZulu-Natal' rapidly changing media land cape, the opportuniti for rudyar 

indeed present. As of 2001, six community radio stations wer activ Iy broadcasting in 

KwaZulu-Natal. Service such a Radio Khwezi, which i located in the rural village of 

Kranskop, and Radio Phoenix, which is a suburban station located in the Durban area, 

were two of the most influential at that point in time. At th time of thi rudy, the e 

stations featured music, news, educational, cultural and health programs that are directed 

not at "markets," per se, but at specifi.c communities of individual who were previou Iy 

disadvantaged and who are currently ignored by larger public service and commercial 

entities that depend on advantaged socioeconomic groups for which the majority of 

commercial advertising is intended. 

Despite the development of community radio, however, it should not be forgotten 

that the availability of such a resource is still not a reality for a large portion of tbe 

country's population, includi.ng re idents of KwaZulu-Natal province. According to 

South Africa's Media Development and Diversi ty Agency (200 I), more than seven 

million South Africans are out of reach of an FM signal. Thi can be partially explain d 

by the existence of media policie that are, according to some critical scholar ,more 

concerned with commercialization and economic development aim than with mea ure 

designed to ensure a plurality of voices (see Barnett, 1999a, 1999b; van Zyl, 2001a). 

Nonetheless, those who are served by community radio stations still have much to gain 

from them, as they have an important role to play in South Africa's civil society. I I In 

KwaZulu-Natal, as in much of South Africa, this is e pecially true in poorer peri-urban 
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and rural area that have either li.ttLe ace to or Little to gain from cotnUlUnication oude 

that serve urban area and the upper strata of oci.o conomic groups. lnde d, the rhetoric 

of national unity through public service and market-driven commercial broadca ter till 

has resonance, but at the moment has limited import. The pressure of r organization on 

the SABC and a new competitive environment for all broadca ter have call ed non

community broadcaster to focus heavily on improving their bottom line, which has led 

to less attention being placed on the development need of smaller, more rural 

communities. 

Reprise 

Due in part to the current media policy orientation in South Africa, community 

radio stations have an important function in serving publics that are not usually of 

concern to revenue-driven commercial and public service e tablishment . Community 

radio stations have been allowed room to develop through participation in the SACRIN 

network and the National Community Radio Forum, a well as through the receipt of 

financial and technical assi tance provided by variou NGGs such as Open Society 

Foundation for South Africa, the Briti h Institute, and the Ge ellschaft fur Techni che 

Zusammenarbeit of Germany, and training provided by the Konrad Ad naur Institute, a 

German democracy and development NOO. While these organization have contributed 

to the stability and long-range planning abilities of community radio stations, new 

challenges have already arisen. Indeed, the dual tasks of providing under erved publics 

with content that meets programming mandates and maintaining steady revenue streams 

are costly and difficult to sustain over the long term. 
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De pite their efforts to meet the goals that w re set for them by the regulator in 

the immediate po t-apartheid year, many community radio broadca ter in South Africa 

have struggled to stay on the air and, a will be demon trated in th ca e of Radio 

Phoenix, some have closed. Financial mi management, employ turnover, carce 

revenue sources, licensing "logjam" with the broadcasting regulator l2 and training 

difficulties are but a sampling of issue that have faced South Africa' community radio 

sector since its inception. The fact that only about three-fourths of the originally Jicensed 

stations are still on-air is a telling sign that the is ues are quite real and pervasive -- and 

perhaps deserving of a broader, more comprehen ive study. For pre ent purpose, 

however, this fact simply provides some additional context for why there are concerns 

about community radio in South Africa and, especially, why tbe ideal of maintaining a 

public sphere for historically disadvantaged communities is a daunting Lask. 

In this study, two community radio station in Kwazulu-Natal -- Radio Khwezi 

and Radio Phoenix -- are sought as subjects in part because of the significance of the 

special population demographics the e stations erve in r lation to the overall South 

African population and the relative newness of th medium to the province. Howev r, the 

primary reason for the selection of Khwezi and Phoenix i centered on the potential for 

learning from these particular cases. In both cases, the normative goal of community 

radio, as defined by national policy and development communication NGO , were 

perceived in different ways. Both station employed different strategie in their attempt 

to fulfill ICASA mandates; one station was successful in pursuing it trategy, but, 

ultimately, the other was not. In the chapters ahead, each the perceived responsibiJitie of 

each station in terms of meeting national policy mandates and, accordingly, serving their 
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respective public sphere will be pre ented and analyzed within the context of the 

following questions: 

•	 How do South African policy makers and practitioner perceive 

community radio and it ociopolitical function') 

•	 What is the perception of community radio' function within particular 

stations in a partku]ar geographic area in South Africa (and wbat might be 

learned from gathering data to answer this question)? 

•	 How do these perceptions and practice relate to established theory dealing 

with the purpose and function of communj[y radio? 

In light of the third and final question, a look at the underlying theoretical assl1mption 

that motivate this particular study is a logkal starting point. 

Endnotes 

I This is likely an inflated figure, as the South African Advertising Research Foundation' "Living 
Standards Measurement" (LSM) is often criticized for overshooting its e timate (see Toma elti, 2001). 

2 The Broadca ting Act No. 73 of 1976 replaced the 1936 Broadcasting Act and laid out aparth id p Iicie 
in strict terms. 

3 See Hulten (l997) for an excellent overview and analysis of the SASe tran formation and Stenhou e 
(1995) for a case study of Radio South Africa's re-making as SAfn~. 

4 One U.S. Dollar is equal to approximately 10 South African Rand, according to the average exchange 
rate value in 200 I ,. 

5 For a comprehensive history of public broadcasting in South Africa, see Tomaselli, Toma 'elli and Muller 
(1989), as well as Theunissen, Nikitin and Pillay. (1996). 

(, "National," in this case, is used to signify "Whites only." Black citizenship and suffrage, of course, were 
denied at this stage in South Africa's history. 

7 This statement only takes into account mass efforts initiated by government, which consisted of radio 
broadcasting. In terms of mass communication in general, the alternative press was also a major part of the 
apartheid-era media landscape. See Switzer (1997) for an overview. 
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8 The introduction oftelevi ion really de erve it own article but pa e i limited her. For a critical 
analysi oftelevi ion hi tory in South Africa see Toma IIi and Tomasellj 1989). 

Y In the mid-1990 , Radio South Africa became SAfm - now on of the nation' mo t su ce sful 
commercial broadcasters. See Stenhouse (1995) for the definitive tudy on thi transition. 

10 See Mokone-Matabane ( 1995) for an example of the rh tori.c [ mention here. See Barnett (1998a) for a 
critique of this rhetoric. 

II I may be criticized for using the term "ci vii ociety" in thi context, a my u e of the term repr ent 
something much broader than just the political definition. "Civil ociety," in thi ca e, repre ents a broader 
and more complex set of interactions within localized public sph.eres - social realm that are not concerned 
simply with interaction and relationships between the private citizen and the tate - encompa ing the 
communities upon which I focused in this study. For an intere ring critique of predominant "We tern" 
models of civil society, ee Hann and Dunn (1996). I wiU leave this debate to another time and space. 

12 I thank Jane Duncan of the Freedom of Expression Institute (FXI) for using the term "logjam" in our 
conversation, as it aptly sums up the problems between ICASA and South Africa' CR ector. I use it here 
in that context and will explicate its relevance in later chapter. 
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II. LITERATURE REVlEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Thus far, the literature on commuruty radio in South Africa i r latively par e 

and largely descriptive. Although orne individual case tudj Communication 

Initiative, 1993; Siemering, Fairbairn and Rangana, 1997) and general overview of the 

sector and its structure exist (Fran man, 1999; Majozi, 2000; Siemering, 1997,2000), 

none of these works go much beyond either the raw empirical data or the normative 

models they pre ent. I More specifically put, none of the e work' employ data to te t a 

group of as ump60ns about what commuruty radio hould accompli h or what role it 

plays as part of a larger ystem and infra tructure of mass communication in South 

Africa. 

Some South African scholar have produced theory-oriented tudie on the 

subject of community radio, while other have produced i. sue-ori nted w rk or pilot 

studies. The notion of community, a it i d fined by international NGO and outh 

Africa's regulatory legislation wa examined by Teer-Toma elli (2002). In her analysi , 

which was based on case studie carried Ollt by Cultural, Communication and Media 

Studies researchers at the University of Natal, he probe the o-call d "normative and 

idealist overtone" (p. 233) of community radio theorie that center on the medium' role 

a a locus of community empowerment and democratic communication. She que tion 

the optimistic idea behind community radio -- as e pou ed by South Africa' NationaJ 

Communjty Radio Forum, UNESCO, The World Association of Community 

Broadcasters (AMARC) and other NGO -- based on her and her tudents' "empirical" 
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experience within community radio tation . G n rally, sb icon rned that there i a 

"dual problem" for the re earcher attempting to locate and under tand dle manife tation 

of any "participatory, democratizing potential" that community radio have. Specifically, 

her preliminary investigation focu es on the notions that relation hip between 

community station and their intended audiences are "oft-time tenuou and 

contradictory" and that "tbeir style of operation, in terms of civic re ponsibility, financial 

responsibility, staffing and technical capacity, frequently i unstable" (p. 233). Her 

researcb project, which is in progre s at this writing, will te t the hypothe is that 

community radios which have stable governance, produce sound budget that are adhered 

to strictly, and fulfill the legal requirements set forth by ICASA, are usually "the same 

radio stations with strong community ties, effective 'development programming,' 

sustainable funding situations and high listenership levels" (pp. 249-250). 

The religious uses (Mjwacu, 2002; Feyissa, 1999) and political function 

(Ndlovu, 1999) of community radio have all been studied in the South African context. 

Mjwacu's and Feyissa's works, respectively, focus on the u of community radio a a 

literal 'pulpit' that serves particular communities of faith. Feyissa' tudy of Radio 

Khwezi in KwaZulu-Natal province -- which is also examined in the pre ent study -- al 0 

focuses on the socializing capacity and function of community radio a . a locus of 

information, worship, debate and entertainment in an impoverished rural area. Mjwacu' 

study also examines the structure and function of a religiou community tation in 

Durban, South Africa -- Highway Radio -- but within the contex.t of a peri-urban area. In 

both of these studies, the case study method is cited as particularly helpful to 

understanding the dynamics of community radio environment. Both maintain that the 
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case tudy allowed for a more textured de cription and interpretation of relevant i ue 

that emerged from both ca e . 

The applicability of community radio a a tool for human right promotion and it 

function as panacea for the legacy of apartheid has also been toucbed upon. Using a 

critical analysis of broadcasting history in South Africa, van Zyl (2001 a) attempt to 

demonstrate the democratizing potential of community radio. Through the len of the 

apartheid medi.a structure, which he both experienced and re earched exten ively. 

van Zyl traces the history of the SABC in terms of its position as a mouthpiece of the 

apartheid regime and its subsequent transformation throughout the 1990s. In doing so, he 

suggests that the early rhetoric of democracy that characterized many SABC reforms has 

not translated into responsible public service broadcasting. In particular, he cites the 

SABC as having an "antagonistic attitude" (p. 19) toward the community radio ector 

because of the revenue competition it faces from these stations. Van Zyl argue that thi.s 

position ignores the reality of the SABC's advantage over community stations in that it 

has access to more resources. especially programming and that community tation 

actually do a better job of meeting the public service mandates laid out in the IDA Act. In 

particular. he suggests that community radio stations, beau e of their location and 

abilities to produce relevant programming. are better able to meet these mandate and 

should be supported in doing so: 

If ... institutional support is not forthcoming from the public 

broadcaster then the voice of a community in dialogue with it elf. 

reaffirming its identity, teo ting its rights as a community, and 

questioning any erosion of those rights at an individual or community 
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level mu t pro ide the in titutional support. Thi 01 r inforc the 

fundamental social ignificance of community broad a 'ting. In the face 

of globalization, acces to unlimited information, t levi 'ion-on 

demand, the infinite variety of facilitie and utilitie that can b 

acces ed, community radio provides a unique channeL .. (p. 23). 

Van Zyl's concern with community radio democratizing potential, and it arre ted 

development, is focused not only on the public service broadcaster and it relation to the 

sector, but also the policy concerns that overlay and govern, at lea t hypothetically, the 

actions of community broadcasters. Concerns about community radio policy and 

ICASA's enforcement of the e policies have been articulated numerou time by South 

African media NGOs. Recent work by researchers at South Africa's Freedom of 

Expression Institute (FXI) have scrutinized the licen ing process for community radio 

(Dooms, 2001 and the impact that delays in licensing have had on the ector (Tleane, 

200 I). Both studies find that delays by the agency and the numerous requiremen ~ of th 

license application process have frustrated and hinder d th ff rl of ommunity radio 

stations to get -- and stay -- on-air. Indeed, nearly a decade before the e tlJdj ,Rama 

and Louw (1993) had already questioned whether community radio would really 

represent the "people's voice" or, rather, an "activi t's dream." 

The present study, which is informed by more recent empirical evidence, is 

markedly more optimistic. In tills context, the nexus between policy directive and local 

station perceptions of those directive will be examined in relation to the performance of 

two South African community radio tations in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal. Within the 

confines of individual case studies on the e tation., interview data gleaned from NGO 
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advocate, poJicymaker and govemm nt official will b employ d to add texture to th 

i ue articulated by subject invol ed with the tation them elv . Th finding will be 

compared to the mandate of South African community radio policy. Spe ifically these 

policies will be di cu ed in term of their perceived function by tho e involved in all 

levels of the community radio ector. Th e actor ' perception of the role of community 

radio in tbe public sphere wj]] be compared not only to expectation of the e poLi.cie , but 

also to the underlying theorie of the place of community radio in the public phere. 

Before delving into a methodological di cussion and the ca e tudies discu sed 

above, it is fir t important to under tand the policy and theoretical as umptions that 

support community radio's general existence and its existence in South Africa. Fir t, an 

explanation as to why the public sphere is a valuable framework for the pre ent rudy on 

community radio will be presented. Second, the salient policy document -- and 

particularly the Independent Broadcasting Act of 1993 -- will al 0 be pre ented, 

contextualized and critiqued. It will be argued that these policie fall within an implicit 

theoretical framework that guide mo t conception of community radio a a t lof 

development and democracy: the idea of a public. phere. Finally, a survey of exi ting 

definitions and theories of community radio will be examined and critiqued with a 

particular focus on their applicability in the South African context. Th major i sues 

raised in thi chapter are then briefly critiqued and summarized in term of the research 

questions that inform the analytical framework employed in the ubsequent chapter on 

methodology. 
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The public sphere and its appli ation to SOUTh Afri an ommullit radio 

The debate uITounding a free and indep nd nt media infra tructur a an 

integral part of building a democracy are nothing new, e pecially in the e er- volving 

South African ituation. With the emerg nee of a con titutionally mandated and protected 

civil ociety in South Africa, one can also recall the theoretical fram work of a 'public 

sphere": a domain of common public concern and open di cu ion of i ue and ideas 

that are vital to the functioning of a democracy (Habermas, 1999). In the case of South 

Africa, it is important to examine mandate uch a community radio policie , which are 

designed to protect a space for free and open exchange of information among member of 

civil society. Indeed, the applications of the Haberma ian conception of the public pbere 

in the South African context are not immediately obvious without orne interpretation. A 

brief discussion of the notion of the public sphere, and its application by everalother 

scholars who have studied South African media, reveals some of the key component of 

this normative theory and its relevance to the historical development of South African 

mass media and the recent development of the country's community radio sector. 

Although it has been crilicized oft n for it "idealizing of a bygone and eliti 

form of political life" (McQuail, 2000,. p. 158), the presentation of the public spher 111 

The Social Transformation of the Puhlic Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category ofBourgeois 

Society (Habermas, 1999) contains a u eful conceptual framework that relates to certai n 

aspects of media development and hi tory in South Africa. The 'transformation' 

Habermas speak of, of course, relates to Western European hi tory and, pecifically, to 

the role reversal of publicity that took place during the tran ition from feudali m to the 

Enlightenment and beyond. 
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The political realm of th publi ph re, drib d by Hab rm ,wa originally 

an exclu ive domain of the monarch and nobility. How r with th em rg nce of the 

bourgeoisie, capitali m and the eventual emergence of r pr ntati e democracy, the 

public sphere took on a new form. of "publicne 'and aw new forms of r pr entation 

such as political partie ,public di cu ion of common concern through rna 

di semination of new and advertising. A Haberma a ert, becau e commercial 

relations continued to drive the e new socio-political relation, the tate took an inter t 

in protecting the buffer between state and citizenry couched in the idea of civil ociety. 

According to Haberma , the commercialization of rna media and the treatment 

of information as a commodity, however, only continued to grow. The need to rei t the 

transformation of mass communication and public opinion into irrelevant and outmoded 

forums for public representation and expre sion, he argue , became more urgent and 

continues to be urgent today as a "linking of the public and private phere "emerges in 

democratic ocieties (p. 231). The contemporary form of the public sphere, then, i 

dominated by the competing intere t of the v ry in titution that help d to transform the 

public sphere from the exclu ivene of the court to the hypotheti al inclusi ven f the 

sociaJ democratic government. 

Haberma 's tracing of history and his reverence for the development of neo

liberal and social democratic form of government, which are highly condensed here for 

reasons of space, are admittedly conte table from a variety of paradigmatic per pectives. 

Some of the many critiques of Habermas are outlined later in thi chapter. However, it is 

important at thi point to mention that many aspects of Habermas's interpretation of the 

social transformation of the public sphere in We tern democracie -- through thi author' 
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interpretive len -- relate well to many of th hift outh Africa e prien d throughout 

the 20th century. 

As ex.plained in the la t chapter, the hjft from Briti h colonial control to a 

minority, Afrikaner-controlled government, for example, precipitated a tran formation in 

the way print, telecommunication and radio were approached, legi lated for and utilized 

for nearly five decades. This development, which wa a re ult of a larger et of policie 

designed to socially, politically and economically engineer South African oci.ety, al 0 

marked a pronounced transformation in the conception of the public phere. S veral 

scholars have traced not only how this tran formation has occurred in South Africa, but 

also throughout the African continent. 

Berger (1998), using White' (J 994) definition of the public phere, applies the 

public sphere to Africa in a way that accounts for the working of four paradi.grns that 

have characterized media development and its significance to democracy in the newer 

nations of the South. The modernization paradigm refers to mas media a an agent of 

globalization and the spread of the id ologie and communication technol gie develop d 

in Western countries (Berger, 1998, p. 60 I). A a ort of r i tance to this tr nd, he 

argues, many African nations ince gaining independence in the 1960 and 1970 have 

operated within a disa ociation paradigm that sees mass media a tool to a ert national 

independence and the development goal of the state. In r cent years, however, the 

development of mass media in African nations has al 0, as a re ult of local and global 

grassroots movement, has also operated within a "Iiberatory" paradigm that ee 

alternative media -- such as community radio, newspapers and drama teams -- as a tool to 

reach the Ie t advantaged members of a ociety. However, Berger also state that another 
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paradigm of "negotiation and integration i at work. Th notion behind the n gotation 

paradigm is that mas and alternative communication n twork work in tandem to
 

provide multiple pac s for the articulation of developm nt concern (pp. 601-602).
 

Berger's contention i that the e paradigm do not only p rtain to media 

development; they also apply to the role of media a a component to fo tering a cultur of 

democracy. In hjs critique of mass media in Africa and the South in general, Berger state 

that a "free press" or media freedom i too imple of a notion becau e it i not sufficient 

to explain the democratic potential inherent in media sy tem that often goe unrealized 

in many countries. In Nigeria and Zambia, Berger argues, pre freedom is paid lip 

service and allowed, but the press is not effective in mediating the power of the tate or 

fostering increased accountability of government (p. 603). Thu , alternative network are 

left to contest the centralized power of state media and its production of new, 

information and entertainment. 

Alternative networks such a' community radio operate on local level of tbe 

social and political realms and have the potential to counteract the di a ociative 

tendencies of state media. If one accept Berger's argum nt, the public sph re is a u ful 

"prescriptive" rather than "descriptive" notion (p. 604) when evaluating whether a 

particular media infrastructure is democratic. Although media freedom may not be 

protected and supported by the state, locaJ conte tation. of state information control by 

a.1ternative, community media outlets work to chaJlenge official interpretation of matter 

of public concern. More importantly, a Berger argues, neither media nor the tate should 

be analyzed as separate from ociety: 
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On it own, the [ ic] media rna harbour illu ion about it rol and 

phere, it i located in a nexu of relation, and lik the tat! th [ic] 

media i u uaJly dominated by the more powerful partn r , or fa tion 

of the e partner, within the e relations. It i within thi context where 

there is an articulation between media and tate -- via the public sphere 

-- which help explain the implication for democracy (p. 604). 

Thus, the public sphere is not neces arily inscribed in the relation between media and 

the state, but it pre cribes what relationship should ideally exist. In other words, it i a 

state of affairs that media and the state should work to foster. On the African continent, 

where in ,titutions are not alway in place to guarantee the protection and maintenance of 

the public sphere, thi is an especially helpful concept. In South Africa, uch institution 

have emerged at a rapid pace since 1994. The South African government and alternative 

media have been -- if not always harmoniou Iy -- actively involved in this proce . 

Barnett (I 999b) finds that South African media policy and attempts to re tructure 

the SABC do fall under the rubric of the public sphere but do not currently do much to 

expand or develop the goals that such policies et out. Thi ituation, Barn tt argue. 

stems from the conflict among "pluralist" and "statist" notion of broadca ting that pi tted 

the desires of ci vi I society groups against those of the ANC in th early 1990s (p. 554). 

Barnett also argues that the current desire of the ANC to foster a public phere through 

the rhetoric of "nation-building" is at odds with it pu h toward neo-liberal economic 

policies. The tensions among commercialized notions of broadcasting, a trong, central 

public service broadcaster, and the idea of a decentralized network of broadcasters, 

indeed, have clouded the picture of community radio' role as a facilitator of the public 
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phere. Nonethel a Stolze (2002 ar ue Hab rrna na deni d that tbe public phere 

i incompatible with the in titution of a capitali t order uch a th on e pou ed by the 

South African government' current economic policy goaJ . Rather, he ay Hab rmas 

see the public sphere a a mitigating factor within the lib raj political and economic 

sy tern. As Haberrna (1997) him elf has tated: 

... in my model, the forms of communication in a civil oci ty, whi h 

grow out of an intact private sphere, along with the communicative 

tream of a vital public sphere embedded in a Hberal political culture, 

are what chiefly bear the burden of normative expectations (p. 133). 

Thus, jf one applie this scenario to media policy in South Africa and it expectation for 

community radio, we see that the normative expectation of community radio i to act as 

part of the "vital" public sphere that Habermas envisions. In other words, community 

radio's purpose and function is not nullified by it couchjng within a y tern of 

centralized public service and commercialized broadcasting. Rather, it is seen as an 

alternative voice within the public sphere -- a counteractive force - that provide a 

separate channel for articulation of public concerns. Ind d, the policie that South Africa 

has put in place with regard to community radio demonstrate this perception and 

intention. 

Transitioning from apartheid to the building ofa public phere: Exposition and critique 

From the shebeens
2 

of the former town hips to the skyscraper of Johannesburg, a 

new public sphere relative to the new democracy of South Africa is in it formative 

stages. Community radio broadcasting, because of it viability in erving a large eros _ 
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section of the larger public pher an ential compon nt to the continuance of £hi 

formation. More pecifically, the maller,locaJized egm nt of thi public pher are 

where community radio ha a particularly ignjficant impact ( F yi a 1999' Kaihar, 

2000; Mjwacu, 2(02). However, a discu ed in the pre iou chapt r. the hi toricaJ 

development and concomitant truggles for repre entation in South African mas m dia 

serve to underscore the challenge that community radio station face in erving their 

'publics.' The notion that a 'public sphere' i an indispen able part of the 'new' South 

Africa is readily apparent in the overarching goals of building a culture of democracy and 

human rights that are laid out in the South African constitution. Nonetheles , it i 

important to discuss how this idea has developed in South Africa, e peciaJly in terms of 

its localization in inilividual communities, and how it might apply to the development of 

the community radio sector. 

Despite the fact that the centraJ planning and social y tern of apartheid created a 

variety of separate (and institutionally unequal) "publics" in South Africa, civil 

interaction between these public ex.isted. However, the ocial control f aparth id 

severely limited the nature of this di. cour e, creating a climate of wide pread ignoran e 

and fear, and quashing any notion that matter of public concern would refl ct the views 

of all South African residents. Indeed, the concept offull citizen hip in a democracy only 

applied to whites. As governing element over public communication and th "public 

interest," the institution of the ational Party-controlled tate were not entirely unlike 

those of the principalities, duchies and kingdom that Haberma (1999) de cribed in his 

historical anaJy is of the emergence of a "public concern" in 18th century Europe: 
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The domain of common concern,' which wa th obj ct of public 

critical attention remained a pre er e in which church and tate authoriti 

had the monopoly of interpretation notju t from th pulpit, but in 

philosophy, literature, and art ... (p. l36). 

In both societies described above (de pite their obviou differenc ), acce to 

information, and therefore knowledge, were keys to power and ocial mobility. Media. 

and access to media, was a large part of this dilemma not only in .1 8th century Europe, 

but also in the nascent stages of the Union (and later the Republic) of South Africa a 

well. Put frankly, the sociopolitical climate in South Africa prior to the early 1990 did 

not require such access, as most were denied a voice and could not participate in a 

democracy, per se, as full citizens (Tomaselli, Tomaselli and Muller, 1989). 

In 1994, the year of South Africa' first truly democratic elections, the importance 

of media access was, for the first time, of paramount importance. The Independent 

Broadcasting Authority, which was formed in the wake of legislation that began to tear 

the apartheid ystem apart, was charged with reforming the South African Broadca ting 

Corporation - previousliy the state's propaganda arm - into a repre ntative and 

independent broadcasting service (see Hulten, 1997). Control on the pres were lifted 

and the IBA was charged with diversifying media outl.ets in the form of commercial and 

community broadca ting. A these reforms continue today under the lEA' succe or 

agency, the Independent Communication Authority of South Africa, the 'new' public 

sphere that has emerged in the new South Africa is one of increa ed cooperation and 

integration. However, the hindrances of the pa t -- such a socioeconomic disparitie and 
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a lack of civic educa60n and information -- are not far behind and many are till 

manifested on the local level (B rger, 1998). 

While Haberma ' public ph r i an important conceptual tool for examinjng 

the broader picture of a post-apartheid media environm nt, it requir local re

examinations and re-applications to interpret the South African context. Indeed the idea 

of the public sphere itself is also rooted in ocial fragmentation and re i tance, which 

leads to the creation of different public pheres, each of whkh involve the circulation of 

concerns unique to a community. In the tudy proposed here, the task is to analyze how 

two individual stations conceive of what their domains of common concern, or their 

"public spheres," are and how these conceptions inter ect with the expectation of 

government policy. 

To be clear, it is prudent to mention that community radio tation are thought of 

here as services that communicate to separate, di tinct audience, wruch are creations of 

the media that serve them. Thus, the goal here is not to generalize the notion of the public 

sphere to the structure, function and policy of South African community radio tations a 

a collective whole (indeed, each station is different and serve' a va t array of distinct 

communities). Rather, the unit of analy is pre ented here i at the level of th individual 

community radio station and its surrounding community. Thi doe not mean that it 

would be sensible to assume that one can separate the smallest local element and 

approaches from their ituation in a broader social context. The policy framework that 

outlines the structure and function of community radio tation in South Africa -- not to 

mention expectations for their performance -- certainly applies to all tation throughout 

the country. The mean of reaching tho e policy directive, however, can vary a great 
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deal from station to tation. Accordingly, the purpo e here i to compare and contr t two 

separate case of stations that have attempted to meet policy objective and obligations. 

The objective of this study.i ,flr t and foremo t, to gain as much under tanding a 

possible about the cases under examination. However, if the data and analy e can al 0 

contribute to an understanding of broader concept, then pecific information gained at 

the micro level might also be useful in later studies that attempt to under tand the overall 

purpose and effectiveness of South African community radio policy on the macro level. 

The rationale for better understanding the overall importance and performance of 

community radio relates directly to a broader culture of democratic communication that i 

has, in terms of both policy and praxis, been an integral part of the po t-apartheid social 

order. Although it is true that media access bas been formally broadened in South Africa, 

the socioeconomic inequaJities engendered by apartheid are still palpable. This situation 

is made no less challenging for policymakers, especially since the public service 

broadcaster, the SABe, is still subject to the money and power of business interest 

because of its dependence on adver:tising revenue (see Barnett, 1999a, 1999b). Lnd ed 

community radio stations are faced with the competition of the public broadca ter, as 

wel1 a commercial broadcasters, in the area of revenue generation. While this i ue is 

worthy of a critique from the levels of both the needs of a democracy and the need of a 

neo-liberal economy (see Garnham, 1996), it is beyond the scope of this tudy. 

Nonetheless, if media access is part of the creation of a public phere where all 

are involved in the public discussion and debate of matters of public concern, the 

integration of all voice. into the fabric of a diverse and repre entative media environment 
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is,o tenibly, a key focus; community radjo j a part of that infra tructure. White (l994), 

for example, has stated that: 

Descriptively, the public spbere refers to that dimenion of social 

action, cultural institutions, and collective deci ion making that affects 

all people in the society and engages the interests of all people in the 

national body. By contrast with tbis common, public sphere, the 

"particular" spheres are tbe intere ts of 1jmjted sectors of society: 

different occupational or economic group, different social classes and 

statuses, religious or ethnic interests, regions, and local communities. 

All private and particular interests have a public djrnension, and tbe 

public sphere must respect these particular interests. Each of the 

particularistic groupings may have its own public sphere, but at the 

level of society these are particularistic interests (p. 25]). 

But before drawing conclusions about this idea, all of the possibilities of a mass media 

infrastructure that takes account of "all people in the society" should be considered. 

McQuail (2000) offers several perspectives on media as a factor of social integration, or 

as a centrifugal force in society: 

I.� Freedom, diversity. The positive version of the centrifugal effect 

stresses freedom, mobility and modernjzation. 

2.� Integration, solidarity. The posi6ve ver ion of the centrifugal 

effect stresses the integrative and cohesive function of the 

media. 
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3. Norml sness, los of identity. The negative .iew of hange and 

individuali m points to individual i olation and 10 of social 

cohesion. 

4.� D01'ninance, uniformity. Society can be ov r-integrated and over

regulat.ed, leading to central control and conformity. 

The first two approaches imply cohesion among disparate groups in a population, while 

the latter two outline a "cultureless" society, where the media unifie identity. The fonner 

is an ideal in some situations, of course, but the realization of that ideal is not easily 

achieved. Questions of socioeconomic status, ethnicity, gender, and religious identity 

inevitably come to mind when pondering the possibility of a ociaIly integrative media 

structure and the role that community radio could possibly play. It is, of course, no simple 

matter to break once-formalized barriers of separation between segments of a ociety, 

even when new norms of social equality have been legally enacted on a macro leveL 

Indeed, South African scholars have been struggling with exactly how to conceptualize 

the 'new' South Africa since the process of reform began in the early I990s. 3 

Marginalized groups that do not see the notion of the public phere as particularly 

liberating also share the struggle for identity. Curran (1996) has argued that the 

Habermasian public sphere, at least when applied to contemporary democracies, is really 

a mythical concept rooted in an outmoded context that privileges the elite of a ociety. In 

addition, feminist scholars have criticized Haberma ' theory 011 the ground that its 

separation of 'public' and 'private' is necessarily, or essentially, repre ive in that it re ts 

on the historical pretext of a bourgeois, male i.nstitution (Griffin, 1996). Indeed, a number 

of critical and postmodern philosophers have criticized the notion of the public sphere for 
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it "univer alizing" and' utopian tend nci (Bayn , 1994 a w II a for i ideali tic 

application by tho e who ha e heralded the technologically dri n age of global� 

communication (ee, for example, Tehranian, 1999).4� 

However, as Baynes tat , the public pbere and Hab rmas proje t of 

communi.cative ethics are not to be discarded entirely. In the ca e of the public phere, he 

states that it should be "broadly conceived as a vast array of in titution in which a wid 

variety of practical discourse overlap ... in this model of the public phere, 

responsibility for the formation and articul.ation of public opinion or the "public will" i 

not localized within anyone in titutional complex ... but i di per ed throughout a vast 

communication network" (p. 321). Walzer (1992) ha al 0 identified the importance of 

the public sphere as a conceptual tool for envisioning the free and open exchange of idea 

by a diverse array of groups and individual with differing value structures, relation hip 

and ideologies. In this line of thinking, mass media, when u ed for the purpo e outlined 

above, are liberating institutions that help empower civil ociety. 

From the perspective of broadca ling infra tructure, thi notion of "ov rlap" 

seems to point to the separation of roles among public, comm rcial and community 

broadcasting. Through thi lens, community radio station would maintain the 'local' a 

an emphasis (i.e. maintain self-control as a local in tilution), but would also erve a 

integral voices of a "va t communications network." In this sen e, community radio 

stations are een a autollornous elements, but also part of the "integrated" fabric of a 

mass communication infrastructure. In thi study, Berger' notion of media as parts of a 

society is of particular importance. Indeed, Berger's and Barnett's re pective critique of 
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the public phere a it ha been applied in outh rn Afri a point to th usefuln of 

community media in empowering marginalized m mber of civil society. 

The way to realize a socially integrati e media tmcture may not b ,a Barn tt 

(1999a) concurs, through an overarching policy aimed at "large cale ocial integration" 

(p. 276). Rather, an informal network of cornmunity-ba ed m dia outlet may be more 

applicable becau e of their relative detachment from the everyday constraint (although 

not from the regulation) of state-owned in titution . Community radio in South Africa 

reflects these characteristics of autonomy at present and, accordingly, implie a 

democratic communication network. 

When using the term "democratic" communication network, however, it i 

important to clarify what is meant. Drawing on Baudrillard's thought on democracy and 

communication, Jakubowicz (1994) suggests that "democratic communication," whkh 

the idea of the public sphere as ume ,is not really democratic without the opportunity for 

the users of ma communication (the "receiver ") to re pond to the producer (the 

"senders"). He consider this idea on the interper onal. intergroup and" 0 iety-wide" 

levels and establishe a model that attempts to pragmatically larify the concept 0 

democratic communication. "Direct communicative democracy," in hi view, is when 

communication is horizontal and participatory, e.g. interactive, whether it is 

interpersonal. intergroup or inter-societal. 0" the other hand, representative 

communicative democracy i a ca e where all " egment " of a ociety: 

... own or control their own media ... or have adequate acce to them 

... for the purposes of communicating to their own member and to 

society at large. Few of their member need to be active mass 
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communicator in their own right. Still the gr up's view, id a , 

culture and world outlook do enter odal cir ulation at a level 

appropriate to the group's ize and cale of operation (i.e., tbrougb the 

intermediary of national or regional, local, or community media), can 

be known to the community at large and can potentially influenc it 

view, policies, or outlook' (p. 44). 

In the case of community radio, which i.n theory involve both type of democratic 

communication outlined above, the re ult is what Jakubowicz ha termed "representative 

participatory communicative democracy" (p. 46). That is, the ituational ontext and 

practices of both fonns of communicative democracy are combined on a community 

level. Becau e of this community-level orientation, there is a greater po ibilityof 

horizontal communication between sender and receiver; the hope is also that the products 

of such communication -- what is actually articulated -- wiJI circulate into the main tream 

of public opinion. Aside from its intersection with the theoretical notion of community 

radio pre ented later in this chapter, the notion of the public phere is al 0 w II r tl cted 

in the construction and content of South Africa's national community radio policy. 

Policy, regulation and the puhli . sphere in South African community radio 

The regulatory authority respon ible for the community radio ector in South 

Africa i the IndependeIit Communications Authority of outh Africa (ICASA). Thi 

agency license, monitors and regulates all broadcasters -- public service, community and 

commercial -- and enforces the Jaw of the rnA Act (RSA, 1993), the Broadca ting Act 

(RSA, 1999), the ICASA Act (RSA, 2000) and all amendments related to these 
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documents ( ee, for example, ICASA 200] e, 200lf, 200] g). South Africa'. government 

funds ICASA, but the agency i independ fit of Parliament and the executi v branch. 

Based in the Johanne burg suburb of Sandton, ICASA was formed in 1999 and 

formalized one year later by an Act of Parliament (RSA, 2000) that merged the 

Independent Broadca t Authority (IDA) and the South African Telecommunication 

Regulatory Authority (SATRA). The notion was that, by combining all facet of 

telecommunication, the process would be streamlined and more efficient (see ICASA, 

200Id). However, several prominent NOO officials have doubted that efficiency is what 

was really achieved (Bird, 2001; Duncan, 2001; Pollecut, 2001). ICASA's function as a 

regulator of broadcasting is indeed important. However, it shoul.d perhap be di ected in 

a separate study. 

The concerns expressed in this study center on policies that the agency enforces 

with regard to community radio and its role in the public sphere. The e policies are 

reflected especially well in the Position Paper on Community Sound Broadca ting (rnA, 

1997). The most concise and direct statement of government policy dealing with 

community radio in South Africa, the Position Paper set out regulations pertaining to 

licensing, frequency distribution, community participation, content and numerou other 

regulatory areas defined in the community broadca ting language included in the IBA 

Act (RSA, 1993) and what would later be included in the Broadcasting Act (RSA, 1999). 

The Position Paper "sets out the policy and regulatory framework for community 

sound broadcasting services in South Africa," which are influenced in part by hearing 

and submi sions from a number of citizens, NOGs and community activi ts, as well as 

the "framework of international experience" (p. I). From the outset, then, it is apparent 
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that the regulator and the public ar willing at lea t in t rm of policy xpectation to 

operate in a imilar manner to th pre cribed norm that international cbolar and 

organization have worked to e tabli h. However, the legi lation i al 0 clear that the 

particular of how community radio would function on a 10 al I vel in outh Africa are 

also important. The paper quotes the Independent Broadca ting Act of 1993, which 

formallye tabLished community ramo in South Africa. A community broadca ring 

service as defined in the Act i one which: 

(a) is fully controlled by a non-profit entity and carried on for non

profitable purposes; 

(b) serves a particular community; 

( c) encourages member of the community erved by it or per on 

associated with or promoting tbe interests of uch community to 

participate in the selection and provision of programmes to be 

broadcast in the cour e of such broadcasting ervice; and, 

(d) may be funded by donation, grants, pon or hips or adverti Lng or 

membership fees, or by any combination of the aforementioned (p. 2). 

There are two types of "particular" communities for which license are granted. 

Geographic communities are characterized by "person or a community whose 

communality is determjned principally by their re iding in a particular geographic area," 

wmIe communities of intere t are characterized by a "common intere t that make uch a 

group of per ons or sector of the public an identifiabl community" (p. 2). The e 

requirements are not particularly clear. Some geographic communjtie hare many 

common interest, while communities of intere t are, in part, geographically defined. 
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Thus, the notion of "community" it elf i sometime blurr d (e Toma eLli, 2001). 

However, both licen es require the arne typ of community participation and 

programming in an a p ct of the tation development proce , including the license 

application. 

In re pon e to the general concepts of diver ity and opennes that South African 

policymakers and other actors in civil society worked to e tablish in community radio' 

development, current policy mandates require community stations to apply for a license 

that is supported by community members. The framework set forth in the IBA Act (RSA, 

1993), as described in the Position Paper, sets out three particular characteristics of the 

licensing process: 

4.2.1 Transparency 

The applicant and the community to be served must at all stages of the 

process be clear about what is expected of them. All matters relating to 

the application are to be dealt with in a transparent and publicly 

accountable manner. 

4.2.2 Empowerment 

The applicant and community to be served must be able to be 

empowered by the process by ensuring that all malters relating to the 

application and general broadcasting industry are under tood or by as 

many member:> of the community as possible. 

4.2.3 Simplicity 

The process should be simple enough to encourage community 

applicants to pre ent to themselves before the Authority. The use of 
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legal per onnel for r pre enting an applicant before th Authority 

hould not be a nece ity but only an option (p. 4). 

Community memb r are charged with gathering the upport for a licen and fOmUng a 

committee that i.s repre ented proportionally in term of g nder and ethnicity. According 

to a guide written by Mphale and Lane (1998), committe mu t make ure that at lea t 

50 percent of their committee are compri ed of women. Whether thi unspecified 

requirement comes to fruition in all case is not clear, but, a ICASA Broadca ting 

Director Eric NWapo (200 I) aid, gender composition doe play an important role in the 

license evaluation process. Once a committee has held community meeting, urveyed 

the community and elected officials, a donor must be located and tran mission equipment 

must be provisionally obtained. 

After this process, most tation complete their four page applications, which 

require hundreds of pages of supporting material, by drafting a constitution, establi bing 

rules and procedures, detailing technical requirements, etting up a programming 

schedule and staff, and collecting letter. of upport. Aft r all of thi ,a fTeqU ney mu t be 

applied for through ICASA and memb r must attend the lCASA lic n ing hearing in 

their province, which is held only once every four year. A Nhlapo (2001) aid, 

hundred have applied, but less than 100 have been granted licen es. The amount of work 

and participation required of community licen e applicant i inten e and even om 

well-qualified candidates are not granted license .5 

Once the license is granted, a community must meet it programming objective 

as defined by law and in its application. This i where the implied notion of the public 
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sphere. as well a th orie of community radio and participatory d m cratic rna 

communication, corne into play. For example, the cont nt r quirement tate that:� 

International experience ha hown that community broad a ter are� 

only deemed to be authentic community ervice if their programm� 

are community-driven. Accordingly, the Authority will require that� 

licen ees encourage the active participation of re p ctive cornmunitie� 

in the initiation and production of programmes beyond phone-in� 

programmes (p. 4).� 

The news and actuality programming requirements al 0 refl ct the e implication, but in 

greater detail. For example, section 5.1.1 of the document, which umrnarize Section 

2(c) of the IBA Act (RSA, 1993), require ICASA to en ure that station: 

(i) develop and protect a national and regional identity, culture and 

character; 

(ii) provide for regular:� 

(aa) news services;� 

(bb) actuality programmes on matter of public intere. t;� 

(cc) programmes on political issues of public inter t; 

(dd) programmes on matters of international, national, regional and 

local significance (p. 4). 

Both geographic- and community of interest-licensed community stations are required Lo 

broadcast news and information programming, with a pecial focus on the local level. A 

provision for local music development is also enshrined in the document, which tate 

that music of South African origin should comprise 20 percent of the daily playli t for a 
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radio tation. In addition, the docum nt pay p cial atn ntion to language, as it a] 0 

requires language that be t refl ct the need of the community and the pro i ion of th 

license to be the primary language u ed on-air. 

Concept uch a "developrn nt," 'participation' and the 'public inter t' are not 

benign in their inclusion. A the documents reflect, the framer ofthe e law nvi ioned 

community broadcasting a erving the e functions within th pubJjc phere. In the 

present study, local perceptions of these policie are sought to clarify the intention and 

actions of two community radio stations that serve very different egments of the public 

sphere. However, the respective analy es of the e two tations will al 0 examine 

perceptions of community radio' role and function in the public phere within the 

context of community radio theories. 

Theoretical notions of community radio 

Notion concerning community radio's ociopolitical functions have largely been 

situated in the discourse of critical m dia theory and it ugge tions of alt rnativ media 

outlets as tools of liberation and empowerment. Robert White's (1983) typology of th 

structure and function of the community radio station - and its objectives - is perhap the 

best example of thi paradigmatic orientation: 

•� It is an autonomou radio tation erving no more than a single city with 

its immedi.ate geographical hinterland, all with a distinct local political

cultural identity. 

•� The governing organization of the station is a non-profit, cooperative form 

with a board of management elected by the people of the community or by 
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u er of tbe m ilium who ar member of th organization by rea on of a 

nominal membership fi or purcba e of a har. tation policie ar made 

in the genera) meeting of the community or mernb r . Repre ntative of 

the station staff or repre entativ of minoritie that might not otherwi e 

have a voice may al 0 be appointed to the board of management. 

•� Community volunteer play an important role in the production of 

programming and distinction between 'profes ional taff and ordinary 

users are played down. Every user i also a potential producer. 

•� The station avoids a much as po ible commercial criteria and seeks 

support primarily from the contributions of user upplemented by grant 

from community organization, foundation etc. 

•� The major objective are to encourage wide pread community 

partici.pation in broadcasting, provide an opportunity for horizontal 

communication between individuals and groups in the community, 

stimulate more fr e and open debate of community is ue and refl t the 

cultural and social diver ity of the community. 

•� A special effort is made to provide an active voic for Ie s powerful 

majoritie of the community and to allow minoritie a chance to make 

known their altemative view and tyles of life (pp. 4-5). 

Some part of thi s typology may work in practice, while others may not. The ituational 

context for each station i the independent variable, of cour e. However, the goal for each 

station, in White' view, is to attempt to meet the e criteria through local method that 

allow and account for difference (p. 16). 
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outh African cholar ha e al 0 w ighed in with th ir own normati elth or tical 

definition concerning community radio' tructur, function and purpo e in their nation

state. Teer-Toma elli (2002), for example, tate that community radio is u ually 

considered complementary to traditional media operation and a a participatory model 

for media management and production. Community radio tation are ta ked with the 

provision of local programming and the encouragement of maximum participation by the 

community in this programming, a well as in the owner hip, management, and control of 

the radio station" (p. 232). 

Van Zyl (2001b), who has been heavily involved in community radio 

development and training, define community radio (CR) in South Africa in the 

following terms: 

Firstly, as the voice of civil ociety it is a nece ary element in the 

maintenance of democracy in a developing ociety. CR become a 

watchdog over civil liberties and strengthens local governance. 

Experience has shown that human right radio programme' on the 

rights of children, the right of women and si milar theme draw a 

vigorous reaction from communi tie through phone-in, and write-ins. 

Through the work of the Truth and Reconciliation Commis ion a 

culture of human rights is lowly growing in South Africa, but the full 

implications of human fights for every individual i till a long way off. 

CR provides an opportunity for a community to engage in dialogue 

with itself, to voice it concerns and to strive for ocial ju tice for all. 

Secondly, CR ha the specific role of providing educational and 
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informational programme to a re ource-poor community which 

facilitate: trainjng and de lopmental work hop. It can int ract with 

chool and with adult education centres to pro ide r our e maf; rial 

in fact, CR i ideaJly placed to playa much gr ater rol in adult 

education in South Africa. 

Thirdly, it provides entertaining mu ie, new and documentary 

programmes that the community wants (p. I). 

In van ZyJ's definition, participation is implied by the notion of a community's 

"engage[ment] in dialogue with itself," but it is not laid out in explicit terms. Rather, he 

chooses to focus on the macrosocial benefits of community radio, e pecially in term of 

the medium's role in fostering a culture of human rights, and bol tering community 

development efforts. This definition is crafted in a similar manner to van Cuilenberg and 

McQuail's (as cited in McQuail, 2(00) concept of public ervice broadcasting, a its 

focus on journalistic independence, human rights, a plurality of voices and communjty 

accountability demonstrates. 

Van Cuilenberg and McQuail' model is helpful in locating and under tanding 

community radio's place in the communication theory landscape, as it stablishe a 

imilar typology for the functioning of broadcasting in ervice of the public good, 

especially in terms of its empha i on diversity and accountability. In their particular 

model, the ultimate goal of media policy is democracy. However, they maintain that a 

serie of intermediate goal, such as the independence of the media outlet from 

government and private monopoly, the accountability of the outlet to ociety and it 

audiences/users, and political and social diversity, must first be met. This directive i 
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om what imilar to White' (19 3) generaJ typology for mmunity radio, which al 0 

call for independence from external influ nee and ontrol, r pr Dtation of c mmunity 

diver ity and "horizontal" communication among community m rnber . 

Reprise of issues and research questions 

An arbitrarily unifying, centraJly controlled media infra tructur , a hi tory ha 

demonstrated time and time again, cannot be expected to unify djsparate groups, 

regardless of its pervasivenes (see Hachten, 1999). Rather, an open and diver em dia 

infrastructure, which offers a plurality of choices to a plurality of Jj tener, is an 

alternative that allow the expression of cultural identities within smaller and larger 

public spheres. Commuruty radio in South Africa i particularly well equipped to serve in 

the capacity outlined above, but has considerably Ie fmandal support than commercial 

and public service outlets. One reason for this is that community radio programming, 

whether news content, dramas, or mu ical performance, is largely aimed at group that 

are often not "target markets" for adv rtiser or und rwriters. Thus, r pre entation in the 

commercial world is difficult to obtain for groups that may not compri. e a consumer 

base. 

While other forms of media have the same function, it i the medium of radio that 

has been most prevalent and influentiaJ in South Africa. The fact that South Africa did 

not have television acce:; until 1976 ha something to do with thi tate of affair (ee 

Maingard, 1997). However, it is both the low rate of literacy and high rate of poverty 

among the majority of its population (both due to in titutionalized inequality) that have 

played major role in creating such a situation. In as e ing trategie to deal with the 
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ocial respon ibilitie of erving the public, community radio tation manag r and 

planners have had to tackle problems that tern from tbe overwhelming change of th� 

la t two decade .� 

Radio, as a medium, i a source of information and entertainment that many South 

Africans depend on out of neces ity. As mentioned earlier, becau of it r ach and 

accessibility, radio is the mainstay for most South African. Literacy is another i sue that 

cannot be ignored: with literacy rates still extremely low for a large portion of the South 

African population, radio serves an audience that would otherwise be unable to consume 

print and other visual media forms. The research problems presented here are urgent in 

light of the new and fragile social and political relations of a new democratic civil ociety 

in South Africa. In this regard, the research endeavor is seen as having a function of 

activism as well. 

Community radio, in particular, serves as a direct outlet for specific localitie to 

express not just the culture of their predominant ethnic groups as a whole, but also the 

essential symbols of their pecific cultural geographie -- a ort of documentation of 

items that are personally and ocially significant to member of a particular community. 

In the study propo ed here, the analysis will be focu ed on the ability of two South 

African community radio stations to meet the demands of policy mandate in thi regard. 

Indeed, there is a public interest, from both government and civil society at large, in 

community radio's success. In order to gauge the perceptions of at least two tations on 

these matters, however,i t is important Lo once again ask the following questions: 

•� How do South African policy makers and practitioner perceive 

community radio and its function in the public sphere? 
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• What is the perception of community radio' function within particular 

station' in a particular geographic area in South Africa (and what might be 

learned from gathering data to an wer thi qu tion)? 

• How do the e perception and practice relate to e 'tabl ished theory dealing 

with the purpose and function of communi.ty radio? 

In the next chapter, a methodological framework for answering the e questions will be 

presented and critiqued from the theoretical tandpoint outlined in the present chapter. 

Endnotes 

r FIansman's (1999) article is perhaps closest to establishing a model of dem cracy within the community 
radio station. However, it doe not test particular theoretical as umptions, nor doe it cite any particular 
empirical data that support assertions made in the text. The other studies cited are quite helpful for gaining 
an understanding of community radio and its purpose in South Africa. Nonetheles , they offer Little in the 
way of interpretive analysis. 

2 "Shebeens" are small bars, usually I.ocated in the back of someone's home, that are commonly found in 
South Africa's townships. Female entrepreneurs known as' Shebeen Queens" often ran the e 
establishments, which were illegal under apartheid (and are still illegal today if unlicensed). The sbebeens 
were pragmatic institutions in that they were the only place where non-white could gather to drink beer or 
alcohol during apartheid. They were al 0 symbolic sites of re i lance, as they r pr senled a halleng 10 the 
authority of the apartheid regime. Today, many shebeens aI licensed and erve as culrural t uri m 
attractions on the numerau township tours now offered in peri-urban area throughout outh Afri a. 

J See Chapman (1998) for a postmodernist take on this subject. 

4 Inayatullah (1998) also implicitly criticizes thi notion in a scathing critique of the 'new t chnologies.· 

5 See Mphale and Lane (1998) for an excellent description of the licensing pIoce or vi it the 
"Broadcasting" section of http://www.icasa.co.za for more official information. 
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ID. METHODOLOGY 

In the following chapter, two ca e studie focu ed on two KwaZulu- atal 

community radio stations will be pre ented in th hope that in ight on i u and 

possible answers to que tions outlined in the previou chapter can b obtain d. 

Accordingly, textured ca e studie of the two station will be constructed through the u e 

of field interview , observation notes and primary source documents. Data from per onal 

interviews with the stations' management and staff will be an integral part of both 

studies, as will additional data from NGO and other policy activist who are intimately 

familiar with the ca es under study. The radio tations under examination -- Radio 

Khwezi, a station that serves primarily Zulu- peaking Ii tener, and Radio Phoenix, 

which serves South Africans of Indian descent -- are both seminal stations in the 

community radio movement in KwaZulu-Natal but are quite dift rent from on another. 

This state of affairs make both tations attractiv ubjects for comparison. B th a e 

studies, as explained below, will be essential to the overall narrative of th th i, a they 

will lend grounding to some of the theoretical literature on the ubject of community 

radio, for which a ignificant but small amount of empirical evidence ha been produced. 

Rationale for case study 

Case tudies are "not a methodological choice, but a choice of object to be 

studied. We choose to study the case" (Stake, 1998, p. 86). The point of the ca e study, 

then, is to find out -- as specificaJIy a po ible -- what i happening in a particular 
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situation (and in what context). Th case study i am thodology, per e, but i,t i. not 

intended to produce a broad outline of general trend. Rather, it i m ant to get to the 

bottom of situations in specific in tance . In thi study, the main intere t i th 

performance of two South African community radio tationin relation to theoretical 

notions of community radio and democratic communication, a well a national 

broadcasting policies. Without specific knowledge of ca e where policy ha been 

applied, one would find it difficult to judge whether tho e policie have ucceeded or 

failed in a given situation. Thus, for an analysis of performance on both ends -- policy 

and practice -- specific data is needed from cases that are exemplary of the e succe e 

and failures. The best way to approach such an analysis in the two ca e studie propo ed 

here is through what Stake (1995, 1998) calls an "intrinsic" ca e study. This approach 

allows for a focus on what is happening in the particular cases under examination: 

It is not unusual for the choice of case to be no "choice" at all. 

Sometimes, we are given e [the case], even obligated to take it as the 

object to study. The case is given ... We are interested in it, nol 

because by studying it we learn about other cases or about some 

general problem, but because we need to learn about that particular 

case. We have an intrinsic interest in the ca e, and we may call our 

work intrinsic case study" (Stake, 1995, p. 3). 

The cases that will be reviewed here are intere ling in their own rights for a number of 

reasons. One of the most important reasons is that they reflect many of th emerging 

problems and urgent issues under debate among community radio scholars, activi t and 

practitioners with regard to community radio policy ( ee, for example, Feyissa, ]999: 
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Majozi, 2000; Mjwacu, 2002; dlo D, 1999; iemering, 1997,2000; Teer-Toma eUi. 

2002). Seen from thi per pective, the ca e und r examination h re could, and perhap 

will, be valuable to an evaluation of the more "general" problems affecting the ector and 

the potential solution to those problem . 

Design, data sources, collection systems and analysis 

The following case studies on Radio Khwezi and Radio Phoenix were con tructed 

in accordance with stages of development identified by everalleading ca e tudie 

theorists and practitioners (Denzin, 1984; Stake, 1995, 1998; Tellis, 1997; Yin, 1994). 

The units of analysis in each study are the stations themselve , as perceived by tbo e who 

operate them. The case studies were designed to examine several distinct areas related to 

the research questions, including: 

•� introductory information intended to provide a sense of "place" or context for the 

station 

•� an explanation of the origins and history of the station 

•� the central purpo. es and functions perceived by the station; th structur, function 

and functioning of the station as perceived by those work at the tation 

•� the station's programming and public service activitie and perceptions of tho e 

elements 

•� relations with the Independent Communication Authority of South Africa 

•� a brief, evaluative summary of the station that ummarizes what was learned in 

the preceding sections of the case study 
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In each ca e tudy. a well the final chapter that urnmariz th tudie. th 

viewpoint of th primary actors or participant are gi en high priority. The tation 

managers and taff are, of cour e, tbe primary actor becaus they r pre ent and interpret 

the unit of analy i . However, the viewpoints of other related actor, uch a cholar, 

NGO activists and regulatory official who ha e interacted with both tation , are al 0 

used as authoritative source who support a sertion made by the primary actor and the 

author. My choice to construct the studies in this manner reflect my de ire to include and 

consider "not just the voice and per pective of the actor, but also of the relevant group 

of actors and the Interactions between them" (Tellis, 1997). The privileging of primary 

and related actors aJ 0 serves to outline pattern or common per pectives held among all 

those involved with both stations. Through the case study design outlined above. the e 

patterns are allowed to emerge in order to establish reliability. The con truct validity of 

each case is established through the use of multiple source of data (Yin, 1994). The use 

of multiple sources, which has been well-establi hed in tbe qualitative re earch literature 

(Denzin. 1984; Stake, ]995, 1998; Yin, 1989, 1993, 1994), i al 0 int nded to provide f, r 

triangulation of data or a reaffirmjng of interpretation offer d by more than on ource. 

All of the primary sources used in thi tudy, a in many other ca studi s 

(see Tellis, ]997), are gleaned from a variety of primary ource, includi.ng written 

documentation as well a open-ended and semi- tructured interview (ee Appendix F for 

sample questions). The written textual data wa analyzed. interpreted and phy ically 

incorporated into the text by the researcher, while the interview data was extracted u ing 

the Nudist-NVivo qualitative analysis software program and worked into the ca e studies. 

The use of NVivo was employed only for the purpo es of coding paragraph numerically 
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and earching text keyword from the p ronal interview. Keyw rd u ed in ear hing 

the text included the terms "community" , pubLi "democracy,'" participation," 

"development" "language,' and "management." The e theme wer d termined by the 

researcher to have the greate t degree of importance in relation to the re arch gu lions. 

In addition, manual text earche were employed to extract text that wa roi ed by 

NVivo-generated text searcbe . Manual text earche were executed by numerically 

coding paragraphs of interview tran cript and searching each of the e paragraph for 

other relevant issue keywords, uch a "ICASA," "regulator" and "programming." In 

addition, extended interpretations of key terms and concepts that were offered by primary 

and related actors were al 0 extracted from each transcript. 

Written documentation used as source material include government policy 

documents such as the Triple Inquiry Report, the IBA Act of 1993, The Po ition Paper on 

Community Sound Broadcasting of 1997 and recent ICASA regulatory paper. For the 

case studies, source material is drawn from the most recent ICASA license application 

and monitoring reports filed for Radio Khwezi and Radio Phoenix, as well a internal 

documents obtained from both tation . In addition, new paper article, NGO tudie and 

articles gleaned from Internet research are also used to add texture to the ca e tudie. 

These documents were searched in a manner identical to the method u ed for the 

interview tran cript searche . 

Human data used in this study consi ts of approximately 14 hour of taped, eml

structured personal interview administered to manager and employees of both Radio 

Phoenix and Radio Khwezi a well a ICASA regulator, GO activist and cholar who 

have had intimate contact with the issues examined here. Their tatement helped hape 
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the theor tical framework and methodologlcal appr ach mpl yed in thi the i . My u e 

of these statement was pre-approved by the ubj c on an ethic form that wa 

distributed prior to the interview. The ethic fonn pecifically outlined th tructur of the 

interview, how the data would be used, and contain d an option of anonymity. one of 

the subjects interviewed cho e to remain anonymou ; th refore, r al name are u d in 

reference to each subject. Thi approach wa approved by th Oklahoma State Univer ity 

In titutional Review Board ( ee Appendix G). 

Interpretation and application of the case study 

The intrinsic case study approach doe not feign broad generalizability nor i it 

intended to do so (Stake, 1995). However, it doe not preclude the po ibility that 

information learned about the two case pre ented in the pre ent study could better 

inform, or even challenge, larger theoretical or practical i ues (Yin, ]994). In this 

instance, theoretical issues involving models of community radio and its function in the 

public sphere are examined in light of practi al i ue that hav emerged from two outh 

African community radio 'lations in KwaZulu- atal province. Accordingly, the 

performance of the e particular stations in relation to the pol icy exp elation of th 

broadcasting regulator is analyzed in an attempt to facilitat thi empirical te t. But thi 

does not mean that the local should be separated from larger i sue that affect the entire 

sector. Put differently: an intrinsic approach i the be t trategy for the kind of analysi 

presented in this thesis, but the applicability of the information learned about the case 

presented in later chapters is not to be con trued a irrelevant to broader i ue and 

debates surrounding South African community radio. 
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In the realm of media tucli ,th ca e tudy i a particularly important to I when 

one consider the relative lack of ucce and applicability that broadly gen ralized 

tudies of media perfonnance have had over the lif, pan of rna communication rudy. 

What is ought here i a chance for detail and complexitie of two particular ca e to 

emerge. As McQuail (1992) sugge ts: 

Broad generalization, like univer aI attention to media uppLy, i an 

increa ingly unrealistic goal, given the scale of the ta k and the 

multiplicity of media experience. Only case tudie can deal with the 

complexitie involved in looking at structure content and audknce 

together (p. 313). 

Indeed, this is what the case studies here are attempting to make: a nuanced evaluation of 

individualized experiences. Unlike an audience-centered reception tudy, however, the 

purpose here is to evaluate the performance of these stations in relation to the policy 

mandates under which they must operate and theoretical constructs that they allegedly 

resemble. AJthough the data from the ca e tudie could al 0 be u ed to inform and 

critique policy and suggest whether suppo edly applicable theory doe, in fact, "fit," 

these problems are left to another researcher. lndeed, the case rudy doe not allow on to 

reliably generalize to other ca e (an oft-heard critique). For thi to occur, one would 

have to accept the notion that generalization is acceptable in the first place. The 

paradigmatic orientation of this study does not accept such a notion and, therefore, doe 

not operate under the assumption that the 'truth' in the e cases is identical to that in 

others. 
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Furthermore, the u e of case tudy under cor another important point about the 

u e of qualitative research in the South African context. A Obeng-Quaidoo (1987), 

Ansah (1994) and other scholar have commented in recent studie (see Phiri, 2000), the 

use of survey research does not always allow for the complexity of interpretation to 

emerge from situations where American or European communication tbeory is being 

examined in an African context, nor are the same u e and value of communication tooLs 

perceived (Obijiofor, 1998; Ngwainmbi, 1999,2000). Although South Africa doe 

contain many 'first world' elements of it communication infra tructure, the di tribution 

of the benefits of that infrastructure, as discus ed earlier, have not been equal. Thu , 

differing populations in South Africa do not necessarily articulate the arne conception of 

the purpose and function of communication. Community radio listeners, for example, are 

among those who have perhaps benefited least from public and commercial broadcasting 

in South Africa. A case study format, then, allows a broader canva , so to speak. or space 

for the articulation of different concerns and conceptions regarding communication 

values. It is hoped that this will become clear in the following chapters. 

(Apologia): The 'lens' o/the researcher and claims to knowledge 

In Chapters Four and Five. case studies of two community radio tation 10 

KwaZuJu-NataL Province are presented and interpreted with regard to the re 'earch 

questions presented in tbe previous two chapters. In Chapter Five, the e cap ule studie 

are analyzed within the theoretical framework di cu ed in Chapter Two. However, this 

is not. as Stake (1995) has written, the kind of 'clean' proce that one would expect to 

find in a quantitative study. The is ues presented in the ca e studies and the analy is 
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thereof are results of the multi-dimen ional ta k of on researcher with a unique 

interpretive len, a unique value sy tern and a unique per onal and academic background. 

The i ues that are important to one re earcher, after aJl, may not be the arne a a 

different researcher exami.ning tbe arne subject material. In the following chapter, it 

will become evident to the reader that my tudy i quite exploratory, experimental in its 

particular design and approach, and influenced by my own interpr tive lens. 

As I mentioned in the Preface, my per onal background a a broadca ter and mas 

communication researcher -- and my point of origin as an American who e view have 

been shaped by a particular process of social and political acculturation -- determine the 

theoretical and methodological choices I have cho en to use for tbe ubject material. 

Theorists elsewhere in the literature have outlined tbe problem of bia in case study 

research in terms of both the researcher's interpretation and the tatement of the actors 

who offer their interpretations to the re earcher (see Stake, 1995; Tellis, 1997; Yin, 

1994). 

I am confident that these choices are well informed by South African cholar 

who have had close contact with the is ues that face South African community radio. A 

a young scholar, 1 am aware that there are i sues that J may have overlooked and 

interpretations that may seem incomplete. I firmly b lieve, however, that these kind of 

mistakes have helped broaden my under tanding of the subject. It i important to mention 

here that externalva!idity is not a strong feature of case tudies (Telli ,1997). Thi 

important to bear in mind, as the studies presented here are intrin ic ca e tudies and not 

intended for broad interpretation. Rather, they attempt to maximize what can be learned 

about the cases themselves within the context of a limited timeframe. 
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As Hammer ley (1999) ha commented there ar many differ nt paradigmatic 

trands of qualitative research -- including empirici m, in trumentali m po tmoderni m 

and ethicism, to name just a few -- and all hare different concerns with how data are 

analyzed and presented a 'fLDcting.' My methodological approach, the intrinsic ca e 

study, draws on a number of paradigmatic a umption, including con tructivi 111 because 

it is a preliminary investigation. I do not feel comfortable taking a parti.cular tance in an 

area that has not been extensively researched. 

The intrinsic case study is particul.arly useful to me becau e of the ubject area 

that I have chosen to study. Raw empirical observations, rather than empirical te ting, 

have so far been the norm in much of the literature on South African community radio 

and its role within South Africa's media landscape. Thus, I found it useful for my own 

purposes to choose a methodology that attempts to understand particular ca e fir t before 

drawing grand conclusions. After aU, very little is known about the ca e that exi t in this 

area of inquiry because few have been analyzed. 

The stations I have studied have been studied elsewhere (Feyis a, 1999; Kaihar 

2000) but under different pretexts involving different re earch questions and concerns. 

My questions are unique to this study and have not been inve tigated in other work. 

Later research, inclucting some of my own, rrught integrate the interpretation pre ented 

in my case studie and in other research projects with the purpo e of drawing broader 

conclusions. However, I dO not expect that this will be ea y, given the active tate of 

development tbat South African community radio i experiencing now. 

As a final note, I would like to reiterate that my interpretations are not value free 

and they are not informed solely by raw data. Rather, they are the product of living in a 
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new place for ix montb , ba ing day-to-day con ration with academi ,layperson, 

activist and other individual who e regular proximity to the area of tudy i 10 er than 

my own, and unique experience tbat I am only able to relay in my own manner. The 

notion that one can i olate experience without allowing tbe totaUty of experience in a 

particular locale to infiltrate tbe proce of interpretation i difficult for me to accept. I 

operate under tbe as umption that I do not know the 'wbole' tory but tbat my 

interpretation of the story might be valuable to gaining future under tanding, regardle 

of who reads this document. 

Most importantly, however, the methods u ed in thi study are tructured, 

rigorous and inspired by other ca e studies that have been conducted in ho t of field, 

including education, political science, psychology, rna communication and ociology. I 

The informality expressed in the tone of each case study should not dissuade the reader 

from interpreting this project as a scholarly work. As demonstrated earUer in thi chapter, 

the case study method is very different from a quantitative arnpling tudy becau e 

privileges the actors' viewpoint and their interpretation and. thu ,feature their and 

viewpoints and interpretations in a prominent fa hion. It is left up to th r earcher to 

interpret these with a well-thought and rigorously constructed method of data collection 

and analysi . I believe that this has been accompli bed to the gr ate t xtent of my 

abilities at the time of this writing. 

Introduction ojcases and rationale 

The cases of Radio Khwezi and Radio Phoenix illu trate a number of oppo itional 

elements that distinguish South African community radio tation : rural v . urban, well
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funded v . poorly funded, clear purpo e . un I ar purpo and w II-organized 

poorly organized to name ju t a few. Radio Khwezi i rural -- whi h of~ n tran late. into 

Ore ouree-poor' -- but i well-fund d, ha a clear purpo e, and i well-defined. The more 

urbanized Radio Phoenix, on tbe other hand, wa exactly the oppo ite during much of it 

existence. Because the notion of a public phere in South Africa and, more pecificaJly, 

the role of community radio in that public sphere are of intere there, th e element 

cannot be ignored. Thus, a great deal of attention i placed upon them within the 

following case studies. 

Good organjzational structures are certainly important and it could be argued. that 

they often dictate a station's succe s. However, without a clear purpo e and an adequate 

execution of the mandates a station mu t meet for itself and in terms of national policy, 

organization is really a moot point. Purpose is an important notion guiding the e ca e 

studies because of the theoretical tenet that form tbe backbone of the analy i . Without 

the purpose of recognizing the communication rights of a particular public and allowing 

that public to articulate it ocial, economic, human right and d velopment need, it 

cannot be said definitively that a community radio tation i a tool of communication in 

the theoreti.cal models of tbe public sphere and, indeed, community radio that are 

described in this thesis. 

In the ca es of Radio Khwezi and Radio Phoenix, perception of purpo e, 

structure, function and programming of actor from both tations and related actor ar 

parti.cularly important to the continued tudy of community radio,ju t as pereeption held 

by other actors in other station are also important to thi area of inquiry. Although the 

intrinsic case study method cannot and hould not be expected to provide a definitive 
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answer for all case, it can be extremely useful in pointing to i 'ues that are in need of 

further examination within the re pective units of analy i and perhap , aero South 

Africa's community radio ector as a whole. It is hoped that the following ca e studie 

will accomplish this not only for present purposes, but aJ 0 for future r earcher who are 

interested in the issues surrounding community radio's development in South Africa. 

Endnotes 

J See Stake (1995, 1998) and Yin (1994) for a review of relevant Ii terature tbat support thi as ertiOI1. 
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IV. RADIO KHWEZI: 'The Heart of KwaZuJu- atal Beats at 90.5" 

Radio Khwezi, or "Radio Morning Star" when tran lat d from Zulu, erve a 

public that represents the inter ection of culture religiou faith and ethnicitie that 

characterize South Africa's unique hi tory. The station began a an outgrowth of the 

Lutheran mission at Kranskop, a rural hamlet about 100 ki lometer north of Durban. A 

small radio station housed in a beige tone building, Radio Khwezi look more like a 

small church than a broadcasting facility. However, the rea on for thi i quite clear: the 

building rests among the community buildings, chool, church, dormitorie and 

farmhou es of the KwaSizabantu -- literally "Home to Help the Bantu" -- Lutheran 

Mission at Jammersdaal Farm. 

The mission, which was founded by German mi ionaries in the late 19th century, 

is surrounded by the rolling green bill that eem, at lea t to the ye, to ex.t nd for 

thousands of mile. More than 5000 people of German d cent -- including many of th 

station's staff -- live among the majority Zulu population; mo t area r sid nts are 

involved in some facet of agriculture. In addition, a small contingent of Afrikaan 

speaking people, many of whom own large farm ,aI 0 Ii ve around Kran kop. Some area 

residents speak English, but there are many who do not peak any Engli h at all, 

according to RadJO Khwezi's busine manager, Ruthhilde "Ruth" Hu lig. 

Under apartheid, there was only a limited amount of Engli h education. The 

Bantu Education Act empha ired Afrikaan , which was used by laborer on many of the 

area farm. For tho e who did study Engli h, acqui irion of advanced kill wa 
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obviou Iy moot under a regime that exclud d black from working in rna t profi ion. 

For many of the area' Zulu population, any en e of opportunity wa qua hed before it 

even had a chance to be nouri hed. Of the eld r , many ne er fini bed chool and tho 

who did had the equivalent of about an eighth grade education. Thi i changing today, 

but school fees are expensive. In an area with a per capita income of und r R 4000 (about 

$450 per year),1 many cannot afford to matriculate from their econdary chool . 

Farms are more common than building in this part of KwaZulu-Natal. Mi t often 

floats in the gaps between seemingly thousands of lu h green hill that are dotted with 

cattle pens, maize fields and kraals (thatched hut ). When I fir t arrived at KwaSizabantu 

to speak to Radi 0 Khwezi 's management and to pend time at the tation in October 

2001, it was Halloween. Ironically, the mist and fog were so thick that I could barely ee 

on my way into the rni sian complex. My team con isted of my re earch advi er, Ruth 

Teer-Tomaselli, and a colleague from the Graduate Programme in Cultural and Media 

Studies, Mzwandile Dladla. We were 10 t for about 20 kilometer on the way from 

Durban, but Mzwandile -- who wa born and rai ed near Kran kop -- point d u in th 

right direction about half an hour after we had mi sed the exit ( e Appendix A). The 

reason he didn't do it earlier, I surmised, was that he didn't want to be rude. Thi pi ode 

was, of course, all in good humor by the time we arrived. 

The atmosphere in and around KwaSizabantu Mi ion ha an air of bucolic 

charm. To many Americans or Europeans, it might re emble a tereotypical documentary 

about life in Africa -- black face popping out of the misty green lushne of the rolling 

hills; mother in colorful dres es and headscarves tending to children while trying to 

balance a 10 kilogram bag of maize or a ten liter water jug on their head ; cattle being 
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prodded along by their grey-headed owner, who look with bewilderm nt at the outsider . 

"Why wouJd they be out in the bu h?" he seemed to ay with hi eye. We were city 

people. The so-called romanticism of the third-world, a polar oppo ite to South Africa' 

thoroughly modern cities, was taring us in the face. 

It aJl sounds simple to understand, a if it hould be within a television frame. But 

it is far from easy to explain the plight of Kran kop, E howe, Maphamulo, and the 

countless villages that dot the landscape of central Kwazulu-Natal. Any romantic notion 

of Kranskop and its environs are quickly cru hed a one encounter the cru hing poverty 

that is the hallmark of its meager economy. Thanks to the policies of apartheid, no 

significant infrastructure developments, other than white-owned farm and commercial 

forests owned by logging companies, accompany the natural beaut)' of the area. Many 

area people like having a small plot ofland to farm or rai e izinkomo (cattle), but thi 

no panacea for hunger and lack of opportunities. 

The managers of Radio Khwezi gave me a litany of reasons why their task i 

difficult: there are few jobs in rural KwaZulu-Natal, but a urplu of labor; th 

unemployment rate is high -- nearly two-third in orne areas; many re ident want to go 

to the cities, such as Maphamulo, Pietermaritzburg or perhaps Durban, but don't have 

many of the skiJls necessary to find ajob in KwaZulu-Natal's highly competitive labor 

market; some residents do have skills, but there are no jobs and little opportunity to reach 

areas where employment opportunities exist; other " e pecially the elderly, lack the 

ability to read or write; HIV-AIDS rates are, similar to the rest of South Africa, 

skyrocketing each year. Religious faith, which provides at least orne hope, i generally 

the center of social activity in the area around Kranskop. 
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The Reverend Fano Sibi i, a Zulu mini t r at the mi ion, i on of the founder 

of Radio Khwezi and, even in hi frail health continue to b it emotional and piritual 

locus. I never had the opportunjty to me t Re . Sibi i during my vi it to Radio Khw zi 

but I felt like I knew nim after my conver ation with the tation' taff m mb rand 

management. Marketing Director Peter Rice, a mj ion employee who h worked with 

the station since it began broadca ting, call Sibi i the "figurehead' of the tation. 

Residents at the rllission and in the surroundjng area ee him a a father figure in the 

community and one of its most re pected piritual leader. However, in recent year, Ric 

and Husslig have been responsible for mo t functions of the tation and, of cour e, for it 

survival. The station's manager, Sibi i, is nonetheless in charge of all tation operations. 

Even before I arrived, I knew the tation had many good rea ons to exi t. Part of 

Radio Khwezi' mission, according to its constitution (2001), i to remedy the ocial and 

economic hardships of its surrounding area through several aim: 

•� To carry out the work of Public Broadcasters generally with a target 

audience the community in general; 

•� To endeavor to educate the marginalized community about the culture of 

broadcasting; 

•� To promote development of the underdeveloped people by running 

education programme '; 

•� To promote peace and stability in order to create a climate conducive for 

the general re tructuring and development of the country; 

•� To seek and encourage talents within the community; 
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• To improve the rural community in its xp ur to I cal and national 

event; 

•� To carry out tbe[ e] aim and object ...a a fr e and oluntary er to 

the community at-large on a non-profit ba i (p. 3). 

With 20 hour of programming per day, the tation work diligently to erve its 

broad cross ection of audience and language over a broad range of territory. According 

to its managers, Radio Khwezi (200 I) has fi ve primary areas of ervice: education, the 

promotion of local music and culture, community participation ("the chance to be heard" 

on the airwaves), local news, and the training of community broadca ter . Licen ed as a 

"geographic community" station, Radio Khwezi define its audience geograpbicaUy 

rather than by special interest. The station doe , however, cater to the pecial intere t of 

its audience members, especially in terms of it focus on gospel rnu ie, ermons and local 

news and information. Judging by its technical capabilitie ,the tation take its 

geographic coverage re ponsibilities quite seriously: the station' two tran mitter , which 

broadcast at the 90.5 and 107.7 FM frequencies, have a transmi ion footprint that cover 

approximately one-third of KwaZulu-Natal ( ee Appendix B). 

In its 200 I license application, the tation management stat d that it could reach 

an estimated 3.35 million potential Ii teners, although acLualli ten r hip figure are quite 

impossible to measure due to the di per ion of the rural population. Hu lig ay' the 

station u es the Radio Audience Measurement Survey (RAMS) -- a diary-based re earch 

battery used by SAARF -- but laments its inaccuracy: 

... can you imagine the rural audience having to handle a diary? 1 

mean, it' illiterate folk very often, it's people who ... I know what I'm 
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like with manuals. If you give me a gadget and I ve got to u e a manual 

to work through it, I ... [ju t .. , I don't bother. So I a. k my If how OUI 

rural audience bother to -- "Right, let's ee ... Ii. t of a thou and radi.o 

stations, what did I listen to today?" So we belleve, and we trongly 

believe that SAARF and RAMS do lIlot really reflect our true audience 

because we are rural and the e people just don't provide for anything 

like that. 

Radio Khwezi (200 1) estimates tbat it best [eache a population of 928,000 p ople from 

Eshowe in the north to Greytown in the South with its primary tran mitter, which 

broadcasts at 10 kilowatts of power. Its one-kilowatt translator at 107.7 PM reache from 

Maphamulo in the east to the North Coast area and the northern edge of Durban to the 

South (see Appendix B). Its best measure of how it serves it audience, however, 

probably comes from the various correspondences that pour into the tation from allover 

its listening area. "We've got the letters, we've got piles of letters we get from them," 

Hu slig told me. "And the phone-in, very popular, which give u um ... maybe a bit of a 

tangi ble proof that people are Ii tening and that tbey Iike Radio Khwezi." Tili ha b n a 

regular occurrence, she told me, since the tation ·tarted in the early day of South 

Africa's new democratic government. Indeed, from its very beginning, Radio Khwezi 

has managed to garner a large degree of community participation and, in turn, produce 

programs that have been popular and lauded as extremely relevant to the needs of it 

listeners. 
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Genesis: The "morning star" is born 

The taff claim that the hi tory of Radio Khwezi reacbe back to th 1980. 

Around 1988, employee of KwaSizabantu Mi ion had a tudio with equipment donal d 

by Lutheran Church-affiliated organization, but they didn't know what th y wer going 

to do with it. Talk had circulated about producing some programs and perhap recording 

local choral ensembles and other muical groups. A Station Manager Ruthilde Hu lig 

told me, "The studio and all thi was standing here being highly und rutiliz d. And, 

therefore, that also added to the opportunity of making it available for a community 

station." This fact is important now becau e of the u e that the studio receive by Radio 

Khwezi. But the radio station might have happened sooner if not for apartheid-era 

broadcasting policies that forbade the transmi ion of a radio signal by a non-government 

entity. Instead, Radio Khwezi had to wait until 1994 to even be con idered for a licen e. 

1994, of course, was the year of South Africa' first democratic election. el on 

Mandela -- the ANC's presidential candidate -- had been out of prison for three years. 

Not surprisingly, the former political pri oner of the aparth id regim ran for pre ident on 

the ANC ticket. After winning in a land !ide victory, Mandela b arne what mo t outh 

Africans desired for decades: a democratically elected leader. For the fir t time in the 

nation' history, all re idents of the Republic of South Africa were f"UlI citizen; hope wa. 

infectious. Rather than seek retribution for the many crime committed again t humanity 

under apartheid, the new ANC-Ied government establi hed a Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission that was re pon ible for hearing the testimony of all who cho e to com 

forward and seek forgivenes . Di tributive, rather than retributive, ju tice wa 

championed by Mandela, Archbi hop De mond Tutu and a number of other leaders a the 
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best path to reconciliation. Indeed, th hanoe in many f t of politi al nd ocial life 

were poi ed, at Lea t rhetorically, to tran form South frican ci il 0 i ty and notion of 

self-determination among its populac . The taff at KwaSizabantu Mi ion knew thing 

wouldn't be thi imple, especially in th economically depre d rural area of 

KwaZuLu-Natal. 

The easternmost province in South Africa, KwaZulu- atal, or "K-Zed-N,,2 a 

South Africans often call it, is a nation unto itself. Modern-day KwaZulu- atal i an 

amalgamation of the apartheid-era homeland of Zululand, where millions of Zulus were 

forcibly relocated under the Land Act and Group Areas Act, and the province of atal. 

Both entities hold special significance in South African hi tory, a they erved a the ite 

for numerous bloody battles for territory that pitted the Boer again t the British, the 

British against the Zulu, and the Boer again t the Zulu. Originally called Port Natal 

when the British landed there in the 18th century, the sprawling ea ide city of Durban 

has always been the focal point of the province. With a population of more than one 

million and a breathtaking view of th Ind'ian Ocean, Durban i the bu ie t port in AfTi.ca 

and a center of sugar refining, finance, trad and manufacturing. While it wouldn't be 

accurate to say that jobs are plentiful for aLI, the economic prosperity of Durban far 

exceeds the conditions farther inland. The interior of KZN i like that in much of rural 

South Africa. Subsistence farming and small live tock operations are dominant form of 

economic production. llliteracy rate are high and the few job that are available center 

on the corporate timber indu try and large, white-owned farm. Indeed, KwaSizabantu 

mission is the center of ociallife for many in the area urrounding Kran kop and 

provides a sen e of hope where little is found. If not for the work of the mi JOn, 
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Kran kop and other areas north and we t of Durban would likely aJ 0 b without a 

localized radio ource. 

According to Hu lig, the tation almo t tarted without IDA appro aJ. Th taff 

members were so anxiou , he aid, that they had inquired about transmitting a radio 

ignal a soon as they heard that "the airwave were going to be op n." The rni ion taff 

contacted Sentecb -- the state-owned broadcasting equipment manufacturer -- and a ked 

if they could start broadcasting. At the time, they were unaware that th IBA was opening 

up license applications. When the first can for applications wa opened, a group from the 

mission calling itself "Inkanyezi Yokusa Radio" (IYR) applied for a geographic 

community license.3 The tation went on air for the fir t time in 1994 after waiting about 

one year for its temporary license to be approved. After IYR was granted the licen e, 

Radjo Khwezi was literally on its own. As Hus Jig says, " ... it was then at that point that 

Radio Kbwezi became completely independent from the Mis ion." 

CentraL purposes and functions 

Radio Khwezi's constitution is quite clear on it aim and obj ctiv ducation, 

empowerment and development are all important conc rns for the ration and it 

programming reflects tho e concerns. But the cultural ervice that the tation provide to 

its hundred of thousands of Ii tener are probably the mo t important component to it 

success. Zulu, of course, is the language that the tation is known for be t, as well as the 

most widely spoken language among it Ii teners. 

For many year, the SABC's Radio Zulu wa the only Zulu-language ervice that 

was offered to Zulu speakers. After the restructuring of the SABC, Radio Zulu became 
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Ukhozi FM ("The Eagle"). Although Ukhozi is part of the SABC, and thu con idered a 

public service station, it i a nationally broadca t tation that i gaining mor of a 

reputation for being commercially driven and geared toward urban ZuLu peaker. A 

Peter Rice (200 L) told me, Radio Khwezi is the only Zulu language station in South 

Africa that caters specifically to rural people: 

... because things have changed so and developed in the country so 

fast, Ukbozi has become more metropolitan orientated. Their whole 

programming format and the type of music that they play caters for the 

person in the city or the big town, and they have forgotten thei,r rural 

audience. That's my view of this, and that's why Khwezi is become 0 

strong in the rural areas because they've [Ukbozi] left a gap there. 

Rice and some of the other staff members told me that their Ii teners won't Ii ten to a 

predominantly English tation because they do not speak English very well. Rice says the 

focus on local news, sports and religion -- almost all of which is broadcast in Zulu -- bas 

been popular with the station's listeners. In fact, Rice aid, Ii teners often call in to I t th 

station know how important Zulu programs are to them: 

... once we encountered somebody who said, "Li ten here, you better 

stop playing Engli h music on Khwezi." We said, "Why?" He said, 

"Listen, I listen to Khwezi because I can hear muic in my own 

language, and whatever else I would like to hear I can hear on any 

station. So you better stop playing Engli h music on Radio Khwezi, it's 

a Zulu station, and stick to Zulu mu ie, that' what we want to hear." 

Which is quite surprising. 
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From my p r pective, these statement wer not mad for publi relation r a on . Wh n 

one compar the need of the rural area to the need of Zulu peak r in th citi . it i 

quite apparent. De pite the inherent difficulty in meeting language need, South African 

media scholar have a1 0 come to the conclu ion that indigenou language and local 

dialects must be vital parts of the Ie-development of media ( ee Louw, 1992). Aside from 

the local news and public affairs programming that Khwezi off< r in Zulu, it religiou 

programming is also a goodju tification for this a ertion. 

Where the public ervice station, Ukhozi FM, offers a limited amount of religiou 

programming, such as choral music and a Christian pral e program, Radio Khwezi make 

religion a focal point of its daily schedule. A large amount of religious programming and 

music for the hundred of thou ands of Cbri tians who live in its broadca ting area i 

offered on each weekday and especially on the weekends. At 4 a.m., the daily devotion, 

Umthandazo wasedikusi, open the programming rundown. Only five minutes long, it 

often contains a prayer or meditation and a brief Bible les on. Other programs are more 

substantial in term of time allotted. At 6: 10 a.m., a member of the local mini try off< r a 

30-minute sermon called Liphumile iKhwezi, which i air d again at J I a.m. and I p.m., 

respectively. A member of the production taff ometime tape the ermon, but mini ter 

often visit the studio to offer ermon a well. 

Although Zulu-language programming make up 77.2 percent of the station' 

programming rundown each day, English (18.5 percent), Afrikaans (2.2 percent) and 

German (2.1 percent) programs are al 0 important to the station. Indeed, Kran kop it elf 

is part of the large t community of German Lutherans in South Africa, which i made up 

of more than 5000 people. They receive an hour a day of programming in German, 
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Deut ehe Stunde (German Hour), which I made a brief appearance on during my tim at 

the station , as well a Deut ch W lle and the BBC. Afrikan rs al 0 r cei e an hour of 

Afrikaan language programming on tb weekend and variety program, such a the 

light music program, S/...'Uin vaor Middernag (Song for Midnight), in tbe late ev mng . 

Rice said the cultural component of the tation i a trong bonding tool for the 

community. In addition to Zulu fe tival , wedding fea ts and other traditional gathering, 

he said, the station's staff are alway invited to the various bazaar that are held by 

members of the German community. The tation keep it Zulu Ii tener at the forefront, 

but pays a proportional amount of attention to other ethnic group in the community. The 

English language, because of it common u e by most members of Khwezi Ii tening 

audience, is the second-most used language after Zulu. The BBC New is the mo t 

prominent English-language part of the station's programming chedule, although orne 

locally produced English news and information programming i pre ented in the late 

afternoon. 

Structure, function andfinaneing 

As a non-profit community radio tation, Radio Khwezi i licensed to erve a 

geographic community made up of primarily Zulu-speaking p ople, the va t majority of 

who have no access to the Zulu-language newspaper, uch as flanga and VmAfrika, that 

are published in Durban. For those who lack literacy kill ,e ential public health 

knowledge and other development-related tools, the utility of radio as a medium i elf-

evident. However, it is expensive to offer such a ervice. 
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Radio Khwezi i a elf- ufficient ntity. It do om donation fr m 

Lutheran Church-affiliated and community organization, but th e only accounted for 

about R 68,000 -- about 5 percent -- of i, overall r venu of R 1,29] ,000 

(approximately $]43,444) in 1999 and 2000. Rather, Radio Khwezi provide all of it 

programming with a funding ba e that relie on adverti ing revenue gained from elling 

airtime to local busine e of all size . A part of it charter, the tation adverti e a 

number of sma)) businesses, from farm upply store to roadside spaza , which ar mall 

shops that sell everythi ng from fruit, odas and nacks to cigarettes, toiletrie and other 

sundries (see Appendix C). However, thi does not repre ent the bulk of the tation' 

income. Husslig says that national advertiser make up a majority of the R 788,000 

(approximately $87,555) in advertising revenue that the tation collected in 1999 and 

2000. 

The fact that Radio Khwezi pay little for labor -- only the management and the 

cleaning staff are paid salaries -- certainly helps with its budget. Of tbe income it receive 

each year, only about R 1,000 - 6,000 p r annum i hown a profit on it balanc h t· 

indeed, it is difficult to que tion Radio Khwezi s non-profit statu . Thu ,th community 

radio ethos of volunteering is somewhat of a bonu . Keeping talented people and paying 

their program production and reporting expen es, however, i an exp n ive operation. 

Next to transmis ion costs, traveling expen e related to training and new gathering 

comprised the largest amount of expenditures for Radio Khwezi. In lieu of a alary, 

Husslig said, the training offered to broadca ters i tbe best compensation the tation can 

provide. 
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A for it governing tructure, th tation maintain a p rmanent board that 

over ees all function of the tation. Some originaJ member of the Inkany zi Yoku a 

Radio A ociation are till member of the board, but new memb r ha e b n elected in 

recent years. According to Radio Khwezi's bylaw (2001), the tation i required to hold 

an Annual General Meeting (AGM) within three month of the beginning of each fi cal 

year. The station is required to post notice of the meeting at lea t one month prior to it 

occurrence. In addition, pecial general meetings can a] 0 be ord red if at lea t 5\ p rcent 

of the board agrees that such acti.on should be taken. A quorum of 10 percent i required 

at each meeting the board decides to hold. 

The board is responsible for property, bank account, obtaining loan and 

equipment and carrying out regular accounting measure uch a balance heet while a 

professional accounting firm from Greytown i contracted to do the station' yearly audit. 

There are also specific provisions in the station's constitution that forbid the board from 

engaging in economic activities that seek to make a profit. In fact, the document 

specifically prohibits the tation from engaging in any tran a tion not related to th 

regular business of that station. 

The station manager, Fano Sibisi, a well a Rice and Huss\ig, are paid alaries 

for their work. However, the program presenters and DJs, like the va t majority of 

community radio station in South Africa, are unpaid. Their only compensation i 

reimbursement for travel expense and kills training. Hu lig told me that thi tate of 

affairs often sorts out those who are really intere ted in working at the tation from tho e 

who are not: 
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We get about t n job application a day and the fLf t r pOll i that we 

don't pay anybody ... it' volunteer. "Shoul.d you be inter t d come 

back." And then the final stage is where we tell the p ople and ay, 

"You know, listen here, you need first to have accommodation. Where 

are you going to stay? We can't offer accommodation. And econdly 

you need to have a ource of income." And. well that whittle down the 

hopefuls to the determined and the tenacious in the end. 

When I asked Rice about this situation, he said, "It is a very positive challenge becau e 

we see ourselves as a developer of sldlls within the rural community." With over 50 

volunteers actively presenting programs, tbe tation has plenty of help and. apparently, 

enough people who are willing to do the work that is required without a alary. But the 

effects of the training have perhap been most remarkable. According to Rice, some 

presenters have left to find employment at public service tations, such as Uhkozi FM. or 

commercial stations. Rice said that this it is to the statjon's advantage "to know what we 

capable of ... that the commercial. tation can take people from community ration ... 

that says that we're not bad at all." 

Programming and the public interest 

Because education is a central focus of Radio Khwezi, the station offer a great 

deal of assistance to area tudents. One of the tati.on' mo t popular Zulu-language 

programs is Cosh'Ulwazi, or "Back to School." Cosh'Ulwazi airs at 4:30 a.m. each 

morning from Monday through Friday. The station's programming chedule (Radio 

Khwezi, 2001) call it a "tutorial program for learners where problem areas are di cus ed 
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and teacher pre ent tutorial ,e pecially for tb matric. Matric ar tudents 

preparing for their matriculation exam , whkh i th Briti h Y t m' equi alent to a high 

school graduation te 1. Ruth Hu lig a ked m ," an you b Ii v that cbool hildr n 

listen to this at four thirty?" I could bel ieve it after he told me the following: 

Just to show you what a rural station i like ... people go to bed when 

the sun goes down and they g t up when the un come up, and at four 

thirty you have school cbil.dren listening to thi . It' a tutorial program 

where we go through urn ... rno tly matrics. old exam paper, problem 

areas, and so on. 

I laughed along with her and Peter in di belief at the program' early hour. Even the 

have a hard time believing that the student Ii ten that early in the morning. However, in 

a place where education is often the only way out, this is not 0 urpri ing. Ruth and 

Peter said that education is appreciated a a privilege in their area becau e many tudent 

can barely afford to go to school. In my experience, it took little but a brief look around 

the mission to believe them. 

After Cosh'Ulwazi, Radio Khw zi airs it fir t new ca t of the day. Although lh 

first cast is only five minutes, new bulletins are cheduled for th top of the h UT 

throughout the programming schedule. Becau e it i a community station, the ration' 

news values focus mainly on matter of local inter t. The bulletin deal with local, 

provincial, national and international new as well as current local and national affair. 

During magisterial, provincial and national election time, the tation' reporters coy r 

elections and allow candidates to peak and debate publicly. In recent year, the ration 
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ha invited Parliamentary candidate to it tudio for inter iew and ha ent r porter to 

polling tations to get feedback from voter. 

Radio Khwezi, as Husslig ay i al 0 the only ource of information about 

births, deaths, marriage and coming-of-age fea ts in and around Kran kop and central 

KwaZulu- atai. Funeral announcement are an e pecially important r ice. A local 

listener's club, Masibumbane, has been instrumental in a isting th tation with funeral 

information and providing funeral ervices to tho e who can't afford a prop r burial. Rice 

offered prai e to Masibwnbane for it efforts to help rai. e school f; es for local tuden 

As for the funeral announcements, Husslig aid: 

This is turned into a tool also a community development. There ar 

very many bodie that go at the morgue which never get collected. So 

they know the names, they contact us and we announce it and the 

relatives turn up to fetch their people. And urn ... then tbey found out 

that some people are so poor that they cannot bury their dead. Then 

they decided in thi Ii teners' club that ...whenever on of their 

member i pa sed away they'll contribute om m ney to help th 

family with tbe funeral expenses .. And that' . worked wonder. We've 

had destitute people having a decent burial ju t becau of thi '. 

Masibumbane also helps fight crime by building local awarene s when a criminal i 

sought by authorities. Husslig aid the club was instrumental in apprehending a erial 

killer tbat stalked the Natal Midlands area in the late 1990 , when it supplied Radio 

Khwezi with update and bulletin and encouraged local community memb r to do the 

same. She aid that this and other incidents demon trate the club's willingne s to change 
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the fear of police and law enforcement that has ling red in the community ince th 

apartheid era. According to Hu lig, many community member do not r port tbing to 

the police for fear of r tribution. Thu . the tation has an important role to play in 

maintaining community awareness and helping authoritie to stay abrea t of information 

that they would not often receive from community members. 

During most of the day, Radio Khwezi broadcast a wide variety of Zulu popular 

and gospel music. The station archives all of it- programs in a elf-contained and well

organized library that houses thousand of CDs and tape of music from South Africa and 

beyond. Unlike many other operations of comparable ize, Radio Khwezi maintain a 

budget for its music. Almo t half of it total music output is South African in origin 

(Radio Khwezi, 2001) and some of what is played on-air i requested by local community 

members who wish to dedicate a particular song to someone who is ill at home or in the 

hospital. 

I was particularly amazed to see the station's library, which was better organized 

than many American stations I had worked in or vi ited. Hu slig aid th r v nu th 

station has managed to take in from adverti ing in recent year ha enabled the taff to 

computerize its music databa e and invest in software that allow programm r and OJ 

to use computers to a ist them in playing music and actualitie on the air. During my 

visits to the station, I witne ed the use of thi equipment both in production tudios and 

in the main studio. 

In addition to its music and educational programming, Radio Khwezi al 0 

broadcasts information about vaccinations and other public health initiatives. In an area 

where malaria, tuberculosis and HIV-AIDS rate are among the highe t in Africa and the 
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world, thi i obviou Iyan important rice. D elopm nt program ar al 0 a large part 

of the chedule. Sahkha lsizwe, which air in mid-morning offi r b lp with pra tical 

matters uch as agriculture, electricity, mechanic and animal breeding. EZOIname j a 

women's is ue program that deal with women's right child car , health and legal 

matter . This program al 0 offer information on AIDS and child abu e prevention. In the 

afternoons and early evenings, hi torical and cultural program ucb a lziko. lkwezi 

nezingwazi and lmisebe nemikhathi yekwezi feature hi tori cal Ie on, oral historie and 

stories produced by local elder who have firsthand knowledge of Zulu hi tory. Rice ay 

these programs are especially popular because they relay traditional historie and 

knowledge that were previously only available through oral tran mi ion. The tation also 

airs book readings and literacy education program produced by it volunteer pre enter. 

Husslig said the book reading programs are particularly important to older member of 

the community who were denied acce to literacy education under apartheid and for 

whom literacy training re ource are till in hort supply. All of the tation' development 

programs involve local experts in the area of agriculture, mechanic and health. Pan 

discussions are quite common and many ho ts welcom aller to participat in the 

discussion on-air. 

The station also cover sports frequently on·t "Metro port" program and prid 

itself on its sport director, Jeffrey Zikhali. A Peter Rice told me, Zikhali often ha Fr h 

information on soccer teams and player -- information that i of major importanc to 

area residents -- on hi program before the national broadcasters: 

Metro sport is quite good. You know why? Jeffrey' got contact. You 

see he goes to the games and he' got contact with the coaches, the 
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managers and al 0 the player . And then what happens, you get p opL 

phoning hjm and asking, "Why djdn't so-and- 0 play la t night?" And 

then he gives some in ide information and ay, "Well, La t night I 

spoke to the manager and he's actually on a tran fer Ii L" "Who's he 

going to?" and then that of cour e ju t start the hype and Jeffrey 

becomes the center of information. 

For the community's youth, Ezabasha is featured a an after- chool program. The how, 

which is hosted by a revolving team of local presenter, deals with education, career and 

health information. Panel of local youth, NGO worker and community leader are 

usually invited to participate and, like the daytime development programs, encourage 

participation by phone. Youth are encouraged to a k que tions and, according to Rice, are 

often provided with answers or given information that can help them to find answer on 

their own. 

Relations with the regulator 

ICASA (2001 b) has cited the tation for it encouragement of it community 

participation and especially for its involvement of community member through call-in 

programs. The managers and staff of Radio Khwezi know they are 'omewhat lucky (they 

would say "blessed") for the approbation they have received from the regulator. Since it 

started broadcasting in 1994, the station's license applications have never been rejected. 

Of course, Radio Khwezi has some distinct advantages to its operation: a busine s 

manager is able to devote a great deal of attention to putting the packet together for each 

renewal period; it has more than 50 volunteers who create programming, run the 
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recording library, record local mu ician in the station studio and op rat the control 

board; the only paid taff memb r are three manag r and a local woman who clean and 

runs general errands. In compari on to what the e kind of activiti would co t a 

commercial station, Radio Khwezi ha managed to cut co t and provide high Ie el of 

service to its listeners. Thi has not gone unnoticed by ICASA. 

In its 2001 ICASA Annual Monitoring Report, Radio Khwezi wa cited po itively 

for providing essential services to its community of Ii tener : 

Radio Khwezi certainly provide an important ervice to it 

community. From the above report, it can be een that the tation i 

truly representative of its community in that it interpolates Ii tener 

in a various ways making the community feel part and parcel of the 

station (p. 5). 

With such a glowing asse sment, it is difficult to understand why ICASA could not al 0 

gauge community participation. In it assessment of the station, ICASA monitor 

commented that, "Notwith tanding the fact that the entir taff complim nt of Radio 

Khwezj and it volunteers meet regularly to exchange idea and vi w for th pr gramme 

schedule, there is however no clear indication on whether or not Radio Khwezi ha 

formal structures to en ure effective community participation" (p. 2). It eem to me that 

ICASA misses the point entirely on thi account. During my time at the tation, 1 aw at 

least 20 community members active in the work of the station within an eight-hour 

period. The term "formal structure" seems to imply that there should be a pecial kind of 

program in place that encourage community participation. However, in Radio Khwezi' 

case, this was not a nece sity. The "community," in fact, already under tood the need for 
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parti.cipation and volunte ri m. Community m mber took it upon them el to b come 

involved in the tation' activiti and the fact that mor than 50 community m mber 

were regularly involved in the tation's regular activiti i more than enough evidence of 

"community participation." In any ca e, th po itiv evaluation of the tation, which al 0 

led to it licen e renewal, seemed to be e idence enough that the tation wa m ting the 

requirements et forth by its own initiatives a well as national policy. 

Rice and Hu slig both ex.pressed orne frustration with the r gulator. For ex.ample, 

both were concerned about the fact that their four-year licen e hearing wa delayed 

several times by ICASA. Shortly before I arrived, the staff had just fini hed having its 

four-year license application heard by ICASA; they had been waiting for th h aring or 

three years. The length of the station' application -- in term of page required-

troubled Peter Rice, who said, "There's one thing I would say about ICASA, which 

would make us very happy if they relooked it, i the tediou proce of applying for a 

license. You almost got to write books, just to apply for a community radio licen e." 

Indeed, Radio Khwezi' application wa approximately 7 c ntim ter thick with nearly 

300 pages of documentation. The tation wa required to ubmit ~ urt en copie· of thi 

document to the ICASA office . 

ICASA official, however, have been more than plea ed with the tation' 

progress and commitment to it community of service. ICA A (200 Jb) praised the 

tation for being the "only community radio tation in the Kran kop area providing a 

platform for communication in the language· that people within the station' 

[transmission] footprint are best conversant" (p. 2). The tation al 0 received po itive 

comments about its situation in a "culturally rich demographic area" and it efforts to 
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'provide for the multi-cultural society around it. Of cour ,th r gulator only aluat 

the tation once a year. One wonder what it might ay if it could and hear the 

services that Radio Khwezi provide on a fir thand ba i . Th tation' manager, 

however, imply wi h the regulator would "streamline" it application proce . 

Radio Khwezi: A summary 

It would be hard to find an area where Radio Khwezi i not meeting policy 

mandates set forth in the IDA Act (RSA, 1993) and the ICASA Code of Conduct (RSA, 

2002g), among other measures. It has a diver e array of programming that erv sit 

various "communities" -- in term of both geography and intere t -- and it ha a 

permanent staff, board of directors and infra tructure. It feature twice the amount of 

local music content required by law (currently et at 20 perc nt) and it has given 

hundreds of volunteers a chance to contribute to community development or tart a career 

in broadcasting. Most importantly, Radio Khwezi' upply of funding ha been relatively 

stable; the station is financially solid and ha been managed w II. 

Some reasons for its succe s are self-evident, but other ar' not a obviou . What, 

for instance, make Radio Khwezi 0 orderly and succe ful in meeting th national 

policy directive of community radio? How doe the station manage to form strong 

relation hips with its community of listener and gain their tru t? The an wer, at lea t to 

this researcher, seems to be because the tation actually does what it ay it will do: it 

involves the community, ":leets the reque ts of it community and give the community 

programming that it wants; this is not ju t a result of the fact that the station exist. The 

numerous volunteers I met and witnessed at work left quite an impre ion. In room that 
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resemble a cafeteria more than a production tudio, the people who cr ate th 

programming at Radio Khwezi work through aJi bour of the day writing, editing and 

taping content and they do 0 with relentle dedication. As for what keep. the tation 

financially solvent, licen ed, on-air, and providing it community with re.levant 

i.nformation and a platform to articulate it concern , Ruth Hu lig aid, "I think it' the 

staff. The people who work here believe in what we doing." 

Endnotes 

I These figures come from 1995 South African Bureau of Market Re earch tati tic . The Radio Khwezi 
staff told me this estimate has probably not risen much in ubsequel1t year. 

2 "Zed" is the British-style pronunciation for the letter "Z." This pronunciation bas traditionally been a part 
of South African parlance. 

30eographic community Ijceuses, as mentioned in Chapter Two, are ea ier to obtain becau e tbey cover a 
broader transmission area and do not necessarily have to focus on a particular intere t area. ALthough Radio 
Khwezi could bave qualified for either license. the management thought it be t to commit it elf to the reaJ 
problems of their part of KwazuIu-Natal - the disper ion and isolation of many rural dwellers. 
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V. RADIO PHOENIX: "Hit Mu ic Radio!' 

Unlike that of Radio Khwezi, the ca e of Radio Pho nix i difficult to fit into th 

idealized version of community radio sought by many NGO donor and go rnment 

policies (see Mphale and Lane, 1998). In fact, it currently doe not fit w II into any 

models: it went off the air in November 2001. During it five years of exi tence (l996

2001), Radio Phoenix erved an urban and peri-urban community that is ethnically and 

linguistically distinct from the majority of KwaZulu-NataI' population. pecifically. 

Radio Phoenix served the large community of Indian de cent that live in primarily in th 

northwe t suburbs of Durban. 

Situated in a former Standard Bank branch office in the uburb of Newland Ea t, 

Radio Phoenix's interior still looked much like a bank when 1 vi ited the tation in 

Augu t 2001. The front teller' desks w re converted into offic for th s cretarial taff, 

whi1e the paciou offices in th back of the building were convert d into offic f r th 

station manager and programs manag rand torage pace. One of the corn r ffice had 

been converted into a control room with a single microphone. adly, a decrepit mixing 

board and two CD players -- only one of which worked at the time -- w re crammed in 

front of a econdhand de 'k chair for the announcer. A few CD and tape were ta k d 

against the wall. Vi hal, the announcer who was working the afternoon hift the day I 

first arrived at the station, aid that aJl of the station' production work wa done in thi 

pace. On occa ion where a band or performer was in the tudio, he said, rnit;ropbones 

would be extended into a larger" tudio" space b hind the control room. 
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The building occupied the corner of a hopping center that i almo t ntir Iy 

vacant. Its location is 0 non-descript, in fact, that one would have had to know a radio 

station wa on the premi es to recogn.ize Radio Phoenix' headquarter. I wa warned 

before each visit to make ure my vehicle was locked and my valuable ecured. High 

crime rates in the area make "smash and grab" attacks and vehicle th ft a common 

occurrence. The working class, northwest uburbs of Durban where the station wa 

located are surrounded by many settlements and shack, which are quickly encroaching 

upon the former "buffer" zones that characterize so much of Durban apartheid-era civil 

archi tecture. 

Radio Phoenix was named for the mythological bird "that ari es from the ashe of 

its past, as symbolizing the triumph of the human spirit, the tremendou power of creative 

and dynamic renewal, fortitude and resilience, again t all odd ... " (Radio Phoenix, 2001, 

p. 2). This poetic self-description, which the station offered in one of it licen e 

applications, underscores an important motivation for the Indian community in Durban to 

articulate its concerns: a desire to overcome the inju rices of apartheid. 

As far as the 20th century is concerned, the hi tory of the Indian community in 

Durban was grounded in resistance. In 1950, when the Group Ar a Act wa pa ed into 

law, an inquiry into what apartheid official and Du~ban City Council member called 

Indian acquisition of land, homes and busines es out ide of the northwe t area of the city 

a "penetration" into "European" areas of the city. In fact, tbe city council articulated this 

very concern to a special commission that had been et up by the South AfTican 

government to evaluate the best way to prevent racial groups from intermixing 

geographically. One of tbe earlie t and most exbau tive tudies of Durban that wa 
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conducted by Briti h cholar characterized the ituation in term of th dominant 

theories of a "desire" of certain "race ' to live together that characterized 0 much of the 

apartheid-era legislation: 

The assumption is that people of the ame race in tinctively de ire to 

live together. Thus, the Durban City Council complained to the Fir t 

'Penetration' Commi ion that Indian had acted in violation of the 

communal instinct implanted in a1l human being, ince they had 

scattered their acquis.itions, instead of centralizing them in a particular 

area, where, that is to say, they would have lived with their own kind 

(Kuper, Watts and Davies, 1958, p. 144). 

This philosophy of living with "their own kind," prevented the development of lndian

owned business and the acquisition of homes outside of the area around Phoenix. While 

Indians were initially allowed more leeway than blacks in terms of re idential and 

economic self-determination, the apartheid regime did much to squelch these 

developments and frustrate generations of Indian who descend d from th fir t migrant 

laborers who came to work in Durban's sugar cane fields. The complete story, indeed, is 

much more than can be told in this space ( ee Bhana and Brain, 1990; Freund, 1995). 

Aside from its heritage of resistance again t apartheid, it i also important to note 

that the Phoenix community's name i.s not merely symbolic. "Phoenix" i aloof 

geographical import because it is the name of the re idential area in Durban' northwe t 

suburbs where much of the city's Indian population re ide. The Phoenix area was once 

the home of Mahatma Gandhi and his famou Phoenix Settlement. From thi community, 

Gandhi worked to pread his philosophy of non-violent politi,cal resistance. Indeed, the 
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mor and folkway of tbe Indian- ub contin nt -- alb it in a ery differ nt ontext -- run 

very deep in the area that Radio Pho nix once er ed, which run from Durban orth to 

the shores of Durban' southern uburbs ( ee App ndix D). 

According to the Preamble and Mi ion Stat ment of tbe tation' con titution, 

the motivation behind Radio Phoenix' development wa a "d p, abiding and 

overwhelming need in the aid hi toricaJly di advantaged comrnunitie [of the Pho nJX 

area] to achieve a public and collectEve voice" (Radio Phoenix, 200 J, p.2). To sati fy this 

need, the station resolved to: 

... broadcast the authentic voice of our peoples freely, fearles Iy and 

courageously, while jealously holding dear a a acred tm t the 

supreme value of truth; at all times holding as dear the inherent dignity, 

integrity, right to independent expres ion, thought, opinion and voice of 

our fellow brothers and isters, and the equal right to voice uch 

differing expressions, thoughts and opinion (pp.3-4). 

A ide from enumerating its obligations to the "community,' th tati n a1 0 r olved to 

"ob erve the highe t tandard of media and broadca ting profe ionali m and tm ' 

(p. 4). From its very beginnings in the garage of a Phoenix community rn mber, the 

station would maintain these goals, at lea t in theory, through the licen ing proce' and 

eventually on-air. But the rest of the story behind Radio Phoenix' evolution -- a I 

learned during my time in Kwazulu-NataJ and during my interview with the tation' 

staff -- is far more complex and contentious. 
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Genesis 

Started in 1996 by an audiophile and Phoenix community memb r named Franci 

Naidoo, Radio Phoenix circumvented th low pro of broadca ling r form by 

transmitting illegally. Former pre enter 0' eil Nair (2001), whom I poke with hortly 

after vi iting Radio Phoenix, put the story like this: 

... some smart and technical guy who wa in his garage he ju t et 

something up, I believe, not knowing what he wa doing and th n 

there were people picking it up in their car and aying, "Thi i good 

music! Who's playing this?" And then people rode up to the power 

that b -- the broadcasting authority -- and aid "What i thi1" And 

that's when they traced the signal and nabbed this guy. That a ked him 

what he was doing and he said, "I'm ju t playing mu jc and fooling 

around here!" And that's where the station wa born ... initially. 

Knowing that he would likely be penalized if he attempted to broadca t again, Naidoo 

and a group of community member gathered in 1996 to apply for a lie n e. 

Unfortunately, the community members who voted for th committee chairp r on 

rewarded Francis Naidoo with a vote of "no-confidence" (Kaihar, 2000). In lead, they 

installed a local choolteacher named Dine h Maharaj, who retained th po ition until the 

station went off the air in November 200]. 

As one former presenter remarked, "the enthu ia m" wa there, but th "know

how' was definitely not (Nair, 200]). Apparently, enough "know-how" wa pre ent to 

get a licen e for the station, which was granted in 1996 and renewed in one-year 

increments from 1997 to 2001. Local individuals with engineering or el ctrical 
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experience donated time to get the tran mitt r working, whit the Emba y of France 

donated some cur ory broadca t tudjo gear including a mixing board, everaJ pair of 

headphones, microphones and orne compact di c player . After th tation began 

broadcasting from its first home on the second story of a commercial building in 

Newlands East, the listening community re ponded actively and enthu ia ticatly. 

Rakhi Beekram (200 1), a former presenter who now work for the SABC' 

Asian-focused station, Lotus FM, say she u ed to be surpri ed when fan would end her 

mail: 

... we received fan mail from time to time, which was a bit trange. 

Because in a community radio station, you don't expect fan mail ... 1 

certainly didn't expect fan mail, but people write in to let you know 

how much they like your 'how ... how much they appreciate what 

you're doing. 

Ramo Phoenix's pre 'enters, indeed, often achieved a kind of local celebrity. Nair, who 

worked for the station, says he constantly received cal.1 and corre ponden from many 

Jjsteners. Both Beekram and Nair told me that the recognition likely came from th 

station's involvement in community events. From fairs to 'pecial bhangra l event, Radio 

Phoenix was known for its presence not only on the.airwave but al 0 among the event 

and institutions of Durban' Indian community. 

According to the station's records of the annual RAMS survey for 1998 and 

1999, Radio Phoenix was drawing an audi.ence of more than 100,000 listeners per day at 

its peak. In 2000, the station estimated that it had a Ii tener hip of approximately J20,000 

(Radio Phoenix, 2001). The stat.ion prided itself on its diverse audience. Mu lim and 
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Hi.odu ; "Hindi- p aking" and Tamil- peaking; "men and worn n"; and 'young and 

old" were all u ed by tbe tation' taff and manag ment a d riptor of the tation 

audience. 

Central purposes and function 

According to its con titution (Radio Phoenix, 2001), Radio Phoenix con idered it 

programming related to the "heritage of Oriental cultures and civilization, peciaJly that 

of India ... " as one of the most important aspects of its ervice. However, the station also 

envisioned itself as something broader and more comprehensive. It primary objective 

was outlined in the following way: 

In its broadcasting activities to provide a channel of ound 

communication among persons of the community, 00 diver a pects of 

social, cultural, intellectual, musical, recreational, educational 

informational and wisdom interaction, with the view to forge new Link 

of friend hip, unity, haring and collective growth in our mmunity 

(p. 3) . 

When I met Radio Phoenix' tation manager, Sergie Naidoo? J wanted to know what he 

thought about the station' mission. A congenial forQ"ler SABe taff member who wa 

trying hi hand at community radio, Naidoo eemed a bit flummoxed when I a ked him 

how he felt about the station' objective. He characterized Radio Phoenix a a "voice for 

the community it serve" and a "platform to reflect community i ue." 

Lingui tically, Radio Phoenix's programming was almo t exclu ively in Engli h. 

However, tbe station also erved it cultural communitie through mu ic and orne 
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programming in Hindi, Tamil, Urdu and Te]egu. Tbe e ]anauage w re judged by the 

management to be the mo t prominently poken in the community, but ev nth e were 

spoken sparsely. The reason, according to everal scholar who have written on Indian 

identities in Durban, stem from a cultural di. connection b tween South African Indian 

and the Indian subcontinent. I noticed this to orne extent, but onl y as an American who 

had witnessed a similar phenomenon with first- and econd-generation Indian immigrant 

to the United States. The South African situation, of cour e, is quite different. Indians 

have been in KwaZulu-Natal, in particular, for at least a century and a half. 

Structure, function and financing 

With more than 50 volunteer presenters throughout rno t of it exi tence, Radio 

Phoenix had a strong level of community participation in the functioning of the tation. A 

full-time staff comprised of a general manager and programs manager were on alary, a 

were two office workers and a janitor. In 2002, there were a receptionist, secretary and 

mai.d who were all on the station' payroll. Salespeople were paid n commi ion only, 

while all hosts and presenters were volunteers. Naidoo said pre enter were recruited 

primarily from the surrounding community and mentioned that this wa an integral part 

of the station's mission. According to Naidoo, after a succe ful audition and becoming 

part of the station staff, new presenter were trained over a period of several month by 

the manager and initially work the overni.ght shift (12 a.m.- 4 a.m.). 

Nair, who honed his broadca ling skills a a DJ for several Durban club, aid he 

was recruited by a friend who had worked at the station and believed that he wa hired 
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"strictly on merit." Howev r, Beekram m ntion d that h witn ed hiring practice that 

did not conform to a strict t of tandard : 

. .. orne people were taken in without auditions, I believe. Beau 

when I wa there, I had to go for an audition, nd my full CV ... I had 

to go for an interview, an audition to do a graveyard hift before I could 

do my own show. I think after a while that stopped. Th y didn't follow 

proper procedure with presenter ... becau e a few friend of the 

station manager ... or you know somebody at the tation, then your 

daughter can become a presenter. And my bigge t i ue ... the bigge t 

problem I did ... there was a little girl ... I thjnk he wa about 10 or I 1 

who became a presenter becau e her father was good friends with the 

chairperson of our station. That annoyed me becau e I don't think a 

child should be on radio unless she want to be, like, a child. 

Naidoo said there were no trict rules for presenting et by Radio Phoerux' management. 

Rather, he aid, the tation's wa to "nurture raw taJ nt' and "give guidanc "in h Iping 

presenters to develop their own style. Sergie Naidoo felt that he wa able to pr vid thi 

experience. He al 0 aid that he felt that the station wa producing quality talent through 

its trairung program, a seven announcers who worked at Radio Phoenix went on to work 

for the SABC's Radio Lotu -- the tation with the large t Indian audience in outh 

Africa. 

After the training period, for which there wa no et time period, pre enter wer 

left on tbeir own to program music and host their own shift, a well a completing any 

production work that accompanie the program which they ho t. Their re pon ibilitie in 
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pre enting were 0 ten ibly d fined by th tation' rule and mi ion which d t rmin d 

programming proportion and basic guid line for u e of the tudio. Howev r Nair aid 

he "never" received training. He told me that "there wa not formal training a uch ... 

nothing. There wa nothing coming in from the tation, no "thi i how you hould do it." 

There was a mic, you get your mu ic ... " 

In terms of its management structure, Radio Phoenix had a five-member 

pennanent board and a management committee consi ting of 10 member . When I vi ited 

the station in August 2001, the committee had recently been tran form d into an interim 

working group that was working to restructure the station' operation and hire it n w 

manager, Sergie Naidoo. According to Naidoo, the e change came about after th 

station's funding was mi managed to the point where Radio Phoenix wa nearly 

bankrupt. He would not explain why the station had hit such dire financial traits. His 

claim seemed to run counter to the station's FY 2000 balance heet, which showed a net 

profit of more than R 340,000 (approximately $38 000). 

Radio Phoenix generated all of it funding through the ale of adverti ing. Th 

station has a marketing trategy in place to attract local bu in s a cli nt and 

continually revise that strategy ba ed on market re earch. Naidoo said that r v nu had 

not been difficult to obtain, a adverti ing ale were generally strong. Halo claimed 

that sales representatives worked hard to maintain this trend. This was not alway the 

case, according to some presenter. Nair said that he often developed hi own promotion 

because there was little to no support in terms of spon orship: 

There was ab olutely no support. That wa the difference. There wa 

absolutely no support and it wa absolutely a sin, if! may ay 0, to 
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have omething a powerful a that and p opl that put it on 0 proudly, 

and know that you have to really take the kin off your back to make it 

whatever you made it. And it ould have mad it 0 much b tt r if th 

powers that be had put in omething to b tter the pre enter. .. to support 

the presenter. At a community radio station, it could have be n rou h 

better. 

Despite the difficulties that producer faced, the station was still able to upport a full 

program chedule. AJthough it broadcasted 24 hour per day, seven days per week, the 

station had a relatively limited programming schedule in compari on to other community 

broadcasters in KwaZulu-Natal. 

Programming and the public interest 

A 24-hour station, Radio Phoenix. ·tarted each day with a devotional program thaI 

featured light "inspirational" music for different religious faiths but focu ed mostly on 

the Hindu and Christian faiths. After thi egment, the tation' morning talk show. 

"Magic Carpet Ride," began with what Naidoo called "continuity mu i .. cull d from 

popular Indian films and pop mll ic to fill in the gap between egment of news, 

weather, sport, talk and "comedy." Geared primarily toward adult on their way t work 

or preparing to do daily household chore, the "breakfa t how" focu ed more on 

entertainment value than news and information. In fact, each time I Ii tened to th how, I 

thought it was desperately trying to emulate the SABC', national ervice, Lotu FM. 

Featuring tbe u ual morning' talk" tearn one migbt expect to hear on a 

commercial station, tbe breakfast program's two hosts relied on brief ubmis ion from 
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some reporters and the occasional bit of actuality tape. However much of the program 

centered on local and national gos ip and tabloid n w , humor, port and mu ic than 

news and information -- the traffic and weather report notwith tanding. A former 

presenter for the station, Rakhi Beekram, ummarized the di parity between 

entertainment and informational content at Radio Phoenix. quite uccinctly when she aid, 

"I think we were supposed to have more education and information tban mu ic, but the 

entertainment val.ue is what was greatest. I don't think we met the requirement that were 

needed." 

After the morning show, several female pre enters hosted a "Women's Intere t" 

program. According to Beeharn, the station' board and management fLr t envi ioned 

this as a "women's issues" program. However, it ended up becoming more of a 

"housewives' program" covering helpful beauty "hjnt ," "recipe" and feature news 

about local "achievers" (Radio Phoenix, 2000). When I asked Beekram why thi was the 

case, she said she did not know but surmised that it wa probably becau e the format was 

more "entertaining." However, she expressed di may about the program when h aid: 

... what I noticed were women's programs, which hould have been 

empowerment programs, ended up being something about health, 

beauty, cookery ... that's not women's i ue. 

Following the women's program, mu ic dominated almo t the entire chedule. During 

segments titled "Tea Time Treats" and "Kiddies," di c jockey played primarily indian 

popular music from Hindi- and Tamil-language films for their adult and children's 

audiences, respectively. The station's largest audience -- tay-at-home female from the 

ages of 35-44 -- tuned in en rna e during this part of the chedule. 
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Indeed, mu ic -- even during the tation' topical or di u ion program -- wa a 

driving force behind Radio Phoenix. Its poucy wa to play 50 percent 'North Indian" 

(Hindi, Urdu and Gujarathi) and 50 percent "South Indian' (Tamil and T legu) mu ic 

(Radio Phoenix, 200 I). The station' slogan, "Hit Mu ic Radio," perhap aid everything 

about its priorities. Nair said he was les than enamored by thi' but added that be 

understood the station's motivation for focusing on mu i.c more than new and 

information. Songs, of course, attract Ii teners; in turn, the songs ell adverti emen 

More importantly for the station, however, the music was what resonated rna t with the 

community. As Beekram told me, "I think people obviously liked it for the entertainment 

value that tbey got. Because compared to Lotus FM, Radio Phoenix ha always been 

complimented for playi.ng better mu ic ... that was what reached out." 

Music also represented some contentious issues at the station. For example. when 

I spoke with Nair. he seemed perturbed by the fact that Radio Phoenix sold enough 

advertising to "make" money but failed to provide for it staff expenses. In fact, Nair 

said, the station did not have a budget for roll 'ie: 

I don't even want to tell you how much time 1 pent on the Internet ... 

how much I spent buying my own mu ie and at the end of the day to 

put a program together. Fair enough. And thi wa for me ... I got to do 

what I wanted to do. It wa a burning desire to be on the radio ... I 

satisfied. that goal of mine. Just taking it from there, I wa trying to tell 

you what I put in ... but at times, management held us to a certain 

extent at ransom. Because the attitude wa uke, not what you put into it 

... it was, "If you don't like it ... tough." 
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In the late aft moon ho ould play mor Hindi and Tamil p p tune and tak 

callers for a talk how geared toward youth i ue, including nm and 

per onal safety, gender, identity, r lation hips and AIDS. Beekram pr youth 

program, which wa called "Teen Vib ." Thi pr gram featured produ d gment on 

topics affecting youth, uch a school dating and health but, according to Beekram, al 0 

featured some celebrity gossip and on-air quizze for good measure. She aid that h 

accepted callers on the how and always had lively di cu ion about her cho en topic. 

However, Beekram also told me that the most important aspect of the program 

was its function as a forum for younger member of the Indian community who found 

themselves caught between the value of their elder and the pre ure of contemporary 

life in Durban and, indeed, throughout South Mrica: 

... some things actually are difficult to di cu s, e pecially within the 

Indian community, is topics like ex, premarital sex. These are thing 

that have to be discussed ... taboo subjects among Indian , but I 

think the best thing wa getting prof< i nal' and ocial work r . 

especially to make it more relevant. Becau e I think it wa W rid AIDS 

Day when we had done thi , ... because people think AID is not 

prevalent in the Indian community.,. they think the Indian community 

is immune to AIDS ... it' just not 0 ... they probably wouldn't h ar 

about it .,. 

Beekram said that although her program did feature topical discus ions, she did not 

produce any news programs or read news on-air. The e task were left to the afternoon 

hosts. 
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After "Teen Vibe ," the aft moon drive program, which wa s ntially min-or d 

after the morning program, offered afternoon new bulletin, traffic and w ather update. 

Kaihar (2000, 2(01) mentioned that that tation u ed national bulletins from the now

defunct Radio Network New, which was a radio new ervice based in Johanne burg. 

The rest of the news content wa generated by intern pre enter recruited from local 

journalism chools at the University of Durban-Westville, M.L. Sultan Technikon and 

Technikon Natal. Following the afternoon drive program, Radio Phoenix featured an 

hour of music comprised of "requests and dedications" from local caller, which saw a 

heavy audience of all ages. One of the most popular program , the "requ t" show 

attracted hundreds of caners who dialed in to the tudios with reque ts of their favorite 

pop tunes from Hindi and Tamil film as well a works by local musicians. The featuring 

of local music was one of Radio Phoenix's specialties, according to Beekram and Nair. 

As Nair told me: 

... they had a fair amount of local music. We've got a 

potentially good growing local music industry ... some very tal nted 

artists ... Radio Phoenix gave a fair amount of air time to tho e artist. 

It's ometbing that ICASA i now kind of enforcing certain limitation 

... 20 percent of mu ic played should be of South African nature. Radio 

Phoenix took care of that and in doing so, I think the community 

recognized that ... that they were supporting something of their own. 

Indeed, Radio Phoenix did exceed ICASA local content regulation. In t999, Radio 

Phoenix sometimes featured local artists in 30 to 40 percent of its rotation. The station 
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al 0 ho ted live performance' in it tudio and frequ ntl inter w d local arti t 

(Kaihar, 2000). 

In the late evening, the tation pr ented a CUIT nt affair program titled 

"Livewire." During this program, rotating hosts would open up the tation' telephone 

for discussion on topic that were in the morning new paper. The program ~ armed. 

"commentary of i ues of relevance," according to Naidoo. However, not all har d thi 

opinion. Nair's v.iew was that the program resembl d commercial talk radio more than an 

earnest discus ion of new and current events. Nonethele ,the tation did manage to 

feature several important public figures on the program. The tation interviewed 

President Thabo Mbeki, several MP (Member of Parliament) and other prominent 

Indian political figures, such as Essop Pahad and Valli Moo a, during the 1999 national 

elections. The station also put together special reports leading up to the election and 

allowed community participation by opening up its phone line to listeners who had 

questions for the politicians in the studio (Radio Phoenix, 2001). In addition, the tation 

featured a "community diary" in the evening, which contained announcement by 10 al 

schools, health and religious organization'. 

At night, the station devoted it airtime to a hort busine program'int nded to 

reach out to local bu iness owners, many of whom adverti ed with the tation. After the 

business segment, however, were programs that Naidoo said were c ntral to the tation' 

mis ion. From] 0 p.m. to II p.m., the station played an hour of music programming that 

featured a specific language. On Monday ,Raunage Sangeeti featured music in Urdu; 

Tue day' Sa Re Ga Na featured Hindi music; on Wedne day, Telegu mu ic wa played 
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during Gaana Sudha; Then l ai featured Tamil mu ic on Thur da ; and Gujarati 

speaker were erved with hradanjali on Friday . 

While the e program did fulfill the tation mi ion tat ment at lea t in part, 

Nair told me that they al 0 under cored orne deep divi ion onceming language and 

culture in the Indian community: 

You ee, it i uch a complex culture ... you're going to g t 0 many 

people wanting something ... Urdu, Hindi, Telegu .. , the big problem 

is, there's such a divide between Hindi and Tamil p aking people. It' 

such an issue. The religion, though, is Hindu. Hindi and Tamil are 

languages ... but that' the problem ... people don't understand that. 

People think it constitutes a community. Till i not India, where North 

Indians live in the North and South Indian live in the South of India. 

Tbere are no designated area ... everyone' together. People ay, "I'm 

North Indian ... I'm South Indian," and they haven't even been to 

India! So you can ee, it' a 10 t argument ... and my oncern i ... if 

you can't unite as your own race group, how are you going to unite an 

entire country of different race group ? 

However, Nair also said the divide did not mitigate tbe fact that listeners appr ciated a 

chance to be exposed to their respective language. He mentioned that the long hi tory of 

the Indian community in Durban cau ed a disconnection for many people between their 

daily live and their identities. This explanation resonated with me, a I had read the work 

of cultural studie cholars and ethnographer (see e pecially Freund, 1995) who found 

the same phenomenon in their re earch. 
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A id from it programming, Radio Pho nix aI 0 ho t d ommunity en for 

the Phoenix community. The most popular ent wer th ommunity bhan ra -- larg , 

c1ub- tyle dance accompanied by a pedal g nre of el ctroni mu ic with indigenou , 

usuaIJy Hindi, influence -- where the community had the chance to rn t th Radio 

Phoenix staff. The community entertainment event, uch a th 'Bhangra Ba h" and Liv 

remotes, repre ented some of it finest hours, according to the taff and management with 

whom I spoke. Beekram relayed one of the mo t intere ting tories about Radio 

Phoenix's bhangras when she toLd me that, "at our Bhangra Sa h, our bhangra partie, 

there were mostly older people. There were orne younger people, but w got a huge 

older crowd ... like grandmothers ... it' good because it's a tim for family to be 

together." Beekram wa also involved with what she called "edu-fairs," wher local 

schoolchildren would come to a booth that the station bad e tabli hed for activitie and 

other special events: 

It was also entertaining, but it was ... I think what got them more 

intere ted i when they were watching omething ... urn, mayb littl 

play. or concert demon trating omething that would tach them 

something and they would alway b there becau e we had prize we 

would give away and so it was perfect ... it kept th m intere ted ... 

Nair said he al 0 participated in community events where Ii tener were allowed to 

interact with the pre enters and OJ . He aid that the tation' morale, from his point of 

view, was boo ted by the community' respon e to programming and p r onaJitie . He 

aid that, aside from regular mail and telephone feedback, event uch a the e gave him 

a di tinct impre ion of 'tbe power of radio." 
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Naidoo claimed that Radio Phoenix mpha ized a 'two-way r lation hip with it 

listening community. He said that management welcom d dir ct feedback from Ii tJ n r 

on both a formal and informal ba i and that community m mb r were welcome to 

schedule a time to speak wi.th the manager or leave their comment with a taff member. 

He characterized th.e tation's relation hip with it community a "a p ronal relation hip 

with community members, who are the primary beneficiarie of the tation deci ion ' 

and added that that if community member have a problem with some a pect of th 

station, he would prefer direct contact with community members. To be exact, he aid he 

preferred if people did not "discus it [their complaint] with friend and neighbor :' 

Rather, he said, "they should come to me." 

I wondered why Naidoo chose to keep thing in-hou e. When I poke with Rakhi 

Beekram, she alluded to some factors that may have haped Naidoo' attitude about 

communication with the station' listeners. She concurred that the station received a large 

amount of feedback but added: 

1 can't hon tly ay that we did much for the community other than 

what we did on air. Because, actually, to think of it very hon stly ... 

there wasn't much we did do to the community. I m an, in term of 

entertainment, yeah ... and education ... and information too. But I 

think that's as far as it went. 

O'Neil Nair made a irnilar asses ment but at 0 pointed out the "pa ion" that Radio 

Phoenix' Ii teners had for the station and its programming. He aid that, at time, it 

seemed as if Radio Phoenix "had more upport than the national broadcaster, Lotu FM." 

However, a Sergie Naidoo reminded me, Lotu FM had recruited even of Radio 
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Phoenix' announcers away from the tation. Naidoo w proud of thi but he wa al 0 

concerned about competing with Lotu FM for the same audi nee and adv rti ing 

revenue. Nair had the same concern and confirmed what Naidoo told m about til Indian 

listener who i "primarily the over 30 guy who work Monday to Friday Ii ten to the 

station. But what you'd find j ., our highe t Ii tener hip come from women at home, 

retired Indians who have it on 24 hours a day, sleep with it on ... and that's the Ii tener." 

However, as an employee of Lotus FM, Nair could peak well for how hi current 

employer was trying to pull listener away from Radio Phoenix: 

... And then you have the other problem that we at the national level 

are trying to change. You get the upwardly mobile Indian who' 

holding a professional job, living in an affluent area who's probably 

listening to East Coast Radio, 5FM now there are pecific program 

coming back to the Indian station that's what categorizing it ... and 

that's why we're trying to pull listeners back ... 

ReLations with the regulator 

The Independent Communication Authority of South Africa (200 Ia) wa not 

quite enamored with Radio Phoenix. In it annual monitoring report, the authority cit>d 

numerous violations by the station manager, mo tly stemming from the lack of 

community meetings that had been held according to law. The authority al 0 commented 

on the lack of community empowerment programs and the Large variety of muic that 

Radio Phoenix seemed to favor over other types of programming. The tation tried to 

remedy these problems in the ummer of 2001, when it was off the air for several month 
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becau e of \icen e difficultie . It came back on the air in mid-Augu t 200 I with 

es entiaHy the arne program chedule. 

The problem with the regulator would continue d pit th tation r umption 

of broadcasting. In July 2001, ICASA wrote Radio Phoenix to inform the management 

tbat it had not met it hcen ing requirement. SpecificaJly, the agency cited the tation for 

not properly holding its Annual General Meeting and not properly informing th 

community of when such a meeting would be cheduled. ICASA official made thi 

evaluation after receiving an anonymou fax containing complaint from member of the 

Voluntary A sociation of Greater Durban Metropolitan Region, which had a number of 

Phoenix community members as part of the organization (ICASA, 2001 a). Naidoo wrote 

ICASA back, informing the regulator that the A ociation' claims were "totally untrue." 

He also included several newspaper clippings and testimonial from employee about the 

radio announcements for the meeting that the station bad aired. Naidoo claimed the e 

were adequate protocol. for a community notice, but the regulator di agreed. An ICASA 

councilor who reviewed the ituation ai.d in an int mal report that th slati n' m ting 

had "most certainly not been adverti ed" in accordance with Radio Pho nix own statue 

set out in its constitution (ICASA, 2001 a). The regulator turned out t b correct. While 

the station did meet its advance notice requirement and did broadca t th announcement 

on the air, it did not print and circulate leaflets, nOl did it appoint temporary board 

members that the community con idered "independent and reputable" (Radio Phoenix, 

2001). When the station attempted to convene the meeting in October 2001, member of 

the Voluntary A sociation interdicted the meeting and kept it from proceeding becau e 

they disagreed with the manner in which the meeting was held. 
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Many financial que tion about Radio Pbo nj)(. al 0 remained unan wered when it 

went back on the air, but it did make an effort to I' tructure. I wa told tbat a permanent 

management committee wa to b in place hortly after the time I met with aidoo and 

interviewed some of the station's form r staff member. In fact, aidoo said a board 

would be in place by the end of 200 I in accordance with license mandate that require a 

board to be in place within three months of going on the air. At the time, Radio Phoeni.x 

broadcasted under a temporary ICASA license and bad only been back on the air for a 

few weeks. This followed the previous five-month su pension of transmi sion that 

resulted from ICASA's order to cease transmission and it tnreat to take away Radio 

Phoenix,' s license. 

However, Radio Phoenix's trouble did not cea e after its fir t lap e in 

transmission. The licensing authority became concerned about the station's high turnover 

of staff and an incident that occurred in September 200 I, when the general manager 

sacked nine presenters over what he claimed was "insubordination" (Govender, 200lb). 

The community wa not consulted about the dismi al and no meting was h (d. Other 

presenters took jobs at the SABC station geared toward the Indian market, "Lotus FM" 

Indeed, some pre enters, such a O'Neil Nair and Rakhi Beekram, argued that Lotu FM 

bad always been a constant drain of Radio Phoenix' .talent -- an interesting problem in 

its own regard. Soon, however, Radio Phoenix would have no need for talent of any kind. 

In November 2001, Radio Phoenix went ilent. The tation manager and the board 

elected to oversee the station were at bitter odds with one another and accusations of 

financial and persoHl1el mismanagement -- as well as unfair evaluation practice by 

ICASA -- flew through the local press (Govender, 200] a, 200tb; Naidu, 2001a, 2001b; 
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PiHay, 2001 a, 2001b). In the fmal e aluation r port of the tation, wbi.ch wa publi bed in 

November 2001 by ICASA's Monitoring and Complaint Unit, the r gulator concluded 

tbat "since the station' inception, the tation ha been engulfed by probl en which it has 

never been able to addre adequately" (lCASA, 2001 a, p. 5). 

Shortly after ICASA decided to terminate the tation' broadca ting signal in 

November 2001, rumors began to circulate that another group wa preparing to open a 

new station to replace Radio Phoenix, only this time with a greater focu on "North' 

Indian culture and the Hindi language. As of early 2003, this tation has yet to 

materialize. The closest thing to replacing Radio Phoenix's focus on Durban's Asian 

community was a Muslim group called "Radio Azania." However, thi prospective 

station's license application was rejected in December 2001. No secular initiatives to 

replace Radio Phoenix have emerged since the station' demi e. 

Radio Phoenix: A summary 

Although it is clear that Radio Phoenix did provide a ervice that wa heavily 

supported by its community, it perhap more evident that it wa unable to maintain its 

organizational structures in a manner that allowed it to meet mor of the objectiv sit had 

set for itself. Radio Phoenix demonstrated some of the ocial good sought by 

broadcasting officials and government policy. However, it uccumbed to internal 

pressures that were only partly due to funding. 

Radio Phoenix's troubles began in earnest perhaps much earlier than when its 

licensing difficulties began to erode its ability to provide a broadcasting ervice in early 

2001. As internal pres ures and politics, community struggle and other extraneous is ue 
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continued to threaten the tability of the ration, tb r wa linJ room to man uver In 

terms of improving programming and reaching out in a mor ignjficant way to it 

audience. Former announcer, including air (2001) and Kaihar (2001), told m that the 

station had an opportunjty to meet its challenges and redjrect it elf toward ren wed 

success, but they lamented the fact that thjs never materialized. A ajr put it: 

To draw a crude analogy, you and I are playing port X, which 

has a goal. But if we don't have the right equipment, we're not going to 

extract the potential we have out of that ... and that was Radio Pho nix. 

It wa gold amongst the community, but it didn't have the pillar to 

stand 00 ... to really reach its full potential. 

Unfortunately for Radjo Phoenix, thi assessment was held by more than one per on in 

the community -- not to mention the regulator -- and, indeed, became it epitaph. 

Endnotes 

I Bhangra i a special form of dance music that is entirely Indian in origin. I.t fuse Western pop and techno 
with variations of traditional Indian music. Bhangra "nights" and Bhangra "clubs" are extremely p pular in 
Durban. The form' popularity in Bombay, Bangalore, Delhi, Madras, London, Abu Dhabi and a numb r f 
other international cities with large Indian communities ha made it a worldwide phenomenon. 

2rt was brought to my attention by Sunita Kaihar (200 I) that Sergie Naidoo is not related to stati n founder 
Francis Naidoo (Naidoo i a very common name among South Africans of South Indian de cent). 
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VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 

The purpose of this study ha been to examine rel.ation hip between perc ption 

and theory. Specifically, we have een how two community radio tation in KwaZuIu

Natal, South Africa, view their roles in the country' emerging public phere and bow 

their perceptions rdate to national broadcasting policie and e tabl.ished theories of 

community radio's role and function in the public phere. A the ca e tudie for both 

stations suggest, Radio Kbwezi and Radio Phoenix erve distinct audience on the local 

level. and have (or in Radio Phoenix's case, had) unique perception of how they serve 

those audiences. 

It is relatively easy to see, at least from tbis author' vantage poi.nt, how the e 

perceptions -- and actions based on those perceptions -- helped to hape the respective 

development of each tation. However, there are other is ue that emerged during the 

collection of data and the analysis phase of thi tudy that have yielded more subtJ 

findings and interpretations related to the research que tion . Thi chapter will pr ent a 

general, exploratory overview of the critjcal is ue that aro e in each ca e and the relation 

of those issues to the questions and theorie employed in this tudy. The focu will 

remain on issues and interpretations rather than concluions. 

It is important to keep in mind that the purpo e of this study is not to draw hard 

and fast conclusions about community radio and it role in South Africa' public pbere. 

Rather, this study seeks to identify issue that emerged from two particular station and 

ex.amine bow these i sue relate to the broader problem of community radio' purpose 
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and function a a part of South African media. Thu ,a di u d in Chap" r Thr e, thi 

tudy leaves pace for conte tation of th int rpretation pr nted her a w II a 

additional interpretation that the read r may ha e of th pr nt d material. Any and all 

perceived errors are the responsibility of the author and ar acc pted as uch. Error ," in 

this ca e, also relates to difference in interpr tation. Indeed, other int rpr tation may 

illuminate more ignificant i sues and information related to the data pre ented here. It i 

hoped, then, that other research projects can emerge from the finding pre nted here. 

In the following sections, the finding from Chapters Four and Five will be 

discussed and analyzed in terms of their relevance to tbe research que tion and 

theoretical framework discllssed in Chapter Two. The que tion that have guided the 

chosen research methodology are: 

•� How do South African policy maker and practitioner perceIve 

community radio and its sociopolitical function? 

•� What is the perception of community radio' function within particular 

station in a particular geographic area in South Afri a (and what might b 

learned from gathering data to an wer thi qu ti n)? 

•� How do these perceptions and practice relate to tabli hed th ory dealing 

with the purpose and function of community radio? 

To recapitulate: in Chapter One, we aw how the hi torie of South Afri an broadca ting 

and community radio have informed the research que tion employed in thi tudy. 

Furthermore, in Chapter Two, the relevant literature and theoretical material were 

discus ed in an effort to upport, reinforce and inform the re arch que tion and the 

methodology. Chapter Three outlined, ju tified and critiqued the ca e rudy methodology 
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chosen for the analy i of data in Chapter Four and Fi e. What r main i om 

interpretation and di cu ion of emergent i ue. Due to the preliminary nature of thi 

study, the terms "interpretation" and "di cus ion' are preferred over the term finding." 

The following information i intended to reflect thi epi temological p r p ctive. 

Discussion of issues 

The major issues that were focu ed on in the ca e studie of Radio Kbwezi and 

Radio Phoenix. related primarily to their license types, perceived audience and area of 

service but were not limited to these aspects alone. Some of the major is ues inve tigated 

in both studies include: perceptions of the function of community radio on the local level, 

perceptions of national community radio policy, and coherence of poticie and practice 

with established theories of community radio's function in a ociety. However, other 

issues emerged from these case studies, such as financing, governance, ethics, 

community access and quality of service. All of the e matters had, in this author' View, 

an effect on each station's perception of it elf and its role ill th public ph reo 

As a rurally focused, "geographic area" community radio tation, Radio Khwezi 

believe that its mission i to erve a widely disper ed and "marginalized" population in a 

rural area that is mo tly poor and has an extremely limited educational ba e, high rates of 

disease and limited access to governmental and ocial institutions. The major i ues for 

the management and staff of Radio Kbwezi -- and for the re earcher who ob erved and 

interpreted the station -- are related to these goals. The general function of the ration as a 

tool of development and reconstruction in the po t-apartheid era i paramount among 

these issues. Other, secondary issues include the station's encouragement of participation 
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among community member and it effort to unify di parat thnic and Languaa 

grouping in its general tran mi sion area. In addition, tbe tation p r i it If a an 

e pecially important ource of information for Zulu p ople, a it broadca t mo t of its 

content in the Zulu language and maintained a high numb r of bla k volunt r who 

spoke the Language. Indeed, more than two-thirds of the tation' producer ar black, 

which also reflects the local population ctisper ion in term of thnicity and th station's 

language breakdown within it weekly programming chedule. 

However, other interesting issues related to the re earch que tion and theoretical 

framework emerged from the case of Radio Khwezi. For example, the station' perceived 

role as a node of practical communication -- a demonstrated by its featuring of funeral 

announcements and other important pieces of community information -- demon trated 

that the station thought of its community ervices well beyond the pale of "sp cial 

intere t" programming. Indeed, the staff saw it elf as the "heart" of it community and 

attempted to manifest that perception within the station's programming offering. 

The levels of participation and ervice at Radi.o Khwezi raise imilar i ue to 

tho e outlined by White (1983) in his typology of community radi . Radio Khwezi' 

employment of more than 50 volunteers from th KwaSizabantl.l Mi ion reflect the 

desire of the station to use itself as a platform for the articulation of community concern 

in its immediate area and it commitment to protecting the right to communicate that i 

enshrined in the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996). I However, the 

station's approach to this end i complicated by the fact that its tran mi ion ignaL goe 

well beyond its "immediate" surroundjngs. Thi tate of affairs beg the question of 
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whether the public sphere f. r Radio Khw zi is defined in triet g ograph'caJ term or 

broad ideological terms. 

Structurally, Radio Kbwezi i ound and tabl in term of it managem nt and its 

license has been approved on each application attempt. However, the ca e of Radio 

Khwezi also raises ome very important i ues related to financing and gov man e for 

community radio in general. It doe: see itself as part of a local. communication' network' 

and attempts to reflect that through its encouragement of community participation in 

programming and the general affairs of the tation. Its balance sheet also how onlya 

minimal "profit" after expen es, which its manager claim wa reinvested into tation 

equipment and operating expenses. Because the station ha. managed to maintain a teady 

source of revenue, it has remained in good financial standing. This stability, according to 

the station's managers, is what allows it to continue and expand its community 

broadcasting service . 

Radio Phoenix, as a "cultural community of interest" station, a] 0 saw i primary 

function a one of community development. However, its ho en vehicl t facilitat that 

development was focused primarily on music. Music and talk programming dominated 

Radio Phoenix's programming schedule to an extent that there was little room for other, 

more structured program . Thus, the issue of appropri;ue content was al 0 rai ed in this 

case, albeit in a different light than with Radio Khwezi. [n terms of localization of 

content and participation, however, Radio Phoenix --like Radio Khwezi -- performed 

very well. The station often invited local musicians for performance and interviews and 

played their music as part of its rotation. 
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The major i ue rai ed in the case of Radio Phoenj wa that of community 

upport and the qualjty of community participation. Although it had a hjgh quantity of 

participation, Radio Phoenix p rhap did not have the b t quality of participant. As 

several former announcer told me, the station hiri.ng practice and policie were 

inconsistent and elf-interest was rampant among the staff and manag rnent. In addition, 

the station's trong de ire to comply with ICASA' reque t for an Annual G neral 

Meeting was thwarted by a group purporting to represent volunteer intere t . In the face 

of great adversity, Radio Phoenix simply aJ)owed its community upport to lip away 

through its refusal -- or perhaps inability -- to acknowledge that its op ration were not 

sustainable at the time and needed reasse ment. 

Structurally, the biggest i sue confronting Radio Phoerux was its board. The 

inabiJjty of the board to maintain adequate oversight on managerial, financial and 

programming is ues surely led to its demise. However, thi ituation also rai ed the 

secondary issue of appropdate forms of governance. Perhap the expectation of a high 

level of organization in t rms of internal affair wa expecting t 0 much for Radi 

Phoenix. Nonetheless, the station was required to meet thj exp ctati n and did not do so. 

The issue, then, focuses on why the tation was not able to meet it goal . 

Although the above issue were examined in-depth in th ca e tudi , it i 

neces ary at this point to reiterate the evaluation and concerns that were articulated in 

earlier chapters. The following sections are intended to erve as recapitulation of the 

major issues of the ca e studie as well a to offer tentative conclusion that address th 

research question. More importantly, however, the e brief review of both ca e al 0 
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erve as a tran ition to anotb r important ection of thi tudy that focu e on otber 

emergent is ue and consideration for future r earch. 

Interpretations and evaluations ofRadio Khwezi 

Radio Khwezi has not only met the policy mandate et forth in th rnA Act 

(RSA, 1993) aDd the ICASA Code of Conduct (ICASA, 2001g), but it ha also met many 

of the normative expectations e tablished by community radio theorist. The station ha a 

diverse array of programming that serves, and is produced by, its variou "communities." 

Although it has formal structures in place to interview and as ess potential pre enters 

before they are allowed on the air, the station encourage active community participation 

through its programming and invites panelists and caller to interact through variou 

programs geared toward education and community development. 

In accordance with ICASA regulations, Radio Khwezi has a permanent taff, 

board of directors and infrastructure designed to uphold and protect its community 

service mission. In terms of meeting pecial mandates outlin d in ICASA regulation, the 

station features twice the amount of local music content required by law. It ha aLo given 

hundreds of community volunteer a chance to contribute to community development or 

start a career in broadcasting. Most importantly from the standpoint of regulatory policy, 

Radio Khwezi's supply of funding has been relatively stable, it' financial tatu is olid 

tbe station has clearly been man.aged well. 

Radio Khwezi is successful in meeting the national policy directive of 

community radio because it bas a large degree of community participation and upport. 

However, the fact that a nti ion sponsored by the Lutheran Church e entially 
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e tabli hed the Radio Khwezi' fa iliti long befor it began br adca ting giv it an 

advantage over many other tation . What th tation doe with th e r ource, hO\l ever, 

is most remarkable. Thanks to its po itioning as the only community radio tation that 

serves the va t majority of rural KwaZulu-Natal, it offer an alternative to public rvice 

stations that is not available through any other channel. The tation ha managed to form 

strong relationships with it community of Ii teners and gain their tru t by adh ring to its 

mission statement and developing programming that puts it objectives into action. 

As mention in Chapter Four, the station actually do what it say it will do: it 

involves the community, meet the reque t of it community and give the community 

programming that it want. With over 50 volunteers and an experienced taff that 

produces hundreds of hours of programming per week in the area of development, 

education, history, news and health -- among many other areas of community intere t-

the station ha left quite an impression on NGO experts who have followed the tation' 

development. The station's management credit its taff and their ini.tiative with keeping 

the station table and thriving as well as. However, ICA A' Head of Br ad a ting, ric 

Nhlapo (2001), made an important general point about the ability of Radio Khw zi and 

other stations with a Christian religious background have re ources that other do nOl 

when applying for a licen e and implementing its requirement. He aid that other 

applicants, whether secular, cultural or religious, "won't be as ophi ticated a" ay, th 

Christian radio station ... because they've been in the gam too long, they know how to 

put this thing, they know how to get the funding and the e ort of thing ." 

However, Nhlapo also mentioned that the content is what is most important. 

Radio Khwezi doe perhaps have some clear advantage over other stations and license 
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applicant. However the e hould not nece arily b on id red in an gati light. The 

station work ju t as hard to produce programming and no ,Iik oth r ommunity radio 

stations across South Africa, urvives oIly 011 revenue generated by adverti ing. Radio 

Khwezi's commitment and mi sion t.atem nt ar the am a other tation . How r, 

what it does in terms of its approach to meeting .it service obligation and modeling it If 

as an outlet that provides' quality broadcasting with ound value which will dev lop 

individuals, families and our community" (Radio Khwezi, 2001, p. l8). The value the 

station mentions are clearly reflected in the structure of its board, which i compri ed 

primarily of Zulu-speaking, black community member who adhere to a denomination of 

the Christian faith. The station' programming provide pace for thi demographic 

segment and others to represent their interest, articulate their concern and reinforce 

their value structures. Even from a critical vantage point, it i difficult for thi author to 

see the station's ideological po itioni ng as a negative effect. Indeed, it seem quite the 

opposite, and the station is taking full advantage of its opportunitie to connect with i 

community and facilitate di course among its listeners. 

Interpretations and evaluation ofRadio Phoenix 

As its manager and employee enthu iastically confirmed, it i clear that R dio 

Phoenix did provide a service that wa heavily supported by its community. However, as 

confirmed by other sources and ICASA, it perhap more evident that the tation wa' 

unable to maintain its organizationaJ tructure in a manner that allowed it to meet more 

of the objective it had et for it elf. Radio Phoenix demon trated orne of the ocial 

goods sought by broadca ting official and government policy. It did, after all, provide a 
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ervice that served a demon trated cultural need and wa invol d with it ommunity 

through formal feedback channel and other ev nt . How v r, it d mi e was facilitated 

by internaJ dissent and a lack of clarity over how the ration should b governed. The 

politicization of the station's function and purpo e, then, also contributed to the ero ion 

of its ability to provide a space for the broadest po ible cross-section of it Ii tening 

community. 

Radio Phoenix's licensing difficulties and internal di pute began to erode it 

ability to provide a broadcasting service in early 2001. A community struggle and other 

extraneous issues continued to threaten the stability of the station, there wa little room to 

maneuver in terms of improving programming and reachi.ng out in a more ignificant way 

to its audience. Some of the station' former announcers were e peciaHy adamant about 

the respect the station had garnered from the community and the passion that fueled it 

operation. However, they also lamented that the station had an opportunity to meet it 

challenges and redirect the station toward success, but that this never materiaJized. To 

reiterate Nair' (2001) a sessment of Radio Phoenix, "It wa gold among t th 

community, but it didn't have the pillars to stand on ... to really r ach it full potential." 

Radio Phoenix's failure to reach it "full potentiaJ" likely temmed from it 

inability to reach internaJ consensus among its board memb r and community memb r . 

In addition, programming and content issues, accusation of mi management and 

inconsistent personnel policies led to conflict between management and staff that 

damaged morale and community support. The station's 1a t manager, Sergie Naidoo. 

seemed to act as if the e event would be easily overcome and told me that Radio 

Phoenix would be a "force to be reckoned with." However, the only thing that seemed to 
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"reckon" with Radio Phoenix wa antagoni m from a local olunt r a ociation and 

di gruntled form r a ociate of the tation who wanted a tak in it downfall. 

Perhap the rno t important part about Radio Phoenix' d mi e is that it did 

actually erve its community with programming that Ii tener upport d and in orne 

cases, demanded. Although the overall ocial value of the content it provid d i 

debatable, it i nonetheless clear that the station made an effort to pro ide a pac for it 

community to openly articulate its concerns, values and de ire. In the end, the contlic 

at the station overshadowed its advances and prevented it from erving the public with an 

alternative voice to the public service broadca ter, Lotu PM. Radio Phoenix' ob e'sion 

with competing at the level of the national broadca. ter, however, may have been a major 

reason for its downfall. 

Summary and recommendations for further research. 

It i clear from this researcher's per pective that both Radio Khwezi and Radio 

Phoenix perceived South Africa's national community radi poli i " th ir fun ti n a' 

parts and facilitator of the public sphere and their function in relation t e tabli h tl 

theories of community radio in imilar ways, Despite the differenc s between the two 

stations in terms of license requirement, reach and audience, both held the objecti ve of 

bolstering South Africa's new democracy and supporting community development in 

high regard. In addition, botb made trong attempt to meet their goal. However, the 

difference in approach between the two tation eern to explain much about why one i 

still broadcasting and the other i defunct. 
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By putting it prograrmning goal within th ar a of d el pm nt, ducation and 

information --a well as the nouri hment of piritual need -- Radio Khwezi took an 

approach that was strongly geared toward strengthening community participation and 

development initiative . In addition, it effort to maintain olid managerial and financial 

structures helped it to continue meeting the e objective over a u tained p riod of time 

and expand its efforts to reach out to its community. 

The continued participation of Radio Khwezi's community member and 

volunteers lends much to the assertion that the station under tands it role well and doe 

everything that it can to meet its obligations. While it does have some advantages in 

terms of funding, it is also well managed and well re pected by ICASA, NGO , trainers 

and scholars (see Feyissa, 1999; Teer-Tomaselli, 2002). As one expert remarked, one 

doesn't necessarily need a large amount of funding to produce relevant programming that 

serves the needs of a community, although it does help (PoLlecut, 200]). Radio Khwezi is 

well-funded, but it does not take its funding situation for granted. Its revenues were even 

less than those of Radio Phoenix in 2000, yet it managed to perform at a higher level and 

consistently involve more of its community members. 

Community involvement by Radio Phoellix's listeners wa at an all-tim high 

from 1998 through early 2001 when it had a staff of more than 40 volunteer pre enter, 

featured a number of programs that encouraged community interaction and held 11 major 

community events that reflected the values and intere ts of it Ii tener . Radio Phoenix 

al 0 claimed to have programming goals designed to uplift its community. But the 

impressions it left on this researcher, some of it own employees and ICASA were not 

coherent with i.ts stated policy goals. The station' focus on music and entertainment may 
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have contributed to some of tbe station' problem in meeting the n ed of it community 

and gaining the nece ary input and support it needed to improve it performance and 

survive in the long term. 

Although Radio Phoenix did make a strong effort to meet it language breakdown 

requirements, its programming in this regard was centered on mu ic rath r than 

education. Furthermore, the unequal balance between its limited amount of n wand 

information programming and its relati vely large amount of mu ic request and phone-in 

talk programs may have compromi ed its approach to meeting its objective of 

community empowennent. Nonetheless, one could al 0 argue that the tation did provide 

plenty of space for community .interaction and articulation of public concerns. Whether 

the structure of this space for public communication actuaJly had an impact on the 

community's percepti.on of the station is a problem that cannot be answered with the data 

collected in this study. 

Also problematic was a perception of Radio Phoenix' tatus that wa widely held 

by the station's management and employees. The positioning of the station a a 

"competitor" with its national public ervice counterpart, Lotu FM, cloud d its rol a a 

community radio station and seemed to precipitate a lack of attention to the special ne d 

of its surrounding area. In addition, its approach to community involvement seemed to 

center more on providing entertainment opportunitie rather than enhancing and 

enriching public debate on i sues that were fOCll ed on democracy and development. This 

is not to say that the station was not erious about reaching out to it community -- it 

clearly was interested in this. However, its self-image seemed to revolve around it 

relationship to a public service broadcaster that held a completely different et of 
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broadcasting goal , had a different typ of Iicen e and far mor re ources to r ach its 

audience. Radio Phoenix could compete for listener but it could not camp t in term of 

resources. Thus, it focu on competition, rather than enhancing it quality of ervice, 

seriously limited its ability to ustain it commitment to community empowerment and 

development. 

Finally, claims of mismanagement and embezzlement, a lack of in titutional 

control and problems with the regulator all plagued Radi.o Phoenix from 1999 to 200 l, 

when it was closed indefinitely by broadca ting regulator. From their initial emergence 

to the time of this writing, many of these claims have remained speculative at worst and 

unclear at best. What is clear, however, is that the regulator did not believe that the 

station was adequately informing the community it was licensed to serve. The 

controversy over Radio Phoenix's 2001 Annual General Meeting ultimately proved to be 

its demise, and the specter of this incident prevented the station from meeti.ng its stated 

goals during its final days of broadcasting. 

In light of the data gleaned from the ca e studie of Radio Phoenix and Radio 

Khwezi, I have identified everal major issues that emerged in relation to each taLion' 

ability to meet policy objective and serve the public sphere with a spac for th 

articulation of public concerns. Although the research que tion were, in my view, well 

informed and at least tentatively answered by the data collected during the cour e of this 

study, three major is ue de erve urgent attention: 

• Governance and internal tability 

• Clarity of purpose and goals 

• Relation with the regulator and the abiJhy to meet policy directives 
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Intere tingly these i ue are more pragmatic in cop than th a tual th retical i u 

that were sought for examination in thi tudy. 

In tenn of governance, Radio Phoenix w tbe mo t ex mplary of the difficulty 

engendered by the juxtaposition of two particular problem: er ing a large community 

with diverse intere ts and accounting for all of the e intere t through mandat d g neral 

meeting de igned to accommodate community input. Radio Phoenix's inability to meet 

these objectives, according to ICASA Head of Broadca ting Eric NWapo (200 I), wa 

what ultimately led to its termination of service: 

.. , they were given four months to set themselves out ... that wa one 

condition; second condition, the old board bad to step down to make 

way for this twelve month, and thi four month under review or bing 

tested. Now basically, they failed to have an AGM, they failed to have 

a constitution, there were a whole lot of fights between the groups there 

and 0 forth ... 

While this may eem to be an obvi.ou a e ment, it al 0 point to a conflict between the 

responsibilities of the regulator and the obviou inability of the c mmuniLy to m et the 

objectives tbat had been set out by the regulator. For xample, what mak a particular 

community radio station better able to meet regulatory demands than other? Why ar 

there 0 many regulations that an e sentially volunteer organization mu t meet? Do the e 

reguJations prohibit stations from actually realizing the e goal? In order to begin 

answering some of these crucial que tion , more re earch need to be don concerning 

governance and su tainabjJjty and tbe relation of the e two concepts to ability of 

community radio tation to deliver their ervice . 
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A national community radio training GO, ABC Ulwazi, aIr ady ba a program 

in place to examine tbe e in titutional problem. The ational Community Radio Forum 

and the Freedom of Expre ion In titute are al 0 looking at way to amin p licie that 

are generated by government and enforced by ICASA. The policie: need to b 

examjned in terms of their relevance and effectiv ne and recommendation should b 

made on exactly what actions need to be taken to make policy work toward the b nefit of 

the community radio sector. Finally, a large amount of attention al 0 need to be direct d 

toward how South Africa's Department of Communjcatjon and Media Development and 

Diversity Agency will execute the task of providing government funding and additional 

support to community radio station. Indeed, without the proper in titutional control in 

place, it will be difficult for any station to survive in a media climate that is changing a 

quickly as South Africa's. 

In addition to institutional constraints that affect the ability of station to meet 

their objectives, the case studi.es included in thi document have critically evaluated the 

tated purposes of two particular tation and the manif, tation of th stated purpo 

in practice. Radio Khwezi wa quite clear in it purpos and it meth d to impl ment it 

mission through its programmjng. Radio Phoenix's ability to d this, on the ther hand, 

was limited. It is curious to note that Radio Phoenix tated in it 2001 licen application 

that it was "distinctively different from a commercial tation, in ofar a it do not 

purport to serve the interest of a few unrepresentative person, or the inter t of profit 

makers or the interest of private commerce" (p. 7). Ba ed on data that I collected from a 

variety of ources, trus a settion i difficult to believe. Radio Phoenix, by the admi ion 

of its own station manager, aw itself as a competitor of the public ervice broadcaster 
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and attempted to fight for r venue and pre tig to thi nd. Thi tate of affair beg the 

question of whether other tatioo aloe them Ive as competitor with oth r public 

service broadca ter . Clearly, thi i a problem for tation who ere ourc are dwarfed 

by the partiaUy sub i.dized budgets of the national broadca ter . As Laura Poll ut, th 

former Director of South Africa's Freedom of Expr ion In titute and a r p cted m dia 

consultant, said: 

... with regard to income ... I tnink, quite rightly 0, that om time, a 

commercial station opposed to a community tation ... they 

[community stations] seem to not under tand the difference between a 

community radio station and a commercial radio station I mean th 

difference is quite vast when you think about licen iog there' thi 

whole thing that the audience are underrated and, therefore, tbey're 

not getting the income, or the advertising revenue they should be 

getting ... but at the same time, I also tbink that A. they should think 

about the difference between the two tation and B. they hould th n 

think about really, really local advertising, in its true en e ... and retail 

advertising, which is very different than what you're going to get on 

national media ... 

In the case of Radio Phoenix, the station did eek out plenty of local adverti r but al 0 

sought some of the same corporate portfolios as it larger national competitor. The 

question, then, becomes: if a tation feel compelled to compete with a larger entity, are 

enough resource available for both to coexi t? This i ue runs paraJlel to another matter 

concerning talent. Radio Khwezi and Radio Phoenix both 10 t pre enter to Ukhozi FM 
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and Lotu FM, re pectively. Are community radio tation bing perceived a 'entry

level" in titutions for the public ervice broadca ter ? If 0, i thi ad irable effect? 

The e issues and question de erve further att ntion, a they point to pot ntial difficulties 

in the area of training and su tainability and could place community radio cation at a 

disadvantage. 

Finally, ICASA and its relationship with the community radio sector al 0 emerged 

as an important issue for both Radio Khwezi and Radio Phoenix. For Radio Khwezi, the 

task of putting together a licen e application wa found to b onerous for the tation. 

Despite the fact that Radio Khwezi is better resourced than many other South African 

community radio stations, the burden of putting together a licen e application of several 

hundred page" for each of it· one-year licenses was difficult co bear for the station's 

managers. Tleane (2001) and Dooms (2001) have both examined tbi i sue, while other 

NGO activists told me that the licensing process is one of the gravest problems facing 

South African community radio stations. Jane Duncan (2001), the Director of South 

Africa's Freedom of Expre sion In titute, called the 'ituation a "logjam" b tw en the 

regulator and the stations. 

The licensing problem revolve around a delay in four-year licen ing that some 

have claimed was caused by the merger of the rnA and SATRA (Mfundi i,2001; 

Freedom of Expression Institute, 2001). As it was mentioned in Chapter Two, the IBA -

and eventually ICASA -- originally licensed community radio tations annually with 

temporary licenses. This, according to Eric Nhlapo, cau ed a great deal of ten ion in the 

agency, which has traditionally been understaffed and unable to meet all of the requests 

that come from over 60 community radio tations across South Africa. Since 2000, 
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ICASA has been licen ing tation -- ad elopm nt that ha 

shortened the paperwork load for both the tation and the r gulator. Th four-year 

licensing cycle was concluded in July 2002 and will be reviewed in accordance with the 

Broadcasting Act of 1999, before the next round of four-y ar lie n ing b gin in 2004. 

However, the relative newne of community radio and th four-year Ii en e may give 

rise to new difficulties. A Jane Duncan remarked: 

... given all of the problems around the licensing and the entr nched 

disparities within licensing in the one-year proce s ... we may find 

once again that there are different kinds of disparitie tbat are 

entrenched through the four-year licensing proce that we're going to 

have to assess when that whole review takes place. 

The "disparities" Duncan spoke of are related to tbe priorities of ICASA during the La t 

round of licensing. Indeed, more urbanized province with a larger community radio 

presence, such as Gauteng and Western Cape, were given Iicen e hearing far earlier than 

the more rural province that, one could argue, had mor of an urgent need for 

community radio. Radio Khwezi's taff expre d particular concern about th 

regulator's handling of the licensing ituation and said they had to wait for more than a 

year after they were told that a hearing would be held before they actually received a 

bearing. 

The uncertaintie surrounding the lieen ing ituation are, indeed, problematic and 

need further attention. However, as the Director of South Africa' National A oeiation 

of Broadcasters2 pointed out, the station' them elve could do much to avoid many of 

the other licensing difficultie they face: 
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... my ort of cynical advice to applicant would be, you know, like ... 

define your conununity a broadly a po ible and even if you'v got 

something else in mind with what you want to be doing. But, you 

know, people don't take that advice ... they really, e pecially th ones 

who exist ... who have had like five or six one-year licenses, you know 

... they really believe that -- and I'm sure they're correct -- that they 

are serving a need, that this is how it work and that there' no need to 

shift (Kantor, 200 I). 

To this end, urgent research must be done into how ICASA licenses station and what it 

expects from a successful applicant. Although many developers and trainer have as isted 

stations with the application process, there is still a lack of clarity a to what constitutes a 

successful model for the licensing proces . ABC Ulwazi' ongoing Community Radio 

Project has begun to examine this and other related issues in-depth. More research needs 

to be conducted in this area in order to better understand the problems that stations face 

with the regulator in term of the licensing proce . 

Furthermore, an assessment of the level of understanding that exi ts in the area of 

broadcasting poLicies also needs to take place. Radio Phoenix's trouble with I A A 

stemmed not from its content -- although the regulator did have orne que tion about that 

as well -- but rather from its procedural failures. The tation's failure to execute it 

Annual General Meeting requirements e sentialJy cau ed it clo ing. Whether thi was 

caused by infighting among community group ,as orne have claimed or a lack of 

understanding of national broadca ting policies -- or a lack of appropriate structures to 

enforce policies -- i not particularly clear from the data collected in this study. However, 
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with each of the e situation being a po ibility, the general i ue of policy under tanding 

and execution becomes apparent. It wouLd b very he.lpful to both th r guLator and the 

community radio ector it elf if more attention were focu ed on how well individual 

stations actually under tand and implement the condition of their licen es. 

Conclusions 

In the cases of Radio Khwezi and Radio Phoenix, several tentative conclu ion 

are clear: 

1.� Both stations bad similar perceptions of South Africa's policies p rtaining to 

community radio's purpose and function as a tool for the articulation of social, 

political and development concerns. These perceptions were, for the most part, in line 

with the objectives set forth in the IBA Act of 1993. 

2.� Both stations had unique perceptions of their purpo es and functions and both seemed 

to derive these goals from stated needs in the community. Radio Khwezi focused its 

efforts on general community development goal for an imp v rish d community that 

had a limited educational background. The tation focused heavily on building a 

culture of participation and democracy, spiritual nourishment, language and 

education. Radio Phoenix also saw it elf as a community development tool but geared 

its programming and community involvement toward meeting the perceived need of 

a more urbanize~ and educated population witb a di tinct cultural background. While 

its defmition of community and deveLopment needs differed drasticaJly from Radio 

Kbwezi, Radio Phoenix did believe that it was providing an es ential service that met 

the particularized need of its listeners. 
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3. Both tation perceived. their purpo es and functions in way that were imil.ar to the 

tenets of establi hed theorie concerning community radio' purpo e and. function. 

However, the respecti ve perception held by each tation w re informed by their 

unique and particular surrounding , thu making a particular' fit" to a normative 

structure impossible to delineate. Although Radio Khwezi wa clearly more 

consistent in its approach to community participation than Ractio Phoenix, n ither 

station provided unlimited freedom to articulate matters of public concerns. 

Furthermore, Radio Khwezj seemed to embrace its statu a a non-profit organization 

more clearly than Radio Phoenix, which had other competiti ve ambition along with 

its stated mission of community service. 

WillIe these tentative assertions relate only to the station in question, it i interesting to 

note that they also point to signi.ficant issues concerning the purpose and function of 

community radio in South Africa. As the Independent Communication Authority of 

South Mrica, the Department of Communications, the newly formed Media Development 

and Diversity Agency and Parliament continue to oversee the development of th ector, 

it is important for each of these in tituti.ons to take note of is ue uch a the one 

outlined. in this study as well as other is ues that have emerged from other ommunity 

radio stations. Issues such as the definition of community, meeting the communication 

needs of a particular community, sustainability and appropriate levels of regulation are all 

reflected in this docu£!1ent, as they have been reflected in everal other community radio 

studies that are outlined in Chapter Two. However, the interpretations pre ented here can 

only be considered. intrinsically within the framework pre ented in thi study. More local 

Level re earch on community radio stations in South Africa and a better under tanding of 
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other ca e of community radio tation throughout the country are orely n ed d. It i 

hoped that this re earch can contribute to the e broader efforts om of which are already 

underway.'"' 

It is my view that the stations examined in thi tudy repre ent orne very 

important functions for community radio in South Mrica and it role in the public ph reo 

As White (1994) has stated: 

... the public sphere refers to that dimension of ocia] action, cultural 

institutions, and collective decision making that affect all people in the 

society and engages the interests of all people in the national body. By 

contrast with this common, public sphere, the "particular" sphere are 

the interests of limited sectors of society: different occupational or 

economi,c groups, different social classes and tatu e , religious or 

ethnic interests, regions, and local communitie . All private and 

particular interests have a public dimension, and the public sphere must 

respect these particular intere ts. Each of the parti.cularistic gr uping 

may have its own public sphere, but at the level of ociety these are 

particularistic interests (p. 251). 

Both Radio Khwezi and Radio Phoenix clearly pursued the general goal of thi 

normative definition of the public phere as a facet of civil society. In addition, both 

stations worked hard to provide the "particular" sphere that they were licen ed to erve 

with relevant programming that reflected the concern. ,culture and hi torie of their 

listeners. However, it j clear that both material and non-material is ues that were 
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confronted ucce: fuJly by Radio Khwezi, but confronted un ucce fully by Radio 

Phoenix, will need further attent.ion in the future.� 

As Jane Duncan (2001), Director of South Africa's Fre dom of Expre ion� 

Institute, told me: 

I think the establishment of the community radio ector -- e pecially 

over such a short space of time -- is extremely ignificant in term of 

diversification of media. We have a vested interest in eeing the 

greatest possible diversification in media in the country, 0 I think 

simply on that level that it creates greater diver ity of media. More 

specifically, I think that it's a form of media that, at lea t in principle, 

fosters a greater participation on the parts of listener and communities 

in whose names those services claim to operate ... and it's a structured 

way .in which participation actually occurs ... in ways which are 

demanded by the regulator. 

Indeed, community radio in South Africa ha an important role to play in the future of th 

nation's rna s communication structure and a a facet of particularized public 'phere a 

well as the larger public sphere. This study has attempted to look at the p rception that 

some practitjoners have with regard to the role and function of South Africa's 

community radio sector. Furthermore, an attempt ha been made to extract some of the 

issues surrounding thi~ role as well as the development of policie and practice related to 

the purpose and function of the sector. Through the context of two tation in a province 

where the medium is relatively new, this study has tried to e tabli h a framework for 

empirical evaluation on the local level. 
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It is my hope that other will find the practical and theor tical i ue pre ent d 

here u eful to further re earch on South African community radio station and their 

potential. to fill communication gaps that were left by the oppres ive practice of the 

apartheid regime. In addition, I am also hopeful that more researcher and policymaker 

will examine the notion that these stations provide a real alternative to public ervice and 

commercial broadcasters and, through their localized focu , serve an important function 

in South Africa's public sphere. Of course, the inspiration for this tudy doe not apply to 

South Afri.ca alone. This research project, in tandem with others that are underway, could 

certainly inspire similar projects i.n other international context where democracy, 

development and human rights initiatives are emerging. 

Due to the methodology employed here, the interpretations and tentative finding 

presented in the ca e studies on Radio Khwezi and Radio Phoenix, as well as the 

discuss~ons and interpretations presented in this concluding chapter, cannot be extended 

beyond what has been presented in this document. However, it is hoped that the 

interpretations presented here will provide additional in ight for other re ear her who 

choose to investigate similar i sues and questions. De pite the fact that South Africa ha 

been a democratic nation and has had a relatively free and open media y tern for nearly a 

decade, it is not reasonable to expect that it policy decision and the performance of its 

community radio ector sbould have been flawle s. Indeed, the American and We tern 

European broadcasting systems are also far from perfect in tbi regard. 

The important, and exciting, thing about South Africa, i that it i making a broad

based effort to improve community radio. For the sake of the civil society goal. that 

South Africa has set for itself, 1 beJieve it is urgent and necessary for its community radio 
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ector to not only improve, but to a1 0 be u tainabl for year to come. Although mu h 

more work remain to be done, I am hopeful for the ector' futur and can only hope that 

other re earchers wi II feel the same. 

Endnotes 

I The South African Constitution (1996), in clause 15, state that" very per on hall have the right to 
freedom of speecb and expression, which shall include freedom of the press and ther media and the 
freedom of artistic creativity and scientific re earch." This c1au e repre ent South Africa' formal 
recognition of freedom of expres ion rights. 

2 Lara Kantor was the NAB's director at the time of this re earcb proje t. As of 2002, former rnA councilor 
lohan Koster has taken this position. 

J.rhis report will be forwarded to t.he University of Natal for inclusion in Profe or Ruth Teer-Tomaselli' 
Community Radio Research Project, as well as the Freedom of Expre ion In titute of South Africa for 
inclusion in its policy research library. Thus, it. may be useful for others investigating similar or different 
questions. 
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APPENDIX A� 

A community member walks along the road to� 
KwaSizabantu Mission and Radio Khwezi.� 
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APPENDIXB 

TRANSMISSION MAP - RADIO KHWEZI 
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APPENDIX C� 

Two local women shop at a spaza near KwaSizabantn Mission. Spazas, which are 
often found on roadsides and in bustling urban areas throughout KwaZulu-Nalal, 

sell snacks, cigarettes, water, cold drinks and other sundrie . 
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APPENDIXD� 

TRANSMISSION MAP - RADIO PHOENIX� 
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APPENDIXE 

FORM OF CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 

DATE: (please print) 

1 ' (please print), con ent to be interviewed by Kyle A. 
enevoldsen, a visiting researcher associat.ed with The Univer ity of Natal-Durban and Oklaboma State 
university in the United States of America, for the purpo e of an official, academic research project 
focused on community radio stations in KwaZulu-Natal. I have reviewed the que lion tbat I wiU be a ked 
as a part of my interview and I have agreed to be asked the e questions prior to my participation. In 
additi.on, I am aware that this is purely a volunteer activity and that I may withdraw fr m thi re earch 
project at any time with no liability of any kind and no penalty for my action . 

I understand that my responses to questions a ked in this interview may be 
included in the interviewer's research and, if so, that they will be as 0 iared with my 
name and place of employment unless I have indicated otherwise, according the terl1).s 
outlined in the letter of request 1 received from the interviewer. I also grant the ce earcher 
pennission to include my name andlor response in an official report, which may be 
published in an academic book or periodical either within the Republic of South 
Africa or abroad in the future. 

Pursuant to the above, I agree to tlli interview and hereby acknowledge that 1 am awar 
of my parti ipation in an official academic re earch project, the terms of which have 
been thoroughly explained to me by the interviewer. 

If I have any questions about the nature and/or official approval of thi project, [ acknowledge that I have 
been given the addresses and phone numbers below 0 that I may do so: 

Institutional Review Board Phone: (405) 744-5700 World Wide Web: 
203 Whitehur t Fax.: (405) 744-6244 http://www.vpr.ok t3te.edu/irb/ 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, OK 74078-1020 
USA 

Participant's Signature: DATE: 

Researcher's Si.gnature: DATE: 

1 have con ented to the use of my: given name [ ) surname [] both [ Initials: 
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APPENDIXF 
SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

what is your name?� 

What is your age?� 

What is your cultural background (i.e. one ethnic group, mixed origin)?� 

rIow long have you worked here and what is your position?� 

Bow did you find out about this job?� 

Bow did you become interested in community radio?� 

Would you please describe your job and respons.ibilities?� 

How far mu ·t you travel to come to work?� 

What is a typical day like for you at the station?� 

Do you enjoy your work?� 

How important do you think your station i to your community and why?� 

What do other people tell you about your station?� 

Why do you think they say these things?� 

Prom your own experience, what can say about the importance of the tation to your� 
community?� 

What do you think are the most important programme offered by your station?� 

Could you talk about the different type of programmes the tation offer?� 

bo other people talk about the programmes they hear on the tation?� 

(If so), what do they say? 
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(!f not), why do you think th y do not.� 

~f1at do the elder ay?� 

~bat do the young p ople ay?� 
poe the tation give you an opportunity to expre and hare your ultur with oth r ?� 

if 50, in what way?� 

f'JOw important do you feel your job a a communicator i and why?� 

00 you feel like the thing your tations broadcast have an effect on peopl in th� 
. ?commuruty. 

If so, what kinds of effects? If not. .. why not?� 

What are the difficultie you face at the station (please de cribe)?� 

What would you like to see happen at the station in the future?� 

I-Iow do you think the e changes can be made?� 

Do you think media laws should change for these thing to happ n?� 

ff so, why? If not, what should change instead?� 

Should there be more community radio stations in KwaZulu-Nata1?� 

If 0, why? If not. .. why not?� 

Additional questions for managerial staff:� 

Bow is your station currently funded?� 

Are there other funding avenues you would like to explore?� 

What audience research methods do you currently use?� 

Do you see needs for improvement in this area?� 

If so, what improvement ? If not...why not?� 

What are some of your long-term goals for the station in term of equipment?� 

~taffing? 
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f(ogramming?� 

~f1at are some of the nece' ary tool you need to a compti h thi goal i.e. privat� 
ftJflding, public funding, grant from NGOs)?� 

~bat kinds of national policy do you feel can help you achieve your goal ?� 

please name the greatest challenge you will face in the hort term.� 

what about the long-term?� 

what solutions would you like to implement?� 

00 you feel. that your community has a desire to become involved in station activitie ?� 

What do you think would help in pire more involvement and why?� 

flow do the community members you have spoken to feel about what you are doing?� 

Do they feel itis necessary and benefic.ial?� 

How do community leaders respond to your programming?� 

Do they support the station?� 

If so, bow? If not, why do you think this is the case?� 

Do they become involved in the station?� 

If 0, how? If not, how do you think you can get them involved?� 

Does provincial government support what you do?� 

liow are they involved?� 

What has your experience been like with ICASA?� 

lIow do you feel about this organization?� 

Is it helpful or unhelpful?� 

Are there any improvements that could be made in bow regulatory practice are handled?� 

Should ICASA be involved in these deci ions?� 
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APPENDIXG 

Oklahoma State University 
Institutional Review Board 

Protocol Expires: 712102 

Date: Tuesday, July 03. 2001� IRS AppllcaUon No AS01n 

Proposal TiUe:� COMMUNITY RADIO INITlATlVES IN THE NEW SOlfTloi AFRICA: CASE STlJDlES 
FROM KWA2UlU-NATAl 

Principal 
Investigator(!): 

Kyle A Enevoldsen� Or. Steven Smethers 

228 N. Husband '1 313 Paul Millet 

SUilwaler, OK 74075 Stillwater, OK 74078 

Reviewed and� 
Pro<:essed as: Exempt� 

Approval Status Recommended. by Revlewer<s): Approved. 

Dear PI: 

Your IRS application referenced above has been approve<! for one calendar year. Please make note of ttle� 
expiration dale indicated above. II is the judgment of the reviewers thaI the rights and welfare of Individuals� 
who may be asked to participate in this study will be respected, and thaI the research will be conducted in a� 
manner consistent with the IRB requiremenls as outlined in section >45 CFR 4$.� 

As Principal Investigator, it is your responsibility to do the following: 

1. Conduct this study exactly as it has been approved.� My modiflcations to the"19search protocol� 
must be submitted with the appropriate signatures for IRS approval.� 

2.� Submit a request for continuation If the stUdy extends beyond the approval period of one calendar year. 
This continuation must receive IRS review and approval before the research can continue. 

3.� Report any adverse events to the IRS Chair promptly. Adverse events are those which are� 
unanticipated and impad the subJeds during the course of this research; and� 

4.� Notify the IRS office in writing when your research project is complete. 

Please note that approved projects are subjed 10 monitoring by the IRS. If you have questions about the IRS 
procedures or need any assistance from the Soard. please conlad Sharon Bacher, the Executive Secretary to 
the IRB, in 203 Whitehurst (phone: 405-744-5700, sbacher@okstate.edu). 

Sincerely, 

/()A~"/~ 
C~;;:--C'hair 
Institutional Review Soard 
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